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PREFACE

This study of physical science and engineering library and
informatian facilities and services in the New York Metropolitan area was
initiated by the Newyork Metropolitan Reference and Research Library
APency in vall 1966. Tt was financed by the New York State Science and
Technology Foundation.

METRO is one of several regional organizations chartered by ihe
Regents of the University of the State of New York in what is termed the
"3-R's" (Reference and Research Resources) program. METRO's purpose is
"to improve reference and research library services in the New York
Metropolitan area by promoting and facilitating utilization of existing
resources and by developing additional resources." METRO's activities
are directed by a Board of Trustees, composed of librarians and other
interested area residents. Its geographtcal scope of activity officially
encompasses the five boroughs of Manhattan and Westchester County.
Throughout the course of the study, the heads of many libraries,
and managers of the science and engineering facilities in them, were
asked many times to analyze various of their resources and thoughts and
to provide input for consideration by the Project staff. With few
exceptions, these people participated fully in what was a difficult and
time-consuming process. Nothing would have been possible without their
support and contributions.

Many agencies, including all of the major American physical
science and engineering societies, the U.S. Office of Education, vsrious
business and industry officials in New York, and people fram libraries,
the government, and industry in Detroit, Pittsburgh, Houston, Dallas,
Washington, Boston, and Chicago cooperated with the Project staff.
Interest in the work of METRO was higivin all of these places.
The METRO staff is indebted to the efforts of its consultants,
some of whom traveled long distances several times to advise us. The
Project's permanent consultants were Eugene Jackson (IBM, Armonk, N.Y.),
Susan Artandi (Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey), and.
Joseph Shipman (Linda Hall Library, Kansas City, Missouri). Others who
joined us from time to time to offer invaluable assistance were Robert
Levesque (Information Services Laboratory, Syracuse University, Syracuse,
N.Y.), Melvin Voigt (University of California, San Diego), Nhurice Tauber
(Columbia University, New York) and Stanley Milberg (MARCOM, Inc., Ntw
York). A group of exceptionally qualified science librarians aided in
the evaluation of library facilities. They were S. Kirk Cabeen (Engineering Societies Library, New York), Ellis Mount (Columbia University, New
York), Robert Krupp (New York Public Library, New York), and Irlene
Stephens, Richmond College, Staten Island, N.Y.).

The work of the Project was unfailingly supported by a small
staff of interested and enthusiastic students at Columbia University:
Lewis Archibald, Alan Anderson, Brian Aveny, MArgery Blake, Dan Clemmer
and Catherine Sestay. They must be credited for their ingenuity,
integrity, and ability-to"work under pressure in. less"than ideal facilities.

Finally we must tender our highest regards to the members of
the METRO Headquarterie staff who bore the brunt of the work involved
in printing and distributing formso, letters, and questionnaires, and ili
providing information and guidance to'respondents in the frequent
abience of-the Project Supervisor. Lawrence P. MUrphy,"formerly, Assistant'to the METRO "Executive Director, was-doubly helpful-because ofills
training and experience-in science-:and science1 information.
.

-Russell Shank
Smithsonian ins titution- libraries
Washington, D. C.
-March 1968
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INTRODUCTION

1

projectObjectives
The METRO Science Library Project was undertaken to study the
needs of those people who use both large and small science libraries
in the New York City area. An attempt was made to assess the effectiveness of various cooperative devices and information service facilities,
including:

Guides to 16Cil science collections
Union lists of local holdings

Rapid communication and transportation facilities among
local libraries
The adequacy of copying services

The availibility of translators and abstractors
The'possibility of formal agreements for divided'
resPonsibilitisin the acquisition and storage of
science mAterials

Of particular'significance S. that this was a design project,
not merely i'fact-finding survey. Austated in the grant.application:
"This projeCt will also try to-find mechanisms whereby-the^libraries of
-this area will be certain to acquire needed materieli, and it will try
to fit those mechanisms into a plan of effective pooling and sharing."
The project Supervisor took this as a 'mandate to lay out recommendations
for.action that wotild.specif in operational terms,an integrated service
system of science and engineering library and infokmation faCilities in
the METRO region.

Significance
The grant application for financial support for the METRO Science
Library Project states:
The need for such & study in New York City iss eitremely
urgent. The pressure' on all local libraries by students:'
researchers and practitioners is greater than it has ever
been and it is increasing rapidly. Furthermore, several
long range projects in the field of science reference and
research libraries are presently under consideration.
These projects include the proposed World Science Center
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in New York City, the proposed expansion of the Cityoperated Hall of Science, the New York Public Library
plans for the establishment of a new Mid-NAnhattan
library, which will include an open shelf science
collaction, and the interlocking plans by library
organizations and government agenciekfor the establishment of a national network of science.information
centers.
Demands on science and engineering library' facilities and services throdghout the nation are indeed so heavy, and the likelihood of
any individual library or library system being able to meet these
demands with its own resources is so improbable, that planning and
cooperation among libraries within limited geographical regions to
create the widest intellectual and physical access to publications
and information for-their clientele has become essential for survival.
Evidence of planned regional services.involving more than one agency
was examined at first hand in Houston, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Detroit,
Dallas, and Washington, D.C.

Written reports of other regional efforts -- for entire states
such as Colorado and Massachusetts, for academic systeus such as the
University of California and .State University of New York (SUNY), and
for smallel%regions like the Reiearch Triangle in.North Carolina -were studied. The technology utilization programs of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (MASA), Atomic Energy COmmission (AEC),
and, the U.S. Department of Commerce, as we4 as the national information
analysis operations.of the centers sponsored by the Department.of Defense
and AEC are of particular importance because they bring such obvious
financial strength to .the operation of regional information services.
.

We may someday look back on this as an era .of the institutionalization of regional cooperation and system development among libraries
and information services.

The METRO.area contains the wealth of libraries and the
concentration of scientific and technical talent to make an information
system based on these elements potentially one of the most powerful
agents for information transfer,and service in the nation. 'The 'basic
objective of the recommendations in this report .is to orient libraries
and information services in the New York City region-towards-a-system
structure that will enhance full exploitation of literature-based information resources in science and technology for the citizens of this
particular region, for the,State Of New York, and fina4y for the nation.

INTRODUCTION

Sources of Data and Information

EURO region scientists and engineers, including faculty
higher
members of institutions
Data obtained by questionnaire on library and literature
use characteristics and fram opinions on pr..aant* and
proposed library and information services.
ublic and
METRO re ion librarians in char e of academic
some association and museum libraries or anized to serve
students majoring in science studies facult members and

Lata obtainea by questionnaire-on levels'Of collection
development in ,science, on involVement in ana,the potential for, cooperative acquisition programs, and
space needs. Data supplemented through site visits.

NETRO regionLiljarejllallailueneral
Information on operational probleMs, regional needs,
ideas for investigation, etc., obtained in small group
meetings with science librarians from public, industrial,
-sovernment, association and academic libraries.

Data,obtained from published directories on location,
size, and collection specialization. Data obtained fram
transaction report forms.on interactions with other
libraries for information and publication transfer.
METRO region college and uniVersity students taking courses

ormajorimja_science subjects
Data obtained by questionnaires from undergraduate and
graduate students on library use characteristics and
opinions about collections, services, and facilities..
METRO region manufacturers and trade associations

Data obtained by questionnaire on interaction between
associations and libzaries and on information services
offered to the public.

3
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Large library photocopying departments
Data obtained on characteristics of literature copied
from item-by-item analysis of photocopy orders in five
NETRO affiliate libraries.

Libraries and information services in other re ions
Data obtained from site surveys and documentary analysis
on the organization and administration of regional
information services, on services offered, kind of.public
served, problems encountered, etc.
Individuals in the library and information service industries

Data and information dbtained through consultation with
regular and Occasional consultants and consulting firms,
and with librarians, industrial information officers,
and scientists.
Miscellaneous sources
Content analysis of the literature on regional library
services', library cooperation, information systems,
Communication networks, etc. Data extracted from
published statistical sources.

Through these mechanisms, over 6,000 people were contacted.
Nearly 1,700 of them provided the data and information that were analyzed in prepiaring the program for action outlined by the recommendations
in this report.

Limitations of the Study
The study was concerned only with the physical sciences
(astronomy, chemistry, earth sciences, and physics), engineering,
mathematics, and, to some extent, architecture as well as with the professional scientific community, beginning with college level students,
and its literature.
The full role of special lfbraries in industry as contributors
to regional services was not studied.
Problems faced by faculty members of small colleges, particularly
from schools in'the suburbs, were not adequately studied.

INTRODUCTION

Same potentially important libraries, several of which were
METRO affiliates, did noerespond to questionnaires and other re'quests
for information and data. Therefore, they are not as-prominent among
the libraries mentioned in various reconmendations as m3ght have been
the case. Except for site visits to several,other regions and a brief
examination of the use of local libraries by industrial corporations
within a 50-mile radius of New York City, data were gathered only
from people and agencies ia New York City and Westchesier County.

Premises

Not every publicatian of potential use ia scientific and
engineering research need be held by libraries within a region. Publications located elsewhere will be suitable for local service if adequate
delivery mechanisms (physical access) can be organized.
Local autonagy and-first priority to serve primary clientele
are important administrative concepts for individual libraries. They
can be preserved at the same time that semirestricted facilities and
services are opened to reasonable use by qualified users.

Physicarand intellectual access points to information and to
publications need not be at the saue place in an integrated library
system.

To the maximum possible extent an improved system of information
and publication access should utilize already existing library components or at least portions of-them.
To build an strength in terms of the quantity and quality of
information stored-is the best course of action in facilitating access
to information and publications. This is the most economically feasible technique, and for certain elements of system development, it is
the only technique possible to assure that subsidy funds for system
development mill be applied to the benefit of the greatest number of
users. It.is also the qVickest technique to use in reaching full
power tn a system involving existing libraries.

Useful-modification of library facilities to enhance the utility
of an information system and advances towards the system of the future
can be made without full scientific understanding of every aspect of
the communication of scientific information and users' needs and habits
in interactions with information systems. The information facility of
the future involving libraries will come about as a product of evolution, not revolution.

6
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Regional library and information center systems will evolve as
the viable nodal units in natianal information networks. The regional
library community has an obligation to take the lead in creating a
position of organization of its services and facilities for information
work that will enhance the integration of regions into national systems
and networks.

A;PROPO$A1, TO STRENGTHEN AND EXTEND LIBRARIES FOR
SERVICE 'TO SCIENCE: A SUMMARY OP RECOMMENDATIONS

The Project recommendations tall for positive action calculated
to Increase the utility of libraries in service to -the scientific
community at larse and to eitablish commitments toWaid a new era of
joint responsibility for facilitating the exploitation of the region's
reSources aystematically and economically. .The recommendations are
imperative, :but general. Many decisions remain to be made On specific
Operational details in. order to achieve the goal each_ recomme-ndation
seeks. Innumerable 'alternative_ steps within each reComMended, cOUrse
of action_remain to-he determinedand,.considered in making decisiOns
on details. Nevertheless, the contribution to service each recommenda-

.

tion- Seeks, to-_make,ieMains,..a verity 'that must be accomaiodated.

--7hese reconmiendations -strive_ for an optimum cOurae., of regional

:action in;:reSPonaeto findings -derived from:input frOm a plUrality.of
_types, of librarYand infOrMation users _from various and _tifteñ diaParate
settings . Dataiwere_ gathered -in: such: a way that system Planning, :not
indiVidnal library "opetationi,_ was the focua. IndiVidual IibrarieS
-will _not_ find_ their__Particular problemi _specifically ,delineated with
direction for_their, local .sOlution. Internal surveys and CritiqUes
of -individual:library Problema. are:the _province of- local _library
for :Closer. cOncentration on Specifics .by
administrators, and
contu/tants'.Over :a longer-period .of. time 'than could haVe been-managed
.for them all during the course of this study. NeVertheless, partici
pation by:individual libraries in the regional plans for development
Of library -resources, 'facilities 'and _set-Vices herein recommended Will
local- imPact_ to-the benefit 'Of servide to that pOrtion -of the:
public that approaches the region's resources' arough the indiViduat

libraries,

Resources

At least $400,000 must be added to the annual expenditures
for the purchase. 'of librasumaterials by the. 38 public, academic;
association.. and. museum libraries in the o en sector that offer 'service
to the professionalihnice science and engineering community in the
METRO region. Nearly $60,000 more is needed annuall b these libraries
for, the reservation of library materials.
1.

Iheile amounts are essential for the provision-of basic library
Services of-the higheit-quality in the performance of each
library's primary mission, and are in addition to the resources
and services subsequently recommended in this report.
7
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At least 77 additionalyositions, at a total estimated
cost of $424,000 a year, should be added to the 38 open sector
libraries surveyed for normal service to the physical science and
2.

EMILTEIREEMEllitE.
These positions also are ARRential fnv tha navfnipmomnA
these libraries to fulfill their primary missions.
3.

and e ineering based on coo erative acquisition of materials and a
continuous review of collection s ecialties and stren ths amo
the
re ion s science and e ineeri
libraries is required to fulfill
several purposes:a) to join together library communities with
similar demands in order to justify the acquisition of various
materials for which the demand from any_lyneoLymmis insufficient
to support alone; (b) to place du licate materials 'udiciousl
throu hout the re ion to meet needs from local enclaves of users
mho cannot or do not have the time to travel too far to set material
they need urgently; (c) to bring into the region material that is not
otherwise being collected but for which local demand dictates a
_pjaatseed'ofaccesseater.totheisebeoranirwzed; (d) to assist
particularly the, large libraries in their attempts to serve missions
other than those for which they_hattlen_orzsmimighich for
various reasons they are otherwise in a position to serve; e to
allow libraries with similar missions and clientele to pool.their
resources in order to obtain a broader re resentation of litan.ature
among them than would otherwise be possible.

In this manner the'varied demands of dispersed users.and the
awkward distribution of materials among the region's libraries
can be brought closer to congruity. The region's rich resources can thus also be further strengthened so the powerful
science community can more quickly tap literature resources
than is even now the case. Duplication of material as required by demand can be assured, relieving pressures on
stressed resources.
4.

222212mentary_academic library_collections to serve colleze
and university students in engineering and fllephysical sciences should
be established at several key locations throughout the METRO re ion in
libraries that already exist.
Students are more evenly distributed throughout the METRO
region than perhaps any other sector of the community. Az
they have more flexible time schedules and more mobility

9
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than others in the science community, not being tied to- a
kigid full-day work schedule, they'are attracted thus to
public library facilities to augment*their school studies,
but too few centers of academic library extellence exist
ia ale public sector of*the library systeus.

The quantity and quality of circulating collections of
professional books and tournals in science and engineering, particularl in Manhattan and Westchester County should be increased and
widely publicized.5.

.

,

PrObably nO other metropolitan region in the natiOn has as
large a,proportion of its publicly availab.le sdience and
engineering library resources restricted to .library use or
available for controlled circulation only, as does New
York City. Tiiis availability of cirCUlating material: Should
be widelly and frequently announced because pnblic- libraries
_

,iii.: the region are not' generally recognized as likely sources

for such material.
_

6;1 The publicly available stock of-bibliographical services
and seParate bibliographies should be increased, either through the
purchase of more titles for the ublic,libraries or Subsidized
public access to comprehensive, but relatively.closed collections
that exist amon the science collections of the 'large-university
libraries in the region.
s

.

Not.zonly the traditional, but the- neW kinds_ _of bibliógraphical.

services should be brought to bear_on the Problems."Of providing intellectual access to publications, for the area's
The problems and issues to-be faced
scientists and: engineers.
in implementing .this recommendation:should be priority items
for 'funding in-the program of reseaich and develOPMerit
(MACSINEX) recommended later -in this report;
It :should be
antidipated 'that librarians and information -offiCers* will:

make more ude of these bibliographic resourced thañili
<-

'scientists and -engineers

Stack:spade in existing libraries can and Should 'be more
economically used by the removal of various kinds oflittle-used
material for transfer to
eiv...2.A new 'Delayed Access
7.

stc.mt iessiter

Asc.

Shotild be es tai.2.1

to

e

tius

'material

and should develop the capability of delivering material 'to the
local libraries within, from one to three days of its request,.

'10
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Real estate is a premium resource among New York libraries,
particularly in the crowded boroughs. The storage of littleused and older material would be an ideal way of highlightiag
the remaining newer and more important literature ai is recommendpd y thp Ropnrp remmilin4ty,

Services

8. A Central Advisory and Rf!erral Service

ZARES

should be

established to aslatlitailmja_elly.laallska the region

s

library and information resources quicklz.and eftiAmtla.It
should rovide consultation, middleman
this effort.

and directo

services in

Most librarians in the region learn through experience haw
to tap other libraries and information services, but the
process is a long one and produces local services of. highly
varying quality, depending upon the ingenuity and the administrative freedom given to librarians. Many of the
region's resources are inefficiently and improperly utilized
by librarians an behalf of those they serve. A service to
assist librarians in developing search strategy would
heighten the usefulness of these resources as they stand,
even if they are not further augmented.

9. ACer_ltralSeriailService (CENSSUS) should be
established tojorovide photocopies and interlibrary loans of scientific and technical periodicals.
Articles in scientific and engineering journals are the
principal units of communication in these fields. The
call for loans and copies of articles and journals among
fhe area's libraries, both internally and through interlibrary actions, is heavy. Most research libraries are
stressed to capacity in meeting this demand, to the
detriment of service to those many researchers who use
the same material in the library. .Every library manager
queried indicated that the supply of scientific serials
was too meager for all of the demands made of them.
Clearly, a specially designed, quick acting facility for
providing physical access to scientific and technical
serials is urgently needed.
10.

A Serials. Utility_Rogister (SURE) should be established
and maintained on a current basis in lieu of a union list of serials.
SURE would establish the location of as man co ies of as wide a

A SUMMARY, OF RECOMMENDATIONS

range of serial titles as possible, and woyld direct librarians and
the public- to these titles upon demand.
_

Providing physical access to scientific serials is one of
the most. frequent key tasks of the, science library community, A otrrv4e.s. nmpar4ng
"A Airg.ctione
Linarar,

to a few public Sources of availability for each, involving
even locations outside the New York region-, would provide a
more powerful, more economical-, and viable leality..
.

The information service capability of the r4ion should
be strengthened by creating separately identified public agencies to
provide: 09 scientific and technical data and facts; including elenents of biblio ra hic citations in res onse to uestiods that canbe answered quickly.and on demand; and (b) specialized information
and bibliographic services at cost, tailored to specifications set
by the custoMer.
11.

These services would complement- and extend the special seatc-trservices _of- the Engineering,Societies,Library.-... At, present

little such capability _is available to the public in .New York

_,I)emand for such. serVices is .low, at preient but-yhere
these services have been Made evailable and promoted, ',demand
has bpen generated. It,._is ineorigrUous that .the science._
community in New York turns to 'such seriices ,in Chicago when

bettet,,resources are available to sustain these services locally.
12*.

A Central Transiaticin-Facility should be establiihed to

assist Scientists in ainin access to available translations and t-c;

direct them on demand to the translation industry in the area.

The provisiOn Of literal:translations is_ .one of ,the key
avenues Of -access 'to foreign-scientific information -The'
translation industry in ,New York,.is intellectually 'poWet.7,
flit 'end institutionally unstructured'. ;Libraries -should':
develop the caPability, fot biinging ,customera -and-the
industry' together.
Organization and Administration

13. A Science Librar and Inforniation Service Council should

be established to advise and assist t e METRO Board of Trustees, METRO
committees and individual libraries in lannin and ,..lementin ro-

ramira.t.t.s....roiyerefer. ce and research libraries serving the

11
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rofessional science communit in the METRO re ion and to'review
regularly the state of the science library and information service
capability of the rnion.
The demands*of the scientific and engineering community and
the state of the art of-information science are dynamic
forces and unst be constantly reevaluated to facilitate
administrative decisions among libraries for cooperation_
in providing the best possible service-to the various sectors of the public. The activities recommended in this
report are merely:indicators of direction: none will become
viable without a prime mover with knowledgeable guidance to
develop plans for and uonitor their implementation.

An educational program for employees of science
libraries should be ina urated to increase and u date their know14.

projects, and research and development methods.
The science and engineering community demands librarians
who are more knowledgeable in these various aspects of
science. It will be, difficult to recruit enough librarians.
with adequate science or engineering training for work at
all professional levels:in the area's libraries. The
'library community itself, with assistance from the region's
extensive science and engineering education and research
enterprises, can usefully invest time and effort to provide
a general training program aimed 'at opening vistas into the,
world of science for people in these libraries.
15.
Vigorous and high quality informational, promotional,
and educational ro rams shoUld be undertaken b a central a enc
Its objectives include increasing knowledgeability among saientists,
engineers, andlibrarians concerning the resources in the re ion:1s

libraries and other information facilitiesandtliniuesof
ac uirin

information

both 'physicall

and intellectuall

from them.

No small part of the underutilization and misuse of existing
library and information resources o' the region is due to
the passiveness of libraries in get,:ral, and their lack of
motivation and mechanisms for coovUnated public information
activities that would help scientists and engineers understand
what is available forthem and how to get at it. Active promotion of information and library services, in terms of the
output that would be useful to them, has elsewhere produced a
healthy community demand and support for libraries.

A SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

A formal, organized network) to be known as Metropolitan
Access to Scientific Information Network (MACSINET) composed of
libraries and information
selected h sical science and en ineeri
services in the METRO area should be established.to facilitate the
communication of questions and answers involving scientific and
technical data and information, bibliographic ififormation) resuests
for,....L.catioLpofublications and arrangements for their use and the
transmission of visual imases (both bard and soft) of library.
materials.
16.

An informal system of a relatively few libraries in the
region already bears most of the burden of providing
information and publicationi to the professional scientific and engtneering community. Recognition of this system,
and its formal institutionalization with dedicated communication facilities, would provide an administrative framework
and the beginnings of a management data system on which to
build a viable regional service. Joint action will be
required by these libraries in order for them to capitalize
on much of the new technology of information systems.
A research and development program, to be called
Experiments
Metro olitan Access to Scientific
should be established to work on products and s stems aimed at enhancing the establishment operation and continued uezsEadinlof
a fully integrated system of information resources and inforration
transfer facilities in the New York metropolitan region.
17.

The library community must act now, and on its own, if it
is to have any control of its destiny and, indeed, any role
at all in the coming generations of special purpose information and communication systems based on new technology. No
one segment of the information science and communication
industries within the frameWork of present corporate structure
and organizational goals, can work on the problems of system
design and equipment development or modification to Suit the
complex needs of a regional library and information service.
Many public and private agencies can be mobilized, however,
to work under contract to a planning agency on various as-.
pects of these problems in a coordinated program of research
and development.

In_Erder

to obtain full power from the programs and
should be inteem activities proposed in this report, a numbr of th
grated into one administrative unit for coordination and ease of
exploitation.
18.
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Several of the services and facilities recommended in this
report obviously have functions that are interrelated (CENSSUS
and SURE; CARES, SPINBIBS, and.the Central Translation Facility). The New York 'region requires and wrrants a new, central
public.scientific and technical library and information center
that would be, in essence,'a combination of the best features
of the present New York Public Llbrary Science and Technology
Division and these newly recommended active services. It is
recommended that all of these elements be grouped together
into a newly constituted and modernized Science and Technology
Division of the Ntw York Public Library.

"77:-

LIBRARIES AND THE SCIENCE COMMUNITY

3

The objective of this study was to assist in the development of
library services to the professional community of scientists, engineers,
and mathematicians in the New Yofk area. Nationwide pressures have
been strong for modifications of library operations and services an
behalf of science. These pressures come from the demands of scientists
and engineers, from a host of panels and committees that have addressed
themselves to various aspects of the communication of scientific information and library service, and from the realm of information and
communication science where the technology seems to be offering more
rapidly than ever, the promise of new capability. Llbraries have an
obligation to examine these pressures and to take action on a variety
of fronts in order to bring these new technologies to bear on the
creation of useful and innovative library services. It is particularly
important that those libraries that can act cooperatively do so, for
many of the influences on libraries call for the introduction of resources and techniques that are too expensive and sophisticated for
independent action. The econamical use of relatively dear resources
for library service within a region will thus require the development
of library systems of various kinds in order to share resources.
This study concentrated on an examination of the existing
library enterprise in the New York area and the community of users that
confronts it. The interactions of these two groups, each with characteristics that are in part independent, and in part a result of previous
interactions was studied to see where they could be made more compatible.
Soon after the study began, it became evident that existing library
facilities could not alone meet all demands. The problem quickly expanded to include an estimation of the kinds of facilities that should
be added to the region's resources in order to serve current needs and
to build towards a future that is as yet only dimly seen.

What follows in this chapter are the significant findings of
the various phases of the Project, presented so as to give an impression
of the issues and problems that the recommendations attempt to resolve.
This synthesis, thea, is a description of the community, the resources,
and their interaction today in terms that are suggestive of the science
library and information facility of tomorrow.

The RegionSiaratResources
Overall, the library resource in the METRO region and nearby
environs must be rated outstanding, in the subjects under consideration
in this report. Over two million volumes, covering astronomy, chemistry,
15
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earth science's, engineering, -mathematics,.'and physics, are held by
about_235 Iibrariee, whose Primary aim is to serve some segment of the

,professional Scientific commit), beginning with students in institutions o higher learning-who are studying for entry into the various
,fieldi-_-Of.science. Am Ong these libraries are 'the collections of the
31 'colleges and universities that offer degrees or emphases in science,
--.--,1,i1--v-tibiiti1bititrit-'-aystems'i and abc-iut- 200 iiwu

and.'Society.--librarieS.

r1aL, Muriem, goverment,

One -of ':the':.-key -characteristics of the region's collections is

,.

the, feat; thiit'strength -in:all disciplines is displayed by the public,
c011ege;n*Seitiand society =1.1.braries, -or what-might be called the

-,open:teCtOr,--__Of Vie-.-COMmunityi,K Although -the:academic libraries do not

have a directobligation: to iserve the public, by tradition most libraries:of nonprofit-2:intititutions do contribute to a iarger community
serv_ioe hy-,allowingiaacOis -tO their collections fcir reasonable use bY
.

qualified' UserifAt 'least -they are the strongest elements of the vol-

,-untarY:'nationaV.interlibiary-lending
setivity.
..

,Asl,shoWn- inAable I, these-libraries have comprehensive research
,coliections-_-ikeVery:_major discipline of, the sciences covered:in this
.study-aud-some-:of the .-s.trongest-:collections: of their kind ianytiihere in
th&iiation; (e.g., the New -York Public Library and the Engineering
::-SoCieties Library). In the entire open sectOr in the science's there are
.:neariY-i-,one'iiillion-'volumes and' over--24,000 current serial titles.- And
-:theSii-colleCtions,'_are-troWing at the- rate of over 23,000 volnineS 'a

..

,

_

this is:bi--sharp-contrast to most other metropOlitan' areas- of
the -countrY.:wheremany 'industrial libraries must be included in regional
-inVentories--:''In.-Order- to show good coverage of a wide range_ of subjects.
--:-pose, a- probleia to_ regional_ planners in: those areas_ because

aCces'i,ir-to -industrial 'collections 'is -usually severely restricted, or is
made- iiVallable only
tat_ingly, through interlibrary: lending _or_ incon_yenient:--,negOtiation-An-each individual *case requiring.direct access to
,_
materiale-lif -the libraries..
'

is charaCteristic is of more than just passing interest. It
means-that;*if we follow the principle that it is better to build on
a trexgth we can concentrate our creative efforts to irflprove our library
resources and services on the alread:
n sector of the libr enterrise. We thus not onl steer clear of involvement with the constraints
of industrial proprietary
but also relyheavily on the-portion
of the libr commit that controls and draws benefits directl from
the state s 3-R s grogram.

r.;

1D, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9:
10B, 11, 12, 13, 17, 20

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 90 11,
13, 20

1A4 1D, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9,
11, 13, 17

2, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 20

2, 8, 9, 12, 20

CHEMISTRY

EARTH SCIENCES

ENGINEERING

MATHEMATICS

PHYSICS

5.
6.

4.

2.
3.

1A4 IB, 4, 10B,
13, 16

1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 4,
10B, 13, 15

1B

16

4

3

(D)

3, 19

30 19

3, 16, 19

3, 14,.19

1A, 3, 19, 21

19

titLIcrehensivisasicstudworia Research**

(C)

Manhattan College
Marymount Manhattan College
Mercy College
10A. New York University,
Science Library
10B.
New York University,
Engineering and Science Library.
11. Pratt Institute
12.
Sarah Lawrence College
13. Yeshiva University
7.
8.
9.

Keytolgssa Designators

CUNY, Brooklyn College
CUNY, City College of New York
CUNY, Graduate Studies Division
CUNY, Queens college
College of New Rochelle
Columbia University
Fordham University
Iona College
Long Island University (Zeckendorf Campus)

Academic Libraries

IA.
1B.
1C.
1D.

1D, 5, 6, 7, 10A,
11, 15, 17

5, 6: 10A, 16

7, 10A, 10B, 15,
20

1A4 1B, 1D, 10A,
10B, 15

18, 10A, 14, 15,
16

1B, 10A, 10B, 13,
15, 16

(B)

19.
20.
21.

18.

17.

16.

15.

14.

American museum of
Natuial History
Brooklyn Public
Library
Engineering Societies
Library
Mt. Vernon Public
Library
New Rochelle Public
Library
New York Public Library
Yonkers Public Library
Chemist's Club

Other Libraries

See key to library designators.
Listed on the survey forms as Exhaustive Research. *The designation was changed by the Project
Director since so few library collections are really exhaustive.

1A, 1D, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 11, 12, 17, 20

Information

(A)

ASTRONOMY

Sukitst

Levels at Which Libraries Indicated Maintain Collections *

LEVELS OF COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT IN GENERAL SUBJECT AREAS
AMONG RESPONDENT METRO AREA laBRARIES

TABLE I.
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TABLE II.

HOLDINGS IN THE MAJOR PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGIMERING mg
LIBRARIES IN THE OPEN SECTOR
Collection Size

Sub ect

Volumes

Serial
Titles

Volumes
Added

Astronomy

15,450

459

Chemistry

83,343

1,948

5,386%

Earth Sciences

133,799

4,582

5,244

Engineering

210,684

9,086

6,612

Mathematics

70,863

972

470

4774

MIA

19,321

23,212

Physics

Total, 21 reporting
libraries

632,957

Estimate for 17
libraries not reporting*

323,400
950_1457

688

MID OD

24.121

23,212

* The following libraries did not report their holdings by subject
to the Project staff: Cooper Union, Finch College, Good Counsel
College, Hunter College, Kings College, Manhattanville College,
Marymount College, New York Institute of Technology, Polytedhnic
Institute'ef Brooklyn, SUNY-Maritime College, Notre Dame College
of Staten Island, Pace College, St. Francis College, St. John's
University, St. Joseph's College for Women, Wagner College, and
Queensborough Public Ll.brary.
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Administrative decisions involving unusual library developments
on behalf of the region and, particularly, those that involve the use
of funds available to METRO znd its voting members, is thus much simpler
-than night otherwise be true. Most of the effort in this study to
gather data that would spotlight collections, facilities and services
useful to a regional system was focused on the public, the academic, the
The recommendations in this report
society, and the museum libraries.
propose that elements from these libraries be drawn together in various
mays to form a publicly accessible resource for the region's science and
engineering community.

The following institutions are in-the open sector to which
reference is frequently made in this report; These agencies maintain
library collections for direct support of some portion of the science
and engineering community.
1/
Academic Institutions-

Brooklyn College
City College of New York
College of New Rochelle
College of Notre Dame
Columbia University
Cooper Union
CUNY, Graduate Division
Fordham University
Good Counsel College
Hunter Col1ege2/
Iona College
Kings College
Long Island University
Manhattan College
Manhattanville College of
the Sacred Heart
Public Libraries

Brooklyn Public Library
New York Public Library
Queensborough Public til3rary
Yonkers Public Library2/

Marymount College
Marymount Manhattan College
Mercy College
New York Institute of Technology
New York University
Pace College
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute
Queens College
St. Francis College
St. John's University
St. Joseph's College for Women
Sarah Lawrence College*
SUNY - Maritime College
Wagner College
Yeshiva University.
Other Libraries
American Museum of Natural
History
Chemist's Club
Engineering Societies Library

The corporate, or closed, sector of the New York Metropolitan
area library community is also quite strong overall. Nearly 1.4 million
volumes are located in 195 industrial libraries devoted to science and
engineering within a radius of 50 miles of New York City. The average
size of these libraries is only 6,100 volumes, but among them are many

19
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large and intellectually rich libraries, such as those of the ,IBM

Watson_Laboratories (48.,.000,volum. es),-and the Esso Research. and Engineer-

ing Company, (40;000 volumes). Table III summarizes the data:regarding

the holdings-in the closed sectOr. The, fact.is that it would be*Possible
to create twoseparate and independent systems of libraries, one open
and one: special purpose from among these two sectors, with.unusual

strength of resources in each..
z

.

The existence of great strength- in the closed, industrial .,Sector
is likewise an important characteristic of the region's.ieiources.
These libraries can form excellent backstops for the provision of
.

materials that -on occasion will- not...be :found in the open sector.

Hope-

fully, the open sector can become self-sufficient 14 serving the.profeisionalpublic,-at large. Presumah.ly, the,occasions when it will be
found deficient will:be few.

These libraries are not the regicin'_g only information resources
of importance to the future of service to thesCietides.- New York City
hosts the offices of nearly- 1,000, manufacturers and trade Associations,
including the headquarters, offices ,for about 300 .of them, that Might. be
potential sources of scientific and technical inforination. .,gome ,of
them are concernest not with science,,but with economic and Rublid tele-.
tions information, and some serve only members. But a fewoffer ad:van Ced
information services to the qualified pUbiic.
-

_

New York City is also-the..headquarters for the, publication :of
the internationally important E. iiimaertdex, International Aerospace
Abstracts, and ap.1.....iedisietmoto Index. Although these

publications are no less available fto the scientists of other iegiOns...
of the country, the fact that sevepial of them are based on.collections-

of-resources in the New York area means that we know fiquedititelr one..
place locally that we...can- turn fo;-, acces!, to publications listed,,in .them.
Furthermore, unusual experiments- in-.formating and distributing, such. ser-

vices might well be tested in.the local-market, giVing .New York scientists
an unUsual opportunity to contrEbute to the future of these services.
New York's science libraries also might well be the laboratoriek.for:
testing pUbliC-aCiesi to nontraditional outputs from'such-agencielt.

Finally, the New York metropolitan area is the center. for, a
large part of the scientific and technical book and journal publishing
industry in:this' country. Again, it is not inconceivable that local-.
libraries might have some potential for participation in unusual PubliCAtion distribution and evaluation programs with these agencies.
'

;If

,.

atP,C,'
;

to

A'")

K1

* Source:

.

195

11

74

13

10

36

11

40

Libraries.

NuMber of

32,836

532,260

116,000

37,000

189,88

75,228

...

202,450
.

6,100

3,000

7,200

9,000

.3000

5,300-

6,800

.5;000

Average
Size

.

.

Largest in 'METRO- area

,

Port of N.Y. Authority (12,000'volumes)

Con. Ed. (39,000 volUmes)

Standard Oil of N.J. (27,000
VoluMes)

AISI-(9,000 voludies)

Ebasco Services ()15,000 volumes)

CBS "(22,000 volumes)

Geigy, Ardsley. (9,000 volumes)

a Directorz. New-York, Special 4braries
(Information taken from draft.)

....11...1.0.411.=10...0.0.0.4.01...101

1,186,062

,

Total NuMber
of Volumes

S ecial Libraries of Greater NeW
York:
Association, New Yofk Chapter, 1967.

0=1.111101111111101111MONSINONNINNImlowftwomimmear

Total

Transportation

Science and Technology

Petroleum

Metals

Engineering

Communications

Chemical Industries

Subject

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES IN CORPORATE AND
IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND RELATED TRADE ASSOCIATION LIBRARIES
SUBJECTS IN THE NEW YORK
METROPOLITAN AREA (WITHIN 50-MILE RADIUS)*

TABLE III.
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The Community of Scientists
Although the resources of the science libraries and collections
in the region are basically strong and extensive, they support a large
and potent community of scientists.
The region within a radius of 25
miles of New York City has been called the nation's richest area in
terns 'of scientific and technical personnel, containing approximately
10 percent of the total of all personnel"listed in the 1964,Resister of
Scientific and Technical Personnel maintained by the National Science
Foundation. This is 25 pqrcent greater than the national capital area,
the second richest area.a!

OVer 58,000 physical scientists, engineers, and technicians are
employed in various research, manufacturing, educational, and other
agencies in the five boroughs of New-York and Westchester County, distributed as shown. in Table IV. This is about 44 percent of the total
so eftiployed in New York State.
Nearly 29,000 of these people work in
the area's industrial research laboratories, a setting that encourages
much library use. About 11,800 of this latter group are engineers,
5,600 are basic scientists, and 11,100 are technicians. The major
scientific and engineering societies report that nearly 42,000 of their
members reside or work in the -New York area, including parts of Long
Island, Connecticut, and New Jersey. The New YOrk Metropolitan area
alone' encompasses over 37,000 manufacturing establishments.
Appendix Table-D.I listsithe number of engineers, scientists
and technicians in New York City and Westchester County. -All important
subjeCt fields are represented among the population in these areas.
The engineering sector is dominated by civil, electrical, and mechanical
engineers, with electriCal and electronic engineering the most heavily
represented field in Westchester County. Among the basic sciences,
chemists far outnuMber their peers in other fieZds. .These same strengths
were represented among the respondents to the qUestionnaire sent to
scientists and engineers in the region.
Among the principal responsibilities of the respondent engineers,
research and development tasks were the most prevalent, and in all
phases of engineering. Thus an important input-of data for analysis in
this study came from a segment of the science community that is involved
in those aspects of work that generate the strongest .1%1":rmation needs
and pressures on libraries. Production, management,
Jesign responsibilities were also strongly represented.
The 31 institutions of higher learning that:offer majors or
emphases in science granted over 6,000 degrees at all levels in the
1965-66 school year. (See Table V.) Probably as many as 24,000 students
are working on science degrees at any one time.
.
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TABLE IV.

NUMBER OF ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, AND TEACEERS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY IN NEWYORK STATE, NEW YORK CITY,
AND WESTCHESTER COUNTY!'

New York
State

New York

Engineers and Architects

86,393

35,060

3,024

Scientists

13,656

4,158

866

1,802

360

119.

11,227

6,351

95

2,803

1,703

14

Sciende

8,354

2,430

551

Mathematics

8,747

2;677

519

250

112

133,232

52,851

Occupation

'Mathematicians
College teachers

Technology teachers

Cit

Westchester

High School teachers

Technical

Total

*

Source:

.

10

5,198

New York (state) Department of Labor. Division of Researdh
and Statistics. Technical
in New York State.
Special Bulletin 239. Vol. 1, Supplement A. New York, New
York State DePariment. of Labor; 1964. ipp. 125-7. (rable 47.)
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TAMEN.
NUMBER OF GRADUATES IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES AT EACH ACADEMIC LEVEL
FROM INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING ;14 THE METRO AREA
JULY 1965 - JUNE 196e1

41=nasae....

=IMMO&

Number of Graduates

Bachelors
degree

Architecture
Astronomy
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Earth science

Engineering
Geology

Post Bachelors Masters

deamt....demee. Doctorate

Total

171

37

211

1

1
2

22
644

1,547
84

379

"74

3
1
10
103

3

34
1,126

2

2

807
11

18

2,428
113

287

48

1,204
30

2

13

2
46

30
10
33
409

5

70

Geophys ics

Mathematics
Merchant marine

Meteorology
Military science
Oceanography
Physical sciences
Physics
Statistics
General science
Total

869

30
11
30
7

96

30
16

35
16

4,030

Source:

3

31
267

74

1,676.

32

238

U.S. Office of Education, Data Processing Unit.
August, 1967.

6,018

:Ow
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Thus, the, core _of the science comunity in the New York
Metropolitsa -area itust contain .no less than 60,000 scientists, enginerirs,
teehaiciaps, :And students; st least ,half ,of-whoi are engaged in acavities
ti;/,at:.ax4 knot. to generate library use. No attempt .has been made to

/aware, writers, mani4eMent coneultants, business
owners,: and other people who nivht not quality as professioual scientists;
but who may nevertheless require and use science libraries for various

estate 'tbe number of

aspects :Of their. work. Even.withoitt, ,them,, there ,can be no doubt, tliat

the area's .science .libraries are buiy and have an important,audience iui
which to plait improved facilitiesi and resOurces.
The Basis.for Action

,

'The COnetraints of Location. The 'assessment of strength of ,the .

region's' collectiOns must be qualified, of course, since they are a.

composite of many separately administered collections spread widely
throughout A large-geographical:region. Local autonomy in determining
rights-,Of -aceeis, to collections aid the inconveniences ok transportation

are barriers to full and easy' use ,of the area's libraries that distract

science, peoPle' Who are, not. necessarily strongly oriented towards libraries siywiy.

In:.One spice', the strengths of the, library resources of the.
'regiOn,Are wel/ .sitnated, 'Since,they lie, within A limited area.pf

Manhaiten.',._:FOr.malor collections...are housed,Witkin a 15-minute walk
or each ,Other in inid:mmantiattan. itiSie are the ,New. York PUblicLibrary,
the Engineering. SOcieties Library, .the Chemist's, Club Library,,,and,the

collection, Of the knerican..Institute of. Aeronautics and, AstronautiCs.
Furtheriore,, it is :not difficUlt to traVel north, or south: to other_
principal eo11e41Ons at ColUinbia universityk, the, American> Museum of

Natural History, City college of New York, and New York University.

A short ride into Brooklyn brings the Polytechnic Insetute of Biooklyn
into, this, system., A scientist who has an Information,problem. sufficient,tiptliblesome. to require that ,h:e,use lLbüry resources .on. the premisesCan, With plantling, and the assistance Of ifie librarians involved, map
out a 'isear0 Sequence that should rbe manageable . He may,,, however, spend
the, better,part Of half ,a day, ul he ppacessrlik, he must, use..sseveral of.
the' .litrariesinclUding one on each,of. the Axes of this s:;atela..

Confiration

,libraries.

Ptibltic Library is at the crossroad of. this
.

.

3

';

'r I

e

cilwenient 6onftgura'tian.-notwitlistanding, 'the'people in the
fiinge' areas 6k tile region Will .tiot...be table to har ready ;physl.cal., ac
.

cess to strong library resources as eisily or conveniently as those who
find themselves with ,some frequency ,in;Manhattan. ,Trayel time from the
far reacheS of, the ,region to ,midllanhattan can .be as: much ,as two hours
tiansportation. Driving. is .11ittle ;better. Parking .is always

:`=toe

.
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a problem and as much time can be used in locating a parking place as
can be saved by driving to the area. Because of the lack of concentration of scientists in the fringe areas it would not be justifiable to
create strong, broad-ranging research collections in outlying districts
for them.
It would be possible, and advisable, to designate certain
libraries in these areas to build good collections of ready reference
materials and current-awareness collections. These would serve as the
focal points for contact by these scientists with a system of services
that can be offered by strong science libraries in the region. At these
'points, the user could be confronted with directories, advice on use of
the system to serve his particular problem, and communication facilities
to contact specialists in the system. These designated units could
develop expertise in locating materials and serve as agents in interlibrary lending for scientists.
This would match the present pattern of use of libraries by
scientists and students in these outlying areas. They are already
oriented towards places such as Adelphi University, kordhan University,
the Yonkers Public Library, and the scores of branches of the large
public-library systems in NewrYofk City. Their patterns of use indicate
further that there are probably subregional systems that could be formed
by enclaves of libraries 'within fhe METRO area. The naps in the Appendix
to this report give evidence of perhaps five or six convenient configurations of subsystems. One such arrangemedt already exists among a group
of academic libraries situated in downtJwn Brooklyn. Although the kinds
of cooperative.activities they might engage in on behalf of public
service is limited by their administrattve restrictions and varying
missions among them; nevertheless tkiis potential for increasing
physical access to libraries by scientists should be carefully
investigated.
Another aspect of the geographical spread of colleetions fhat
makes it difficult to serve regional interests is the existence of several
collections in each subject that together.would'uake an ideal resource,
but that are maintained and controlled by different jurisdictions,
sometimes miles apart.
In the earth sciences, for example, the collections
of the American Milseum of Natural History and of Columbia University tdgether are outstanding. Columbia's collection is split,-however, between
its Manhattan campus and the Lamont Geological Observatory across the
Hudson River in Rockland County. Likewise, the collections in chemistry
of the Chemist's Club and fhe Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute are ideally
complimentary but geographically dispersed.
It is imperative that the libraries whose collections are thus
so complimentary, work closely together to plan acquisitions and to work
out mechanisms for easy physical and intellectual access to the literature
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and information they hold. One of the outstanding findings fram the
questiaanaire survey of scientists Was their wish for access to broader
collections. Except for marketing and production people, scientists in
all kinds of job assignments, and in most of the subjects covered,
indicated that their use of libraries would be increased greatly if the
breadth of collections in their areas of interest were to be increased.'
Scientists' interests range widely in this era of interdisciplinary
effort.:'It-becomes increasingly more difficult for a Specialized
library-in, a single discipline, or part of a discipline, to be selfsufficient. Even .fhe.large libraries with subject branches, sudh as
exist at:Columbia,' Fordham, and New, York' University, find that the
lines of responsibility in their collection dpvelopment. polic;.es are
diffused because of pressures from researchers ancl students to recognize new orientations and methods in various fields that stem from the
breakdown of intellectual-boundaries in the sciences themselves.
.

'Regional library service would very-definitely be improved-if
scientists!could be attracted to the libraries of strength in each of
the disCiplines and if these. libraries -could expand-_their 'collecting

activities or simplify the path of joint use of complimentary libraries
by gcientists. Librarians should become thoroughly faniliar with the
hoIdings.:andiservidet of related subject collections ta other libraries.
-Agreements-should be-reached in advance on how, When, and for what these
libraries.can and,will refer scientists back and forth- among-them. _One
of thejnost;,annoying sspects.about the current techniques of referral of
users_ from :one library-to another is the fact the referral iS-so often._
fruitless for the-user. Frequently the second library either sdministratively or economically cannot Offer the kinds of service needed, or
its-collections are=not at all adequate to the demands of-the users.
-To the eXtent.that.this could be-determined in advance the user would
be better-served.:Atapid-communication-and transfer (documents and,
images). between central storage points and local brandhes was another
of the-suggestions for improving services that was,volunteered frequently by scientists on their questionnaire returns.
Ilhe'Patterns of Burden. None of the science and engineering
libraries.in the region- is eairely self-supporting. Thii is particularly true,ofamall:college' libraries and the'special- libraries in:,
industry and government. In the New York area, as is fhe case in every
such community, eveu though individual users may report general satisfactionwith their own. organization libraries,.they -are attracted to
any other' library that seems to have.either the mission Or the resources
that match,their.needs and%isconvenient for them to use. 'There is, of
course,,the,usual interlibrary exchange of information, publications,
awd,copies of materials among libraries as librarians do their best to

negotiate voluntary agreements that will help them Serve their primary
users.'

The patterns ol this cooperation and public use of library
facilities creates, in essence, informal systems of library service on

Ii
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a regional basis. The delineation of at least the major elements of
ehese interlibrary systens was a primary task of the METFO Science
Library Project. The sweep of the Project was broad, and the depth
of analysis of the system structures and loads was shallow. The
general character of the patterns, however, is sufficient to indicate
directions for the future.

Individual users, particularly undergraduate students, wander
far throughout the region to use library resources. Quite apparently
their use is dictated largely by convenience of location of library
facilities to their homes and jobs. The more difficult the ,problem
and the more serious the need, the more the user turns to the major
scientific collections in the region. Little attention seems to be
paid by these people to the rules for access to the libraries. They
are restricted, of course, almost entirely to the open sector of the
library community, although a nmmber of the college and university
faculty members have found ways to use industrial library facilities,
either through their association as consultants to these firms, or in
the company of colleagues who work in industry.
Industrial librarians call on each other for assistance and
with frequency. The pattern of exthange is quite diffuse,. it appears
that this voltuntary cooperation is arranged largely on the basis of
personal friendships among the industrial librarians. The load is,
spread widely among industrial libraries, and may account for 40 percent of their interlibrary activity. Proprietary intereets undoubtedly
require some circumspection in approaches to competitors.
The use of pUblic, society, and academic libiaries by industrial
librarians is by far the most conspicuous and heavily loaded interlibrary
activity. Of the more than 400 requests for assistance in providing int.
formation and publications reported to the METRO Project by 66 industrial
libraries in 4 onel.week period, 75 percent of the requests were sent or.
called tato ehese three kinds of libraries in the New York area. Four
of the largest libraries that mintain Xerox order records reported
doing from 45 to 90 percent of their business with industrial libraries.
Furthermore, the load is mostly concentrated on jourval collections. ,
The remainder of the transactions.were.chiefly for the lending of monographs and reports.

Agademic libraries play host frequently to eadh other's faculties
and students. Undergraduates did not report as much use of science
library facilities in schools other than their own, even during vacation
periods, as might havy been expected fram comments about this. phenomenon
from academic librarians, although the survey of their use must be considered only sketchy. Smaller schools ordered more copies of materials
from the larger libraries than had been expected and reported at the
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outset by academic librarian advisers. Many of the faculty members who
reported,using several, libraries indicated that they were students at
one of the schools while teaching at another. This was also true of a
number of the scientists from industry who used academic libraries.
From all of this, the really significant fact is that the larger
libraries aad, ultimately, relatively few of the large and -well-developed
research collections in the region bear most of ,the load, whether it is
for interlibrary. lending, Thotocopying, or on-the-spot. use. Over and
over again,An questionnaires, in interviews, in group meetings,-and in
site visits,. the same' libraries were mentioned as outside sources of
information. In ,the raak order of their reported use by the nearly
_1;000 respondents to the questionnaire -sent to scientists and engineers,
these are _the important libraries other than their own reported by the
professional community:,
New York ;Public Library (Science-Technology Division)
Engineering Societies Library
Columbia, University
Chemist's Club
New -York University,
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Brooklyn Public Library (Grand Army. Plaza)
City College of New York
,,Defense Documentation ,Center (No longer in existence)
.Queensborough :Public Library (Central Library, Jamaica)
Brooklyn College
American Institute of Aeronautics .and Astronautics
Fordham University
,

These libraries, all in the open sector, are hereafter referred to
as the.core libraries.- Of these, the first four were also-the four most
frequently used libraries during the week's survey of the _outside -calls
These librariesfor assistance by ,industrial libraries, in the region!
are attractive to the =public, of courile, because _of their size, the ,quality of their collections, and the uhiqueness of some of their holdings.
The public importance of these libraries uust be:recognized: they areessential to strong informati:a services for professional scientists.
.

As was indicated, the load oa these libraries was not accurately
measured, but indicators of this load were obtained.
The top eight
libraries amoag those used by industrial libraries received 50 percent
of the action- generated by the industrial community. The remainder of
the load WAS distrIbuted among 31 other libraries, some of them located
in other regions.2/ An *extrapolation of the rate :of uae of other libraries
by industrial libraries in the New York Metropolitan area indicates a total
load of at least 2,200 -requests for information, loans, and photocopies a
week, at least a quarter of which is concentrated on the top four libraries
in the list above. In another part of the survey it was calculated that
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these same four libraries were supplying 30,000 copies of articles a
year to all customers. No attempt was made to estimate the number of
individual users of these libraries.
The rate of sucoess mmong industrial libraries in locating
publications not found tn their own libraries was found to be high,
both by the METRO Project and by a study made simultaneously by
Arthur D. Little, Incorporated& Not only that, but public and academic libraries responded well within the time limits considered
acceptable to scientists and engineers. There is little room for
complacency with this record, however. The staffs and resources of
academic and public libraries are quite stressed by the amount and intensity of use made of them by industrial libraries. The fact that much
of this activity is really work being done in proxy for industrial
librarians by staffs of libraries that have a difficult time servingtheir own users on the premises is cause for concern among libraries
in the open sector. The same holds true for the interlibrary activity
among academic libraries, although there is a reasonable amount of
mutual benefit in that activity through an exdhange of courtesies.
,

The industrial librarians' successes obscure another disquieting
element in the operation of this informal system. Frequently these
librarians are able to locate materials only through long sequential
searches by phone and nail among libraries until they can find what
they want.
It should be quite Obvious to systems planners that more
adequate inventories of services and resources, including the availability of information specialists, some rules for formating information requests, and dedicated communication facilities for the most
heavily traffieked channels are required in order to achieve a leveling
of the load among libraries and an economical use of the system.
One final aspect of this concentration of use on the larger
libraries in the open sector is important. It reduces considerably the
vista of the region's resources to be used for support of public demand.
As can be seen in the follawing figures of the holdings of science
materials in the region, the two million volume resource is reduced
two-thirds when we focus.on that segment of the material that is most
likely to be available for a public regional library service in science.
The publicly available holdings of other materials is similarly reduced.

Total in region
Total in open sector
Total in core libraries

Volumes

Current
serials

2,141,266
956,357
706,607

73,625
24,121
22,965
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The Conflicts with Mission. MUch of the criticism by both
librarians and scientists of libraries and their services that was
brought out during the Project resulted from attempts by the public
to use libraries for missions they were not organized, staffed, or
outfitted to serve. Laree collections, particularly, are attractive
because of their size; mall libraries may be attractive if they hold
unique resources. Disappointment that turns to criticism is the lot
of the user in most of these instances. It is difficult to tell whether
this is due to ladk of understanding on the part of the users or the
lack of ability on the part of librarians to explain to the users the
implications for resources and staffs of their demands. Seldom do users
display any awareness of how heavy the demands on libraries can be.

Demands that conflict with missions occur frequently according
to the data. Agadeuic libraries are asked via telephone by industrial
librarians to search for information. But academic libraries are neither oriented toward nor staffed for the process of extracting information from literature for users. In the academic setting this is
traditionally part of the user's task. Hence these libraries are unable to perform in a uanner to whidh industrial users are accustomed
when they make forays into these libraries for assistance. Large
collections in research libraries are difficult to.use for currentawareness browsing, and yet the demand for this privilege was frequently heard. College library collections with the mission of supporting
the learning processes of youth cannot support the research interests
of the sophisticated faculty members being recruited to teach them,
but the-intellectual inadequacies of college libraries was often
mentioned. Industrial libraries with unique resources serving proprietary interests cannot readily open their facilities, usually in cramped
quarters, to even suall groups involved in advanced studies in universities, but a number of.students and faculty members suggested this as
an amenity the METRO Project should seek to obtain.
One specific conflict, mentioned by many people, is occasioned
by the heavy demand for photocopies of journal articles for home use
ehat is placed on.the New York Public Library whose collections have
been organized for the-support of advanced research problems and are to
be available for use in.the Library. Too frequently those who use the
Library find these journals tied up in the photographic process.- The
provision of photocopies is a supply-mission, the logistics of which
require -anindustrial engineering approach to materials handling; the
research support mission requires expensive intellectual access mechanisms and tailored delivery services. The former mission keeps.materials
revolving in internal technical processes; the latter requires that the
materials be readily available in locations Where the directories and
catalogs say they should be for access by the public.
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The librarians, at least those who participated in the
METRO Science Project, claimed they understood the principle of the
conflict of missions as a dysfunctional aspect of regional library
service involving interlibrary cooperation. Nevertheless, they have
been forced by the lack of alternatives to turn to libraries where
collections that could help them had been created, regardless of the
lack of administrative, intellectual, and physical accouterments to
these collections for making full and easy use.of them. Occasionally
the burdening libraries are able to offer financial assistance, at
least to the private libraries, in the foxm of donations to fund
drives. Some of the libraries have established fees for the use of
their facilities on a continuing basis. Seldom, however, do the
gifts and fees relate to the costs of providing services of various
kinds.
The recognition of missions and the provision of resources
appropriate to demands of users for varying mission support is the
critical issue faced by this Project. The recommendations made in
this report are, in reality, designed to create facilities in the New
York Metropolitan area to serve all of the mdssions required by
scientists and engineers, with an optimum combination of existing and
tier resources and system structure.

Cooperative Collection Development

An examination of-the need for and the potential of cooperative
acquisition programs was a primary mission of the Project. Data of
use in this examination were obtained directly from the librarians in
charge of science and engineering collections in the core libraries
and indirectly from an analysis of several of the questions submitted
to scientists and students.
Interest in the topic of cooperative acquisitions and its
counterpart, joint use of library resources by several sectors of
the community, was high. Cooperative collection development holds
the promise of significantly great advancements in library services.
Yet these programs have seldom achieved the power in practice that is
attributed to them in theory. METRO area scientists and science
librarians have their views about the reaaons for this failing, which
are worth summarizing here because they contain directions for potential
success in such ventures.
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Failure to achieve viability or full power has been attributed

Lack of recognition and definition of the geographical
boundaries of the region of locatian of cooperating
libraries in terms of acceptable time of access by
users, or to provide mechanisms for user access within
acceptable time limits..

Inadequate planning and failure to identify the materials needed with reasonable precision, and the priorities
for their acquisition.
Failure to realize that planned duplication to meet
heavy demands is as essential a part of cooperative
acquisitions as the reduction of duplication of
little-used material. Growth of the literature and
an increase in its cost in the fields of collection
specialization, as well as in the general areas of
each library's primary mission, faster Chan the increase of funds available to apply to the cooperative
programs.
Inflexibility in the allocation of responsibilities
and in the location of collections once determined,
leading to dysfunction in the access systems as demands for materials change [in kind and intensity]
among several groups of different kinds of users,
and because of changes in time in the needs within
each class of user.
Failure of librarians adequately to promote with vigor,
enthusiasm, forthrightness, strength, and,ingenuity the
kinds of service .required to make cooperative use of
library materials palatable to researchers.
The persistence of the concepts of 'local
scholarly prestige based on the size and
locally owned and immediately accessible
rather than on the totality of resources
dratin into the research process.

The unwillingness of scholars to
on conditions of use of portions
resources they need, even though
open access to vast increases in

autonomy and
quality of
collections,
that can be

.

accept the constraints
of the literature
their cooperation would
quantity of material
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for them. The difficulty in describing potential.needs
of users ta terms of the characteristics of publications
to be acquired except in the most gross and general
terms, and with little evidence of quantitative elements
of need.

In spite of these difficulties, more material is available and
is being used by scholars in the United.States because of various
Cooperative acquisition plans than would have been possible without
them: these plans are essential to adequate support of research,
whether practiced on a national or a regianal scale.
Libraries in metropolitan areas cannot afford to continue to
grow independently with large amounts of duplicate material, much of
it little-used, in direct and individual response to the grawfh of
the intellectual resources of the world. Those who support at least
the public segments-of the library systems., including those in taxsupported academic institutions, have a right to question the need
for the duplication of large research facilities at.various points
throughout a. relatively compact region.
The libraries' public
quesaons the need for so many libraries when too few.of them have
collections broad enough to suit the user.
(The need for broader
scope in collections was clearly cited by graduate students and
scientist& in this, study.) .If for no other reason, cooperativeacquisition programs are required lest the-cost of the real estate
needed to house collections exceed the value of the effectiveness
introduced into the scholarly .community by allowing uncontrolled
redundancy in the collections. The challenge is to organize regianal
cooperative programs to overcome the problems facing attainment of
their full potential.
Without a doubt, the best library service is attained by
having a large quantity of required material close at hand and
organized for relatively immediate delivery. Although everyone
who uses a library night appreciate this kind of servide, at
least 80 percent of the scientists and engineers who responded z:o
the Project's questionnaire reported that theii need for publications could be satisfied in the majority of cases with delivvies
made in from one to a few days after determination of need3.1
It
does appear, therefore, that the operation of -a-regionally dispersed
system of library collections could be made to satisfy the demands
for physical access to required materials.
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For a variety o. reasons, copperattve collection development
programs shouLd be easier to design, administer and operate in science
and engineering than in the social sciences and the humanities.8/ The
results of new research in each of the scientific and technical disciplines are reported in a relatively small core of journals, although
dispersian of information among a wide range of journals is not unusual
This core is more readily identifiable in each topic
for new scienoes.
than might be the case for the nedia used to report new research in
the social sciences and the humanities. Scidntific and technical
information ages rapidly, hence it is possible to limit the size of
collectians serving current research and development. Furthermore,
as science advances, older theories and models and engineering techniques fall into disuse, hence large collections of retrospective
literature need not be accumulated to facilitate the operation of
current scientific endeavors. Older material retains some utility,
but demands on it are less, and access to it can be delayed. A, few
large research collections with retrospective naterial can serve a
whole region. The emphasis in the use of scientific and engineering
literature is concentrated an several kinds of publications, the
characteristics of which are rather traditional and persistent, making
it easier to plan at least part of the collection development program
in these subjects around fo-mats of literature.
Science and engineering by traditian, practice, and nature
concentrate the search for new knowledge in the laboratory and the
field, and not on the examination of the evidence of culture residue
in library materials. Library research for scientists usually is
neither prolonged nor extensive, it can, however, frequently be intensive and marked with a high degree of urgency.

A significant portian of scientists' and engineers' needs for
literature are what have been termed everyday needs, with each incident
of need requiring access to only a few publications. Relatively few
scientific and technical projects require or utilize extensive biblioCurrent-awareness needs are met in a large part
graphical searches.
by the scientists' and engineers' awn personal channels of communication, including oral contacts with colleagues and personal subscriptions to journals. According to the Project's findings, browsing in
libraries is useful and could be extended in its importance if
libraries could be made more attractive and convenient to use.
These same characteristics suggest that it should not be too
difficult for any library to be reasonably self-sufficient in one or
a few subjects in science and engineering. But the growth, and the
rate of growth of scientific and engineering information, and the
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library material in which it is reported, is large enough, the pool of
the little-used, retrospective material is large, important, hnd expensive enough, and the prices of all of this materialAs rising rapidly
enough to make cooperation in building strong, comprehensive regional
research resources imperative. Tt is just impossible for many agencies
to finance the a parati^n nf A 1411VAry resoume that contains everything
needed*for ill of its science and engineering clientele, regardless of
the limits of their imterests. FUrthermore, it has been sboWa that perhaps as muCh as a fourth of the deMands scientists nnd engineers place
on libraries are not related to their job assignments or agency interests,
hence-may yell fall outside the scope of the collections organited to
support them in their work.

Whatever is done in the area of cooperative colleCtion'deVelopment, Public knowledge about the collections must be increased. One of
the striking findings of the Projeat was the widespread lack of knowledge
of scientists and engineers'about thercollections-of special types of
materials in the region's libraries in the subjects important to them.
The figures in Table VI dhow that it was not unusual for over half of
the respondents in all-lines Of work to be unaware of the adequacy of
the collections of indeting'and abstracting services, patents, and
government documents in Ntw York.area libraries. Since there-are '22
officially designated depositories for U.S. Government Documents in the
METUCarea, 'and the most complete patent. collection in any library outside of Washingtoni Die., 'tle need for a public information campaign-is
evident-. Without the active promotion of the region's resOurces, demands
on and Criticidus of library collections will continue to be contrary to
'reality.

The Scientist and the Ltbra
PerhaPs as many as 90 percent of the Scientists and engineers
in the New York Mttropolitan area have access to libraries associated
with-their jobs. This, at,any rate, was the situation disclosed by the
population chosen for the questionnaire.survey in this study'. The percentage is higher for those in'research and development and lower for
those in production jobs. Neatly a third of the marketing speCialists
reported that theST were mt supported by company libraries, not an
unusual condition given the nature of their tasks. This laat item is
important for public libraries, for these same people indicated a strong
need for frequent acceSs to data and facts, for current information on
specific topics, and general background information on industry-relateCtopics. Current trade journals are their stock in trade.
As large as the population of scientists and engineers is,
there is a far greater number of other workers, over one million, in
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the 35,000 industrial firms in the New York Metropolitan area, who are
not served by industrial libraries.
Most of these people have few
informatiou needs that are not supplied to them by their supervisors,
operators manuals, company policy manuals, and other internal sources.
Many people in industry work on business, financial, legal, and other
problems that require little or no technical information. The manner
in which this study was conducted.did not expose these workers' needs
for scientific and technical information. It is-not'that they are not
important. This sector of the community would, however, be much more
difficult and costly to approach in a broad scale, reliable study because of its dispersal and lack of interactian with external information
services, then could have been accammodated by the METRO,Science Library
Project. The highest priority in the study was given instead to the
most sophisticated professionals assigned principally to duties as
scientists and engineers at all levels of administration.. Although we
have no verifying data, experience suggests that these people are employed by relatively few of the 35,000 firms.

Most scientists do not interact easiiIwithlibraries, although
more than half of them rate their knowledge of the techniques of using
libraries from good to excellent. Evidence from other studies indicates
that libraries do not rank high as sources of information among scientists
and engineers, and not as high as they night for sources of publications.
When in need, these people do tend to use or call libraries themselves,
rather than have their colleagues make the contacts for them. Very
naturally, those who can avail themselves of the servicesof company or
organization librarians most often leave the problems of interlibrary
actions to these librarians. Discussions during the Project with
industrial librarians suggests that zorporation scientists worry little
about where the informaticn or publications come from, as.long as whatever is needed is delivered within some reasonable period of time.
Most scientists and engineers are unaware of the volume of interlibrary
activity engaged in on their behalf. A significant number of them
indicated that they were quite satisfied with fhe behavior of their
organizations' library information and publication-gathering systems.
Even if the majority of the scientific community is served by
company libraries, there is a sizable group of people who work in small
firms who must rely an public libraries for fhe.largest part of their
publication and much of their information needs. Prominent among these
people are those who work in small consulting firms, small manufacturing,
testing, and business firms,"and the independent science writers.
There are probably at least 6,000 professional scientists and engineers
in this category in the New York Metropolitan area.
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Furthermore, even those scientists who have access to company
Nearly
libraries report frequent and heavy use of other libraries.
1,000 incidents of use of at least 41 other libraries in the area were
It was from these
reported by scientists, same reporting daily use.
reports that the ranking of libraries mentioned in a previous sectian
of this chaper was derived.
In their reactions to the questioning of their library use and
opinions, scientists and engineers gave clear evidence of several good
reasons why, in the face of their rather favorable impressions of their
own organizations' library services, they themselves still go to other
libraries. There are times when the restrictions on the breadth of
these libraries, particularly in industry, is too limiting for them.
The subject scope, the variety of kinds of materials, and the depth of
the historical material in large research libraries is attractive to
those who are trying to bring themselves up to date in a new field or
some aspect of their own field they have not worked with in recent times.
Complex and interdisciplinary subjects, often with sophisticated theoretical bases can best be researched in large libraries. Then too, as
much as one-fourth of their work in libraries is in fields that are
peripheral or completely unrelated to the major emphases of their awn
organizations' libraries. Unfortunately,,these needs in unrelated areas
are not predictable, neither in their timing nor subject area, hence
cannot be planned for and accommodated by the typical industrial research
library.
For some of the respondents, other libraries wtre convenient to
their homes. This is not a significant planning factor for regional
library service, however. That is, it would not pay off in a large
increase of frequency of use to try to disperse regional research resources into more residential areas. Longer evening hours of service
in the central public research libraries appears to be a more relevant
factor.
With all of their relatively weak interaction with libraries,
many scientists are quite vocal about what they prefer in them, or what
it would take to make libraries generally more attractive to them.
Although they like broad collections, and are pleased to be able to
find materials of all kinds and ages, they would still like to have the
newest and the highest quality material featured. The scientists undoubtedly have in mind two uses of the library, although they do not
distinguish between them. On the one hand they sense the value of a
large library for those few occasions when they must do exhaustive
research, but at the sane time they think of libraries as places where
they might from time to time browse among the newer high quality research
raterials with no particular problem in mind, Even when they are confronting the library for extensive research, they prefer to Lave the

t,-
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material screened so that only the best is at hand. Few of them recognize
the difference between the problems and techniques of providing intellectual and physical access to information. The major abstracting services
can help to screen out items that the scientists can bypass in their
sea'rches.
The librarian turns first to the secondary sources when
searching for information, precisely for ehis reason--this search increases the probability of success in physical retrieval relevant of
material.
The scientists scimehow tries to get directly at the primary
sources of information.2/ This phenomenon is evident in the frequency
with which respondents suggested that they preferred open-stadk.libraries.
Many Who did not suggest open stacks were nevertheless querilous about
having to wade through circulation routines, and to wait for books to be
delivered all too slowly from closed stacks, only to find that the
material was of little value. In getting materials from libraries they
prefer to do it themselves.

Part of their problem, of course, is that these scientists have
difficulty specifying their information needs with precision, except
when they are seardhing for a fact or piece of data. This may help
account, too, for the frequency with which the scientists and engineers
called for more librarians with science training as an inducement to
them to use libraries.
The problem of communicating needs is reduced
if the information officer car conceptualize the user's work task or
project Ln the same terms as ,he user, and can translate the need tato
sources of information that might be value to the user. The same
difficulty in specifying with precision the problem or the information
needed confronts the developers on the new information systems and services, particularly where the computer is used as an aid to analysis.
Finally, the scientists would themselves like to see more
integration of .library effort in the community. Their interest in the
METRO Science Library Project was whetted at those points where fhe
mobilization of various community resources and the creation of networks
and systems was being probed. These people, like many of the librarians
that serve them, have been too mmch disaccommodated by being referred
from one library to another, often with the assurance that the next
library would be the one that would help them. They sense that librarians themselves do not know the community's resources to the degree
required to bring them to bear effectively on the wide range of problems
brought to them.
The METRO Science Library Project was not designed to obtain
critical comment in detail about the suitability or the shortcomings of
individual libraries in the service of their primary clientele.
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Nevertheless, the Science end Technology Division of the New York
Public Library was so prominently featured in responses from the
community that an assessment of its utility was inevitable.
The collections of the New York Public Library were noted for
their strengths as vpspa-reb enllpetinnq in all nf the subjects novered
by this Project. But competition for the use of the collections is
heavy and the staff of the Science and Technology Division is too small
to offer full-strength services.
In addition, the location of government documents and current serials in other departments makes
it extremely difficult for scientists to obtain full power from use of
the Library, particularly in view of the great importance of these two
media in science and engineering. Scientists are oriented toward
information - not the format in which it is published. To ask them to
categorize and sequence their searches for information according to the
type of publication in which it might be found was frequently cited as
sufficiently discomforting to cause the users to go elsewhere or to do
without. This helps account for the popularity of the cohesive and
compact collections of the Chemists' Club, and to some extent of the
Engineering Societies Library, even though one is painfully overcrowded
and the other somewhat out of the major traffic patterns. Should the
Science and Technology Division move from the Hain Library Building,
as has been recommended, the further physical separation of its
collections from the current serials and the government documents relating to science wDuld be devastating to public service.
Other attributes of the New York Public Library are distracting.
The stacks are closed, which forces users to be more specific about their
needs than they usually can be at the outset of their searches and throws
them at the mercy of a card catalog that does not contain the language
they need for a search dialog and of a busy staff. Again the open stack
arrangement of the Chemists' Club Library was cited as an attractive
,ad important environmental feature.
The operational pattern of the New York Public Library is
understandable, given the demands placed on the collections, the probleis of maintaining the records of acquisitions, of cataloging and
arranging of research materials, and the cavalier manner with which
the public treats material objects in large and impersonal institutions.
But the pattern of operation is not inevitable. Different quarters,
more attractively designed, and featuring controlled access, at least
to tir. new and the mDst frequently used materials, would induce more
scientists to utilize literature resources for their informational
needs than is now the case.
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Other relief mmst be given to the New York Public Library to
allow the public to draw full power from its extensive resources.
Various missions served by the Library should be sorted out and staff
and additional facilities installed to meet competing demands. As it
is, the same staff must deal with patrons in person, over the phone
and by mail. They must interpret card catalog entries; look for
answers to quick information questions; search for the most obscure
information and data; explain the library and the use of bibliographies,
indexes, and other resources to users; supervise the retrieval of
naterial from the stacks; and play watchdog in the reading room - all
at the same time. The library has sufficient literature resources to
back up a wide range of services, but more staff, different space,
and a commitment to active exploitation of the information in the
literature to the advantage of the community are the keynotes of the
demands from the scientific and engineering community.

Libraries and Information Service
As might have been expected following the findings of other
studies, lararies are considered by scientists and engineers as
sources of publications, and occasionally places to obtain quick answers
to factual questions, but not as active agents in analyzing and matching scientific and technical problems with information. A number of
the engineers did refer to the search service of the Engineering
Societies Library and suggested that the library community examine the
possibility of extending this service to other subjects. Most frequently when the respondents to this study mentioned the potential for new
information services in the region, they did not tie their suggestions
very enphatically to the prospects for. library administration and
management of the services.
This does not mean that New York's science libraries should not
take an active role ia establishing and operating information services.
A number of scientists recognize that libraries command a technology
and large stores of information that should nakc at least some of them
centers of innovative services. What is required is a commitment by
.libraries to the idea that they should take the inttiative in exploiting
their collections in special ways demanded by science users, and the
provision of staffs of adequate size and subject expertise to do the job.
The science community is milling to pay the costs of these services if
they match the effectiveness of the information obtained. Many scientists volunteered that they would pay; not one suggested that the
libraries had an obligation to offer special services free.
Suggestions of all kinds were offered by the scientists and
engineers: computerized subject searches in libraries, ties with other
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regional service operations, networks with cpecialized information
centers around the country, fact searching services, selective dissemination announcement services for publications received by libraries,
Information searchers for hire, product specification data banks, and
a host of others.
The coordination and systematization of all these
services was latent in the laneuaee of most of the suggestions.
Several scientists were outspoken on the need for integration, not
only of future services, but of present library effort.
Not every kind of information need can be fulfilled from
literature-based resources. Many information problems can best be
solved on a person-to-person INasis with consultants serving as information transfer agents, utilizing a variety of sources of information.
Same of these information stores might never have been published. In
same fields, new information is being developed so rapidly, or is
needed so soon after development, Chat research project directors go
directly to those who can utilize the information to make oral reports.
In other fields, it is not really information, but large quantities of
data that are required, often accompanied by special analyses and
correlations. Storage of such data in nonprint media, and recall and
analysis of such data tailored to the demands of the users, suggests
the kinds of work that data archives and computer data-processing
It is neither improbable nor out of order
centers can best perform.
for a library to administer such information and data services.
It would, however, be unusual.
There is a compelling reason why libraries in the open sector,
and particularly public libraries, should become active agents in
offering nontraditional information services to the public. The slow
but certain growth of the size, power, and number of highly sophisticated and unusual commercial and government information services,
frequently computerized or baded on computer printout, is slowly
changing the nature of the environment for the interface between the
individual scientist and his sources of information. Many of these
new services are quite expensive, and some of them require the batching of a number of users' questions before it becomes economical to
activate the information searching processes. All af this suggests
that access to the products of the new information technology is
becoming highly institutionalized and available only to the large
institution at that.
The point is that unless same mechanism is developed by a public
enterprise to provide access to these tools for the unaffiliated scientist or engineer, he may find himself totally excluded from these
powerful resources, and thus at an intellectual and competitive disadvantage to his peers, unless he is willing or able to affiliate with
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a large and rich research agency. The independent consultant, the
staffs of small research and testing laboratories, science writers,
and the faculties of many colleges and universities are in this category, and there is no way for theta to make this affiliation without
losing their important roles that require their independence or small
size.
There are far more than enough of these people to make this a
vital issue.

Although the majority of scientists and engineers who might
need these services will already be working in large research agencies,
someone ought to be concerned that this does not become the only way
the individual can have access to these important tools. The public
library could well be the agency that can best assume responsibility
for the individual scientist in this regard since it is the one kind
of agepcy that is universally charged already with the task of providing physical and intellectual access to information and publications
for the individual citizen at large.
One of the principal issues that has yet to be faced in this
natter is whether the economics of production of the data bases for
these services can accommodate access by individuals through public
agencies at a price that either the agencies or the individuals can
afford. Any dilution of the capability of the producers of the services to recover their ccists through sales of services or copies of
the data bases liEewise reduces the ability of the producer to continue:
operation. There seems to be little alternative but community subsidy
of information services through support of a regional, publicly accessible information enterprise as the route of access to the new tools at
a cost individual users can afford.

The Goals for Action
So this is what we face. The library collections of the area
are excellent overall, and fortunately, the open sector of the library
community contains the strength of the region's resources. But these
resources are packaged into several hundred physical locations and
are cordoned by jurisdictional constraints, both of whidh work to set
up barriers to physical access that cut across intellectual boundaries
of many science subjects. This seriously hinders full exploitation of
the region's collections by many people.

The community of scientists is so large and dispersed that the
size of the library enterprise to serve them must be large, and must
contain alternative communication mechanisms in lieu of equalization of
direct physical access to all its parts by all scientists.
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In many ways scientists evidence needs beyond the capacitiea of
their own organization libraries, and they have only a dim idea of the
problems involved in drawing upon other' libraries.on their behalf.
Patterns of interlibrary use have evolved into informal systeus wifh
their own rules of-operation.,-.These.systems are not planned, but
exist because of the traditions of voluntary cooperation among librarians and an ethic of man's right to knowledge - particularly in academic
and public librarianship. At present, the degree of utility of these
systeus is, a function of the ingenuity of librarians and the energy
and skill cf information 7 seeking scientists.

The burdetrof public service to science falls oa relatively few
libraries, principally the large or highly specialized-research collections in the open sector of the library community, -which consist of
public, academic, and association libraries. These libraries are overburdened with this use, even those.for whom the public is supposed to_
be their primary clientele. Throughout the region, the use of these
libraries is reduced in effectiveness as they are called upon to serve
kinds of people and missions for which their collections and staffs are
*not organized and maintained. Misinterpretation of the motives for
restrictions on public accessibility and services offered by these
libraries has resulted, which causes serious .criticimm for the entire
library community.
Gaps and shortcomings in public service exist for science
library users, although there is little overt pressure an the local
library community directly from the science community to rectify this
candition. This isIlargely a f-nction of a ladk of skill ,on the part
of scientists in specifying their information needs ha terms meaningful
to the design and operation of information systems, and the fact that
libraries are not very obvious to them as agencies that can do much to
help them. Ite initiative for establishing services will have
be
taken by librarians, who after all are the holders of fhe expertise and
technology in service systeus utilizing literature-based information resources, and who know what these resources can do for scientists and
engineers.
The challenge is threefold: first, to build each library to the
strongest possible position to serve the unexceptional needs of its
primary clientele; second, to create a public system fram the readily
a.vailable and unique elements of existing libraries and facilities yet
to be established, in order that all scientists and engineers in the
region can have physical access to materials they need within time
constraints they deem acceptable; and third, to provide the facility
for the highest order of intellectual access to information by the public of which present and future information technology is capable.
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Notes
1/

The academic institutions in this list are those that offer
degrees or emphases in science. Other academic institutions
nay collect science materials, but they were not covered by
the Project.

2/

Includes the Bronx campus that is now the separate Herbert
Lehman College campus of the City University of New York.

3/ Although there are several other important public libraries in
Westchester County that collect science naterials, Yonkers is
listed since it has been given special responsibility for the
sciences for the entire Westchester Library System.
4/

Lapp (1966).

5/

Among these other libraries the Linda Hall Library, the John
Crerar Library, and the Library of Cangress were praminently
featured,

6/

The 3 R's Pro ram:

Meetin

Industr

15

Informational Needs

(1967).
7/

Chemists and physicists have the most urgent demands and place
the most stringent requirements on library systems to deliver
publications within minutes or hours of demand. Nevertheless,
even in these disciplines 78.1 and 77.3 percent of the respondents, respectively, reported they could wait from one to several
days for publications. In both the pure and applied sciences
about 25 percent of the respondents reparted they could wait at
least one day for the delivery of publications. Fewer than 20
percent in both disciplines reported needing publications in less
than one day.

8/

Excellent summaries of the characteristics of use, users, and
literature are contained in Bradford (1953), Hanson (1960),
Hanson (1964), Herner (1954), Stevens (1f-53), Vickery (1961),
and Voigt (1959).

9/

Shaw (1940).
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1.

At leastImalp must be added to the annual expenditures

for the purchase of library materials by the 38 public, academic,
association 'and museum libraries in'the o en sector that offer service
E_talEisicalsciern2ytotherofessiotld-enineerincommunitint.'he'
METRO re:ión. Nearl
60,000 more is needed annuall b, these.libraries
for the présrvation Of librar materials.

At least 77 additional positions, at a total estimated cost
of $424,000 a year, slould be added to the 38 open-sector libraries surveyed for normal service to'the physical science and engineering community.
2.

A large step can be taken towards the attainment of the objectives
of the 3-R's program through ihe strengthening of individual reference
and research libraries' collections to support the services each of them
offers to its prithary users. Although all libraries with broad and
liberal interests should be encouraged to improve their holdings in
science and technology, the 38 libraries in-the open sector identified
in Chapter 3 that.support education, reJearch, and other information'
functions in these subjects have a particular obligation to do so.. If
these libraries are to be linked together for cooperative regional service, it is even more essential that each of them be as strong as posdible
in its oWn right.
The requirement that libraries confOrm to standards-or
.have plans to 'do so tn order to qualify for memberShip in the 3-R's
regional agencies 1.c:cognizes this principle.
.

The director of each Of:the libraries supporting physical-science,
engineering'and mathematics programs in the open sector was asked to
specify hoW muda-of his-library spent_annually for library resources for
these programs. Further,-each was asked to specify how much he-judged_
should be ,spent annually for ideal collections andservices. The term
ideal was defined as implying the' level of operation'that in the judgment
of eadh resp_ondent,would have met all of the unexceptional needs of the
libraty's-primary public and the reasonable needs of others from outside
the organization or region who might seek to use resources or servicea
in which- the library, matk'tained exceptional strength.

The figures contained in these first two recommendations were obtained from the cumulation of the differences between the actual and the
ideal figures reported, by'the librarians of the open-sector libraries,
adjusted to include'eatimates for the libraries that did not respond.
Libraries were grouped by type (public, academic, other) and size (large,
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medium, small) prior to this adjustment. Extreme figures (one very
high and one very low) reported by several libraries were not included
in the calculation. These libraries were added to the group of nonrespondents.

The additional funds are essential for the provision of basic
library services to each library's public and are in addition to the
elements of resources and services subsequalth_recommended in this
The shortage of staff is a most severely limiting factor in
report.
the planning for even moderate increases in public accessibility to the
The amount recommended here is a
resources of the open libraries.
minimum figure and would finance only four new positions in each of the
four largest libraries, three in each of the medium-sized libraries, and
less than one in each of the 20 small libraries.

3. Lpsoaranional collection development in science and
based on coo erative acquisition of materials and a continuen ineerin
ous review of collection specialities and stren ths among the re ion s
science and engineerin: libraries is re uired to fulfill several

aks22sLs_Lntoegylerlibrarcommunities with similar demands
in order to justify the acquisition of various materials for which the
demand from any one of them is insufficient to sauort alonei_ibl_to

place duplicate materialsjudiciaisly_lkaahoul,the region to meet
needs from local enclaves of users who ^annot or do not have the time
to travel too_farto_aet material they need_mently; (c) to bring into
the reaion material that is not otherwise being collected, but for which
local demand dictates a sued of access greater than can otherwise be

.aSP2.4.'I1z"'dt°assistartieular1J'rarie"n.their

attem ts to serve missions other than those for which the have been
or anized but that for various reasons the are otherwise in a nosition
to serve; (e) to allow libraries with similar missions and clientele to
pool their resources in order to obtain a broader re resentation of
literature amon them than would otherwise be possible.
Information obtained from the managers of the science and engineering collections in the core libraries, who we..:e asked to specify the
criteria to be used to guide plans for cooperative acquisitions, cannot
be translated by itself directly into programs for action. These librarians identified no less than 20 categories of literature that might well
be cooperatively collected in all of the subject fields included in this
survey, and according to six operational criteria, but in no particular
pattern of combination of these elements. There is, however, sufficient
meaning in this information when coupled with observations of existing
local collection specialties, other cooperative programs in this country
and abroad, and in the patterns of existing local interlibrary use in the
region, to direct the establishment and initial operation of a strong and
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serviceable regional collection that will satisfy the.demands of users
without serious dislocation of the traditions of local autonomY and
economy of library operations.
No startling, unprecedented, or simple approaches to the operation of cooperative acquisition programs were uncovered or suggested by
the data gathered fcr this study. None of the open libraries reported
being involved in formal collection development programs with other
libraries in the region. Several libraries noted that they refrained
from collecting patents because of the strength of the New York Public
Libra..y's collections, and a few of them mentioned their reliance on
the large collection of scientific and technical reports at Columbia
University, and of standards at the United States of America Standards
Institute. Nevertheless, the needs of the community and the existence
of islands of strength in libraries large and small in the region
suggest that several standard techniques of cooperative acquisition of
science and engineering library materials are needed and might well be
combined in an innovative program for the region. This program
would encompass five patterns of cooperation that would concentrate
simultaneously on broad subject orientations, on small and powerful
subdisciplinary collections, on large collections of little-used or
hard-to-acquire material, and on enclaves of kinds of users that focus
attention on limited geographical segments of the region.
The patterns of cooperative collection development that shouldbe undertaken in order to meet the many mission needs of the total
science community are, then:
A few libraries should concentrate on special materials
by type, making certain that as complete collections of these materials
as possible are available. Existing extensive collections of three
important types of materials that can thus be made available to all
scientists and engineers in the region were frequently identified as
follows: scientific and technical reports at Columbia University;
patents at the New York Public library; and standards at the United
States of America Standards Institute. These three collections should
Table VII lists
be sustained and publicized as regional resources.
thesecand other possible categories of materials that can form the basis
for negotiated agreements for colleczian responsibility. Some of these
naterials can be linked to the prograus organized by subjects as later
recommended.
(a)

.

The responsibility for naintaining strong research collections in each of the major subdivisions of the'physical sciences,
engineering, and mathenatics, to be accessible to the qualified public,
should be assigned to those libraries that are already committed to !
the maintenance of research collections, according to their existing
(b)

0

Government documents

Bibliographies/indexas

Old editions of handbooks

Old editions of textbooks

Observatory publications

Geological survey documents

House Organs

Specifications (Fed/Mil)

Standards

Patents

Scientific/technical reports

Old trade journals

Current trade journals

Old research journals (little used)

Old research journals (core)

Current research journals

e of Librar Material
Heav

Moderate Li ht
None

Amount of Duplication
Recommended for Regional
Service

CENSSUS

Various according to subject specialties
of libraries.
Complete collections to be
maintained at the New York Public Library
and the Westchester Library System.

Various/SPINBIB

DASC

DASC

Columbia University

Columbia University; AMNH

CENSSUS

New York Public Library

United States of Amexican Standards Institute

New York Public Library

Columbia University; several depositories
for selected series.

CENSSUS

Various;

CENSSUS

Various according to existing specialties.

Various according to existing specialties.

Library Recommended as Designated
ent for Collection Maintenance

RECOMMENDED AMOUNT OF DUPLICATION IN THE REGION AND DESIGNATED AGENCY FOR COLLECTION
DEVELOPMENT OF SEVERAL KINDS OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECRNICAL LIBRARY MATERIALS

TABLE VII.
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strengths. A commitment to support advanced research, and not the
size of the library, should determine the suitability of a library to
participate in this phase of cooperative collection development. Each
field may be assigned to more than one library if several important
collections are already being supported for several major groups of researchers. Table VIII lists the major subdivisions of the sciences
considered in this survey according to the Dewey Decimal classification
and identifies the existing dolleccions of strength among the core
libraries in each of these areas. These libraries should take the
initiative In developing a regional program for the operation of publicly accessible research collections in all phases of science.
Other libraries that may develop strong research collections should be
recruited to this effort as they are identified. Table IX identifies
some of the libraries whose collections in various science fields are
likely to be in this category in the near future.

Regional library service shou'ld-capitalize on the strong
and highly specialized collections in segments of disciplines maintained
by many libraries because of some particular local need or in----Test (e.g.,.
fire prevention at the Brooklyn Public Library; industrial engineering
at Columbia University). These collections should be identified and
inventoried, and those that are deemed important to the community at
large should be incorporated in the cooperative system and strongly
maintained in addition to the more general collections previously recommended. This is fhe aspect of cooperation to which industrial
libraries might best be able to contribute, even though they might not
be able to guarantee the viability of their commitments. Since these
industrial collections would be in addition to the broader and more
comprehensive ones previously recommended, they could be withdrawn from
the public system without serious effect. Published regional inventories
will provide a starting point for locating these collections, but as will
be pointed out subsequently, these inventories are inadequate to the task
of guiding collection development decisions. A standardized technique of
evaluation of these collections will have to be devised before fheir
potential for public service can be assessed.
(c)

Academic libraries in close proximity to each other within
the region should explore ways to cooperate in building collections that
serve some of fhe more urgent and special mutual needs of their faculties
and students that might not be met adequately by the more general structure
The formal Academic Libraries of Brooklyn plan can
recommended above.
Similar
subregional grouping of libraries can be
serve as a model.
identified throUghout the area. The chief criteria for their affiliation
should be the similarity of their missions and levels of scholarship
served, and the ease of travel among them. Such groupings offer the
greatest hope for the creation of resources sufficient to sustain the research interests of faculties of Small colleges, and the breadth of
course offerings they wish to offer.
(d)

us

.

.

,

.1A,4,19
:1A,1B,4,15,19
3,14
3,14

4

1A,4,15,19.

19
19

16..

15,19

19'

19

Library of
Strength
,

.

.

00tics
Heat
_Electricity' and Magnetism
Molecular, Nuclear, Atomic

'Sound-

Mechanicsof Gases

PHYSICS
Mechanics of Solids
Mechanibs of Liquids

Matheilat'ical Statistics

'Special Functions

Calculus.

Arithwetic
Algebra
Geometry
Itigonotetry

JIAMMATICS.

Sublect
ENGINEERING
Aeronautical
Chemical
Civil
Industrial
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Military
Mlning
Nuclear
Petroleum
Electrical
Naval

........111.=1.111111..hamMOMMIMMIN.1111MIMI11001101111ma

19
16
1B,4,16,19
19
4,19
19
4,16,19
1B,4,19

1A.1B,19
1B,19
3,19

1A,113

1B01D,10A,19
LA,1B,1C019
1B,1c,19

19
3,16,19
19

3

3,16,19

15

3,16,19
3,16,19
3,16,19
3,16
3,16,19
3,16,19

Library of
Strength

These are the same library designators used in Table I: LA, Brooklyn College; 1B, City College
of New York; 1C, CUNY, Graduate Studies Division; 1D, Queens College; 3, Columbia University; 4, Fordham
University; 10A, New York University, Science Library;.14,..American Museum of Natural History; 15, Brooklyn
Public Library; 16, Engineering Societies Library; 19, New York Public Library.

*

.

EARTH SCIENCES
Physical, Structural Geology 1013,15,16,19
Petrology
16,19,
Economic and Applied Geology
16
Geology of World Regions
4,16,19
Paleontology
3,19
Meteorology3,19

Mlneralogy

Crystallography.

Organic-Chemidtry

Qualitative. Analysis
Quantitative Analysis'
Inorganic. Chemis try

Apparatus
Analytical Chemisiry

Physical Oemistry

CHEMISTRY

Subject
ASTRONOEY
Celestial Dynamics
Observatories ,and InstrumentsDescriptiye Astronomy
Earth
Geodesy
Celestial. Navigation
Time Measurement
Astronomical Maps and Charts.

'A

SUBJECT AREAS OF POTENTIAL SPECIAL COIILECTION STRENGTH NOTED AMONG RESPONDENT METRO
AREA ACADEMIC,AND PUBLIC LIBRARIES.!? (DEWEY DECIMAL SYSTEM MAJOR SUBJECT CLASSES)

TABLE VIII.
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TABLE IX.

GEDERAL SUBJECT COLLECTIONS TN SCIENCE DISPLAYING
EXCEPTIONAL GROWTH AMONG RESPONDENT METRO AREA LIBRARIES
Sarial

Current

Librar

Sub ect

Rath.' *

ASTRONMY

Engineering.Societies Library

CHEMISTRY

Brooklyn College
City College of New York
Queens College
Manhattan College
New York University, Science

B

95

A
A

162
114
112
60

285

Lib.

New York University, Engrng.
and Science Library
Yeshiva University
Brooklyn Public Library
Engineering Societies Library

Titles
Currently
Received

A
A

100

B
B

96
105
197

EARTH SCIENCES

Queens College
Brooklyn Public Library
Engineering Societies Library

B
B
C

69
69
843

ENGINEERING

Manhattan College
New York University,
Engineering and Science Lib.
Brooklyn Public Library

B

526

B
B

373
175

MATHEMATICS

CUNY, Graduate Studies Division C
Yeshiva University

193
190

PHYSICS

New York University, Scien,:e

Library
Brooklyn Public Library
Engineering Societies Library

B

230
55
359

Levels of collecting, as defined on the Collection Evaluation
Form, Appendix B, are: A-Basic Information Collection; B-Working Collection; C-Camprehensive Research Collection; D-Exhaustive Collection.
Subsequent to the receipt of the evaluation and site surveys, the definitions
were modified as follows: A-Information; B-Basic Study; C-Working Research;
D-Comprehensive Research.
*/
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(e)

Certain types of materials for which the demand is either
extremely high or extremely low, and that are not already accommodated
under any other phase of this plan, should be acquired on behalf of the
region by central fqcilities, particularly the New York Public
Library,
CENSSUS, and DASC.1!

The assignment of responsibility to any library for any aspect
of collection development on behalf of the region should not deter
any
other library from developing strength in the same aspect if local
demand so requires. The delegation of responsibility for maintaining
a regional collection on specific topics, or of certain kinds of materials, might be shifted from one agency to another under these circumstances if all indications are that this should be done. Neither
should cooperative acquisition programs be used by any library to
shift to another library a significant amount of use over extended
periods of time by a major segment of its primary clientele, unless,
of courses there is agreement among several cooperating libraries that
recognizes and accommodates this shift. In principle, each library
should meet the majority of its continuing needs with its own resources.
The library community will have to consider the development of sources
of subsidies to assist libraries ia accepting responsibilities for
maintaining regional, public resources, that require them to operate
at levels of collecting higher than would normally be expected of them
in the support of their primary clientele.
Cooperative acquisition programs must be accompanied by open
access to the special resources sp acquired for reasonable use by
any
qualified user. Subsidy funds for both technical and reader services
should be sought for the cooperating libraries to the extent that this
can be justified by eadh library through indicators of the vorkload
imposed by regional use of resources in the areas of their specialties.
The librarians in charge of science and engineering library
collections who contributed to this phase of the study considered
the
following services highly important to the successful operation of
reader services based on cooperatively developed collections:
union
catalogs, centralized referral services, delivery services among
cooperating libraries (once-a-day deliveries were most frequently mentioned), Teletype or other quick communication facilities to use for
checking on the availability of specific items, and uniform access by
users to material cooperatively acquired. These are listed in the
order of the average ratings given.to them by 26
of the libraries in
the open sector.
Scientific and technical reports, government documents, and
patents were singled out often enough. by respondents as materials that
might be considered, by type, for cooperative collection
development
programs, that comments on these kinds of publications are appropriate.
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Scientific and technical reports. The report format has been
used for years by scientists and engineers to disseminate various Rinds
of information: brief notes and comments on research method, poteutial
solutions to problems, research progress notes, final reports of research
results, translations of foreign articles, working text of handbooks,
tables of data, and many similar items. Many of FheQa vapnvt-Q nVP
meant to be ephemeral; same contain advances in research that are not
found anywhere else.

Reports have been used for controlled and quick circulation to
those who have a need to know, as determined by the research sponsor,
the author, or some distribution agency rel ted to these parties.
71.ile the distribution of this material is thus haphazard and unsystematic, useful collections can be acquired with diligence and constant
attention to the progress of research. Few libraries, however, would find
it worthwhile to maintain large report collections of broad subject scope
for too long. Because of the low probability that any one report will
be called for, it takes a large community of scientists to create
sufficient demand for enough of the hundreds of thmsands of reports
that could be saved to make it work worthwhile invest-ing space and
staff to the logistics of acquiring, inventorying, and servicing even
one such collection.
Nevertheless, these reports, even the ephemeral ones, have a
peculiar viability, being referred to sometimes several decades after
their first issue. The older reports are more difficult to acquire.
In addition, the several government agencies that have been sec up to
serve as clearinghouses for the sale or distribution of reports have
been too slow in their response for copies, although thrq situation has
improved considerably in recent years. The prices of reports distributed by the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information have gone down, but as it is almost impossible to ascertain from
titles or indicative abstracts whether a report will have information
of value, even these low prices might be prohibitive.
Improvements in the availability of reports in the New York
area were cited as one of the measures that would greatly increase the
use of libraries by scientists and engineers. Clearly, a local depository of as many reports from as many agencies as possible, where the
reports could be made quickly available to the public for reading,
copying, and circulation, is an essential facility. Individual
libraries may still want to collect reports for their own collections
that are determined to be appropriate to their selection policies,
but the availability of a large central collection would allow them
to concentrate on the current awareness function.
Columbia University has long been a depository for report series
from the largest government agencies and from engineering experiment
Columbia has the collection of
stations throughout the country.
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reports issued by the former Office of17echni.z.al Services of the U.S.
Department of Commerce (PB Reports) that were once housed in the
New York Public Library. A collection of the reports of the WorldWar II Office of Scientific Research and Development was given to
the University when OSRD was closed. Other seriess.nak impossible
In the early 1960's the
to obtain, have been saved by.Columbia.
University was designated by the Federal Government as a regional
depository for all reports from the Defense Documentation center
(ASTIA Documents) and from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific
and Technical Information. Columbia drew together its own dispersed
collections of reports to add-to the depository. Although thc
deposit agreement no longer exists, the size of the collection,put,
together by ColuMbia, and colubbia's willingness to caatinue to ser-.,
vice the collection, makes it the logical designee as the center.for
continued effort in maintaining a report collection for the region.

Government docuaents. The pablications of the United States
and the governments of other industrial natious have 'long been
primary sources of iaformation and data for science and engineering.
In fields such as mining, geology, and physical standards, these
documents nay-be the only sources of information. While many
agencies disseminate information in the report format just discussed,
more is publidhed in other formats that require different acquisition
processes.
The Federal Government and American libraries have long cooper-.
ated in-making official documents available to the public through the
official depository laws, Under the terms of the-present law (Depository Library Aet of 1962: PL87-579), 22 such depositories,,partial
and full, have been designated in the New York Metropolitan area.
For the record-, these are listed here:2/
C.W. Post College
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Queensborough Public, Library
St. John's Univeraity
Queen's College
Brooklyn College
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute
Brooklyn Public Library
SUNY -Downstate Medical Center
Wagner College

Cooper Union
NYPL, Astor Branch
NYPL, Lenox Branch
CCM'
New York University
.

New York LW Institute
Columbia University
Fordham University
SUNY Maritime College
Yonkers Public Llbrary
,Mt. Vernon Public Library

Although most_of these depositories are not public libraries,
the documents are a public resource. Yet, except in Westchester County,
little has been done to call the public's attention to this material
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and to attempt to assess the quality of the collections in terms of
the region's needs. The Westchester Library System has taken a very
simple and expedient step: it has prepared an inventory listing,
arranged according to the Document Library's classification numbers,
of the publication series received by the Yonkers anti the Mt. Vernon
Public Libraries, the two desienated,depositories in the system.
This inventory listing should be made as quickly as possible,
for the other depositories tn the area. The results ought to be useful to the public, to individual libraries, to those planning regional
collection programs, and to the Federal Government. Although each
library should retain its depository agreement in light of its own
selection policy, some of Chem might find sufficient justification in
the evidence of duplication to streamline their collections.
Some of the more avid library users among the scientists and
engineers noted disadvantages in the housing documents as separate
collection, as is done in the New York Public Library. They points
out, and with some considerable justification, that this introduces
an artificial separation.of elements of closely related information.
In almost every phase of science, and is just one more of those
elements of inconvenience to the user that suggests to the scientist
that libraries are not the place to go for.information. Every possible
step should be taken by all libraries to integrate at least the nonadministrative government documents with the regular collections of
science materials in their stacks if they do not already do so.
Patents. Patents are not considered major sources of information by most scientists and many engineers. Nearly 60 percent of
the respondents to the Project's questionnaire did not know enough
about the collections of patents in the region to be able to evaluate
their adequacy. AA a matter of fact, the New York Public Library ,
maintains complete files of patents from the United States (from 1871
to date), Great Britain (from 1617 to date), and extensive holdings
from France and Germany, and publications varying in completeness from
35 other nations..

Many large.corporations, particularly those involved in develop14.113 new product's, coll'ect patents for the.use of theii:own engineers,

Some utilize the ales in the Patent
technicians, an4,ittorneys.
Office in the Washington, D.C. area.
Searching patents, either for evidence of.a. specific piece of
information or for information in general, requires training and a
special skill based on a knowledge of what.patents really are, the lan-.
guage and style used in this unique medium.of literature, and the state
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of the art in whatever field is un-ler study. To obtain full .:alue
from the kinds of information contained in patents, they must be used
in conjunction with the open, regular literature of technology and the
court records of litigation of patent claims. Furthermore, the information searches among large and general files of patents can best be
nade through a full knowledge of the classification system utilized by
the Patent Office and a collection of patents that is.then based on
this classification. From the standpoint of the examiner, the ideal
situation obtains when duplicate copies of patents are filed under
many subject classifications--a collectanea, so to speak. Few agencies
can afford to maintain such files. Nor is it recommended that any
such file be established in New York City, at least on the Ilasis of
evidence gathered during this Project.
(The people to wham.patents
are particularly important should be sought out and consulted about
the further development of local public patent files.)
.

,

There seems to be no question that the numerical file of
patents at the New York Public Library should be continued. The respondents vho used these collections were either noncammittal om
critical,about tha files: The critics prefer a more convenientlocatian than the 43rd Street Annex, sore stt.dy space associated with the
collection, and speedier acquisitions. At present patents are made
available as soon as they are bound, a process that sight take fram
two meeks.to two years. The seriousness of the delays occasioned by
this policy should be carefully examined with the cooperation of the
principal users of the collections.

.

The separation of ehe patent collections physically over such
a long distance from fhe facilities of the Science and Technology
Division of the Library is troublesome in that it sakes difficult the
consultation of the few indexing and abstracting services, such as
Chemical Abstracts, that cov.7r patents. Once again, 'however, the
cost of adding these bibliographic services to the New York Public
Library's Patents Collection would far outweigh the value of the
effectiveness to scientists and engineers in general, hence is not
recommended again on the basis of data received during this Project.
.

:

4.

Supplementary academic library collections to serve
college and university students in engineering and the physical sciences
should be established at several key locations throughout the EETRO
re ion in libraries that already exist.
The sophisticatian of the collections used by college and
university students increases, and the geographical range of the
libraries decreases, as ehe students move through their academic
training.
Undergraduate students who were contacted during ehis
study reported heavy use of the-branches of the public libraries,
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and with some frequency; graduate students seldom mentioned these
facilities. Once they begin graduate study, students begin to orient
themselves to the literature needs and uso patterns of trained scientists,
whether through emulation or because of the realities of scientific research.

The graduate students who reported using libraries other than
those in their own schools, concentrated their use on other academic and
research libraries, principally the central facilities of the public
libraries, Columbia University, the Engineering Societies Library and
the Chemists' Club Library. Graduate students also report the use of
several medical libraries, the American Museum of Natural History, and
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Only one of any
of these was even occasionally mentioned by undergraduates. Therefo7e,
graduate students probably will be accammodated by whatever strengthening
can be gained for library resources for professianal scientists. Some
other arrangement will have to be made for the undergraduate students.
Library resources required for undergraduate students in the
physical sciences and engineering are not excessive. Lecture and problem-solving techniques dominate the educational process in these fields.
Advanced undergraduate students require exposure to a reasonable range
of monographs, journals, and reference books as they seek alternative
presentations to those in their textbooks, and search for examples of
the development of modem theory and the demonstration of research
method that is part of every research article in science. A good selection of basic materials and general journals in science, including the
news journals, is therefore required for undergraduates.
Undergraduate students in the physical sciences and engineering
who responded to the questionnaire displayed anly slight involvement
with libraries for support of their science studies. Their indifference,
regardless of its reason, was evidenced by an almost total lack of free
comment on the questionnaires, something that cannot be said of the
graduate students and the scientists. The undergraduates reported use
of 72 branches of the City's major public library systems. Nearly
40 percent indicated that they used libraries other than those of
their schools to support their science studies. Only a handful reported the use of the advanced professional collections such as the
Engineering Societies Library. One must wonder about their real need
since many of the branches of the public library systems do not have
much, if any, of the professional literature of science. Over 25 percent
of the respondents indicated that their use of other libraries was attributable to the readier availability of more useful material in them than
could be found in their college libraries.
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Probably the most significant aspect of the undergraduates'
responses was their obvious need for college-level facilities other
than those of their schools. Nearly 70 percent of the respondents
used off-campus libraries, either in the public library systems or on
other campuses. The convenience of these other libraries to their
homes was given as the reason for this use in over 80 percent.of the
cases. Overall the range of travel times from their homes to their
school libraries was twice as long as from their homes to other
libraries. They reported travel time of up to 60 minutes to get to
libraries nearer to their homes than the campuses of the colleges
they attended.
In general these students reflected the same needs that were
evidenced during an earlier study for the Council of Higher Educational
Institutions in New York City. The report of that study1/ recomnended
the creation of "a system of supplementary academic libraries that
would be built and operated in the metropolitan area primarily for the
use of higher education students." The evidence from the METRO Science
Project and the administrative judgment of the heads of several of the
large research and public libraries in the area, reinforce the recommendation of that earlier study in general, but, insofar as physical
science and engineering students are concerned, gives little support
to the suggestian made in the earlier report, that entirely new and
administratively separate library facili4Aes be established.
Instead, it is suggested that the following libraries should be
given consideration as the designated agents for supplementary, publicly
accessible college library services in the physical sciences, engineering, and mathematics:
Manhattan:

.Queens:

Bronx:

Staten Island:

Brooklyn:

Westchester County:

New Ya,ck Public Library (Mid-Manhattan
Library)

Queensborough Public Library
Herbert Lehman College
Richmond College

Brooklyn Public Library
Yonkers Public Library

These libraries are recammended on the basis of their location
and the ability of their book selection policies to support college-level
studies in the sciences.
Undergraduate students are already oriented
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to the geography of academic and,public library facilities.. The
Queens Borough and the Brooklyn Public Libraries can support collegelevel studies in sciende, and their collections, particularly of
monographs, are as yet underutilized for that purpose. The New York
Public Library's decision to shift college student use away from the
Research Libraries and into the new Mid-Manhattan Library gives proper
recognition nat only to the college student's need, but also to the
stress now placed on the Research Libraries in trying to serve both
researdh and educational missions. The list of journals to be acquired
for the Mid-Manhattan Library contains an excellent array of physical
science and engineering journals. Because of the convenience of this
new facility it should be highly publicized as the off-campus library
headquarters for serious college students in the sciences and engineeriug
The students of the City University of New York evidence an
awareness that they are involved with an academic system with widely
dispersed facilities. Many of them have located the CUNY campus
iibraries closest to their homes and are using them - which should
be encouraged as all ofthe units should have basic, well-developed
This practice should
and broad-ranging undergraduate'collections.
be particularly encouraged on those campuses that can serve students
who live nearby and do not have quick access tO the strong central
units of the public libraries in the area, particularly in the Bronx
and on Staten Island.
-

Tim location of this speciai-purpose facility within or near,
and administratively un4r the jurisdictian of, existing facilities
has another benefit. Our data indicate that calege-student use of
independent facilities is likely to be concentrated in relatively few
hours of fhe day, certain days of the week, and several periods during
the year, One of the areas of least satisfaction to the undergraduate
students in the METRO survey was the availability of library services
on 'the weekends when their own campus libraries were closed or had
limited hours-of aervice. Unless.independent facilities were conveni,entiy located and adequately manned and stocked to serve some additional
community needs,'they might well be greatly undeiutilized for long
periods.of time. It would seem a wiser expenditure of funds tdo invest
heaVily in existing facilities that already serve other purposes in
order to allow them to add or augment this dimension of public service.

The collections in these'libraries should be planned in
cooperation with the faculties of the 31 institutions of higher learning that'.offer degrees with majors or emphases in'the physical sciences,
engineering, andcmathematics. The collections of these libraries, perhaw with the exception of the Mid-Manhattan Library now being formed,
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would have to be augmented in order for them to respond fully to this
task. The cost of augmentation would be in addition to funds already
recommended for the enhancement of collections in the area's academic
libraries. The libraries should be compensated, also, for their public service in direct proportion to the use of the collections.
In summary, the METRO Science Project findings urge the creation of an "independent," that is, publicly accessible, academic
library facility within the strongest libraries and growing systems
in the region, rather than the diffusion of limited financial resources
through the creation of yet another system of facilities. The administrative resources, the intellectual talent, the sources of operating
funds, and existing geographical conspicuousness of the libraries
named would serve to put a public academic library facility into service sooner than would otherwise be possible.
It is a/so conceivable that Herbert Lehman Colle e and Richmond
College could be further developed into the ready reference and current
awareness collections for rofessional scientists and en.ineers in
locales and as the access oints for these eo le to
these outl
the wider netwofk of research collections and services recommended
elsewhere in this report.
Ti_m_22.12.tity_andsualitzoSsirculat
professional books and journals in science and engineering, particularly in Manhattan and Westchester Count_..y, should be increased and
5.

widely publicized.

Probably no other metropolitan region in the nation has as
large a proportion of its publicly available science and engineering
library resources restricted to library use or for controlled circulatica only as does New York City. In the open sector libraries, only
the Brooklyn Public, the Queensborough Public, the Yonkers Public, and
the lranch Collections of the New York Public Libraries offer circulation services to the public at large, assuming they meet certain
residence or place-of-work requirements. These services are not
sufficient in size, nor appropriately enough placed, to serve the
needs of the entire community.

Most of the industrial scientists may circulate materials
1.ram their corporation libraries, but of course, the subject scope
and depth of collections of most of these libraries are restricted by
the limited range of interests of the corporations. Academic libraries do engage in interlibrary lending activities, but this channel
provides access usually only for certain graduate students and for
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faculty members, and to limited kinds and amounts of materials.
Frequently the newer and the most pertinent research materials are
not available for interlibrary lending, and undergraduate students
are left to fend for themselves. The materials in the Engineering
Societies Library circulate only to members of the founding societies
and to those corporations that purchase special membership privileges
from the Library.
The collections of the Science and Technology Division of the
New York Public Library and the Chemists' Club are absolutely noncirculating. ln addition, most of the circulating libraries do not
lend journals, at least to individuals. Almost all of the libraries
do provide photocopying services in lieu of lending, but the cost
of copying is prohibitive. A number of academic libraries will not
lend ',aaterials to other libraries if they are close enough to send
the users directly to the collections. It is not .inknown for a
local industrial user, in these instances, to have a far distant
divisioa of his company request an interlibrary loaa in order to
have the material transshipped back to him!

-

The Brooklyn and the Queensborough Public Libraries have
excellent collections of basic and advanced monographs available for
circulation to the qualified public. Both of these libraries could
support wider use than is being made of their materials. The circulating collections in the other parts of the METRO area public library
enterprise are reasonably well stocked with books about science, but
are weak and unevenly developed across the range of subjects of concern to the Project in books and journals for the professional scientist and engineer. This situation will be partially remedied for
Manhattan, the Bronx, and Staten Island with the creation of the
Mid-MadhaiM:an Library. The collections of that library will not be
enough alone to augment the area's circulating collections.
The METRO Science Ilbrary Project barely touched this phase
of library use. The need for circulating materials was listed without
further specification by a nuMber of scientists. In addition, these
people suggested that such materials be made available widely throughout the.library systems, ;Mich wtuld be most difficult to do: -As_an
immediate next step, the local public libraries ought to study the
kinds of materials that now circUate and that are called for but
that-are-not available in circulating collections, in order to ascer-tain the characteristics of these materials that can guide the establiShment.of collection development policies among them. Awide range'
of titles ought to be made.available at ceatral points ia these systems
especially to'be sent out to the branches upon request. A few of the

11
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larger branches in all of the public library systems must develop
broad-scope collectians on the premises, even though the number of
titles within each sdbject area might be limited.

Whatever is done, special catalogs of this material should be
widely dispersed throughout the region, and other public information
devices should be used to attract scientists and engineers to these
sectors of the library community. This publicizing is essential as
the public libraries are not known as sources of such material.
6.

Theioublicly available stock of bibliographical services
and se arate biblio To hies should be increased either throu h the
purchase of more titles for the public lfbraries or subsidized public
access to comprehensive, but relatively closed collections that exist
aman: the science collections of the lar e universit libraries in
the regian.
Access to the bibliography of science is as important to good
regional service as is local access to materials. AS a matter of fact,
the bibliographical capability of any library enterprise created for
the public should receive top priority, even ahead of the development
of collections of primary materials. The ability to produce bibliographies by subject to any depth of specificity, of current and
retrospective materials, in general or tailored to suit individual
customer's needs, or according to any reasonable criteria, is the
first service in which libraries should excel. This is the first
step that leads to so rrany subsequent activities such as cooperative
acquisitions, interlibrary borrowing, special collection development,
and information analysis. If nothing else, librarians should be able
to tell what has been published.
The number of standard bibliographical services in various
subjects in public libraries in the METRO area is adequate, but far
from outstanding. No one library can adequately serve as a center
for bibliographical services in a wide range of subjects. The collections of secondary literature at the Engineering Societies Library are
well developed as they must be in order to support the
searching service of the Library. The bibliographical collections of the large
academic libraries may be rated from good to excellent. Those that
support doctoral research were found to be obviously superior to
others. The bibliographical and other information services in
a number of the industrial libraries range from poor to outstanding.
The
collections of this secondary literature in a surprising number of
those libraries visited were inadequate, particularly in their ability
to support retrospective searches. One of the most frequent criticisms
from acaclemIc librarians was the low quality of the bibliographical
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citations given to them by industrial librarians who did not have
access to the large, particularly national bibliographies in which
to verify references before beginning the public hunt for materials.
This puts an added burden on the librarians who do have the bibliographical tools that they can ill-afford to bear. A subsequent
recommendaion calls for the establishment of public bibliographical
and information services, which will require outstanding bibliographical resources. The same resources should be available for use by the
public in their own searChes and to help them verify specific references. Adequate staff should be available to assist the pablic .a
using these tools,,either ia person or by phone.
Very particularly, a few of the libraries of the regian,
particularly the larger ones_ should begin to develop machine search
capabilities. The number of bibliographical services on -computertapes is not large, but is steadily increasing. The Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Library of Medicine, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administratian, Chemical Abstracts Service, and PANDEX are
just a few-of the agencies that now distribute or sell tapes providing,
intellectual access to information in the literature. The Library of
Congress will begin to sell"tapes ia the summer of 1968 in the MARC II
format. These all should become part of the foundation of public service in the METRO region.

Several configurations for a public information facility_are
possible. Acentral agency could arrange to buy searching services
for individual and corporations_ or other agencies in the regian, contracting with publishers or producers of tapes for the searches.
Libraries ia,the region might buy or lease the tapes and provide
searching services for the public, either sharing the load among them,
or centralizing their effort in a regional service agency. The problems and issues to be faced in implementing this part of the recommendation should be priority items for funding in the program of researck
and development (MACSINEX) recommended later in this report.
It should be anticipated that librarians and information officers will make.more use of these bibliographical resources than willscientists and engineers. The use of these-services should be promoted
among the people in small businesses_wbo are largely unse:.-ved by
corporation libraries and librarians. This is an area of development
that libraries in,the region might undertake under the terms_of the
State Technical Services Agt.

Stack space ia existing libraries can and should be more
economically used by the removal of various kinds%of little-used material for transfer to less e ensive s ace. A. new Dela ed Access Store e
Center
should be established to house this material and should
develop the capability of delivering material to the local libraries
within one to three da s of re uest.
7.
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Few of the libraries in the open sector reported serious space
problems associated with their science and engineering collections that
could not be internally resolved in the foreseeable future. Six of
the libraries that responded to the Project's call for information
estimated a requirement for space for cooperative storage of 129,000
volumes within 10 years. Site surveys of the nonresponding lfbraries
suggest that storage space for 150,000 volumes vmuld be required,
given current collection development programs and ways of operating
these science libraries.
A number of factors suggest that a larger center would not be
inconsistent with regional needs. Some of the academic librarians
noted that competition for space among various campus programs could
cause a rapid deterioration in their favorable positions. Expanded
programs of cooperative collection development and of public services
as recommended in this report, if successful, are likely to increase
the demand for space ha a number of the libraries in the open sector
beyond the anticipations of the librarians involved in this Project.
DASC may then be a welcome and an essential facility. Unfortunately
the burden of financing DASC might well fall to only a few of the
libraries in the area, and unless a highly favorable cost-effectiveness
ratio can be shown for the Center, it will be difficult to justify.
The lawer utility of a considerable portian of the older
literature in science and engineering, and the willingness of scientists and engineers to accept delays of rram one to three days for
some material, makes the operation of a delayed-access collection
not incompatible with reasonable service. It would be a disservice,
however, to store all old literature. Through experience most science
and engineering libraries can designate the classics and portions of
the published archives of science that should be retained in local
collections.
All librarians contacted expressed same interest in cooperative
storage operations, even though they felt no sense of urgency about
the need for space.
They were particularly interested in' the operation
of an acquisition program by a storage center on behalf of the region.
The kinds of materials that might thus be acquired, however, would
undoubtedly be the little-used materials in current American science
and engineering work (e.g., old trade journals, foreign theses, and
foreign documents). These kinds of materials are collected by the
Center for Research Libraries (CRL) in Chicago, and for which users
can wait the longest for delivery.
It is recommended that local
science libraries make every effort to associate with CRL and its programs on behalf of METRO area scientists and engineers. The availability of a local catalog of materials in the CRL collections and
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quick communications with CRL would be essential to good service.
If it is not possible to involve CRL as a strong and active arm of
the New York region's library service, then DASC should begin a
limited acquisition program of its own for lesser used materials.
This would raise the estimate of capacity for DASC to 500,000 volumes
for a decade's operation. The libraries that could use such a facility
now recommend unanimously that...title of stored 1"4"41'"'"la hol ".ntlqfaVrPrl
to DASC.
The following services are recommended for DASC: delivery of
material to libraries once a day; simplified, computer-based inventory
with frequent and wide distribution of a printed book catalog; and
copying services. Very limited reading space for the public is recommended.

Notes
11

Central Serials Supply Service and Delayed Access Storage Center,
as later recommended.

2/

Source:

U.S. Congress.

Printing Joint Committee.

Government

D_pa__ylinsieositoLibrariesz,PresentLaT.DenatedDeositor
Libraries.

Washington: Government Printing Office, 1967.

3/ gamerative Library Service for Bigher Education_ (1960).
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A Central Advisory and Referral Service CARES should be
established to assist librarians in fully exploiting the region's
It should
librar and information resources uickl and efficientl
provide cansultation middleman and directory services in'this effort.
8.

It is difficult for every science librarian in the area to be
fully informed about all of the resources of the region that can contribute to better lfbrary and i-formation service in science and
engineering, and about all aspects of how to tap all of the resources
knawa to then. These resources are diverse,-dispersed, often unique,
sometimes not well-publicized outside of very limited circles, and
bound by varying rules for public use that are frequently difficult to
describe and categorize. Few librarians find themselves in organizational contexts that bring them normally into contact with all segments
of the information service industry. Evidences of gaps in librarians'
knowledge and understanding of the full range of resources available
to them were noted with frequency in the study. Many librarians
volunteered comments on their frustrations in Charting an efficient
path through the array of regional resources in seeking publications
and information.
The goal of CARES should be to decrease this frustration and
to increase the skill of librarians in mobilizing all the resources
Specificavailable and appropriate to Specific needs as they arise.
ally, CARES should maintain a small central staff ta help librarians
develop strategy involving regional resources for information and
publications in science and engineering. CARES should base this service on its own inventory of libraries, information centers and
services, and similar agencies, particularly, but not exclusively, in
the METRO region, and of their purposes, services, data bases and
specialities, regulations regarding use, and other information relating to public access to the resources. Although CARES should concentrate on praviding its services on demand, it should also work to
increase general knowledgability among librarians through the
publication of public relations and training documents aimed at a
better understanding of the region's information resources and the
techniques of gaining intellectual and physical access to them.
If information to help librarians plan their hunts for
'publications and information is not in its files, CARES should take
the initiative to conduct a preliminary hunt as a middleman for its
customers, aimed at increasing the probability that subsequent contacts
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between librarians and the recommended information sources will produce
relevant results. CARES should deal anly with .librarians and information officers. The public in general would receive the benefits of
the services of CARES through libraries. It is through these efforts
of CARES that the public might gain more access to industrial libraries.
CARES will have to create its own inventories of libraries
and services. Existing regional inventories can be used only as a
rough guide to the charting of the geography of reference and research
resources in the New York City area. The shortcomings of the available inventories are due principally to their failure to develop
standards for applicatian in evaluating fhe levels of intellectual
effort that can be sustained by the collections listed, and to the
great variation in subject terminology used to categorize the collections' strengths and specialties. In some of the inventories the
specialities were defined by the librarians in charge of collections,
each using his awn terminology. Furthermore, each librarian's sense
of the uniqueness or value of the areas of emphasis in his collections
was biased by his experience with the full range of literature in the
subjects cowired. No attempt was made to modify the resultant lists
of specialties for the variations in the evaluators' standards of
judgment.1/

It is recommended that CARES be assisted in this inventory
effort by a permanent task force of well-qualified, volunteer librarians to inobilize individual libraries into a coordinated and continuous
inventory operation aimed at identifying the library resources of the
region according to standard levels of collecting effort and standard
subject analysis. This effort can start with the inventories that
have already been done, wbich through constant refinement can be
brought to a point of utility. The task force should prepare the
data gathering instruments, evaluate the returns, and in general, act
as an advisory committee to CARES. CARES should serve as fhe secretariat for the inventory work of the task force.
A regional union catalog has been suggested as an alternative
to the grosser technique of creating descriptive inventories of collections. Nothing in this study should be taken as an endorsement of
this proposal. No regianal union catalog in existence today is soundly
based financially nor intellectually for the full exploitation of resolirces.
The variations in cataloging styles among libraries in the
New York area is sufficient to require extensive and expensive editing
of entries before they could be interfiled. The variations in subject
analysis styles is even greater: an entire new layer of analysis would
have to be constrUcted, for efficient central access. A small staff in
an agency such as CARES, with well-organized guides and inventories,
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can provide reasonable guidance and, more useful information gained
through phone calls to libraries of probable strength at less cost
than Nmuld be entailed in the creation and operation of a regional
union catalog under present circumstances.

In the long rud, pr^."uly the rbpapamt way to provide re2ional
access to library resources will be to create this access as a byproduct of a regional, computerized technical service operation. Admittedly it will be difficult to establish and operate a single regional
processing center for a library community as large and diverse as is
that in New York City, but it is not improbable that several intraregional system processing centers will develop, the output of which,
along with more traditional inventory techniques, can be combined
into a regional service to facilitate interlibrary cooperation and
use.
CARES should give particular attention to manufacturers'
associations as sources of information. Many of these agencies maintain extensive files of data and information, and some have staffs
of experts on hand to offer assistance to the public. Some of the
associations operate libraries, and a few can be quite helpful in
bringing the resources of the libraries of the association members
to bear an local problems. Over 300 of these associatians mere contacted by the Project. A list of 69 of them is contained inAppendix C with.an indication of their accessibility by the public.
9.

A Central Serials Supply Service (CENSSUS) should be

2.2tablish___...esandinterlibr4ELLELpfscientific and technical periodicals,

Most of the interlibrary activity among science and engineering collections in the METRO area involves the search for and provisian
of serial publications and copies of articles from serials -- noesurprisingly, because +.1..1e short paper is the chief unit of communication

in science and engineering-and the journal is the chief channel of
published dissemination of the paper. Serials make up from two-thirds
to three-fourths of the normal science or engineering library's collections. The pressure on industrial and other special librarians to
obtain copies of journals or articles therein is heavy and placed
with urgency. The problems that arise in searching for journals and
obtaining loans or copies from them were the most frequent topic of
discussion among librarians participating in the Project.

Because of the visibility and the comprehensiveness of'the
collections of the large research libraries in the area, they bear the
brunt of the burden of providing photocopies. Most libraries in the
nation long ago stopped lending scientific and technical periodicals
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because of the heavy local demand on them. The Project staff
analyzed several thousand requests for photocopies in the top four
libraries on the list of the most frequently used libraries by the
public (New York Public Library, Engineering Societies Library,
Chemists' Club, and Columbia University). These libraries, as a
matter of fact, were also the most frequently cited libraries as
sources of photocopies by industrial librarians in another phase of
the Project. Altogether they are supplying copies of articles at a
calculated rate of no less than 30,000 articles a year, or 200 text
pages an hour. In any reasonable operation this load is sufficient to
keep six or eight Xerox machines going full time. This is a conservative estimate. The records of the libraries were not always capable
of full interpretation, and not all of the copying activities of.the
New York Public Library were studied.
Three aspects of this process are disturbing. First, the
wear on the materials being copied is devastating. In several of
these libraries, the most frequently .copied journals(and ehese are
.usually the most important research journals) are in urgent need of
preservation. Second, as has already been discussed, all too frequently, material that is required in these research libraries by
patrons for use on the premises is not on the shelves, but is somewhere in the copying process. The library users are subjected to
undue delays and at times, never see the materials they seek. Third,
the user libraries still must engage in tiresome and expensive searches
for materials, even though they tend to concentrate on only these four
libraries. Just as with personal users, these libraries find that
some of the material is not on the shelves when needed. Furthermore,
even among these four libraries, there are gaps in holdings that force
the users to extend their searches.

This recommendation for the creation of a separate copying
facility recognizes that this vital supply mission is not being
adequately met anywhere,in the region, except at the expense of the
equally vital research support mission. The system load is more than
sufficient to warrant the operation of a separate facility just for
the supply mission.
The principal concern of CENSSUS should be to relieve research
and circulating libraries of the responsibility of providing the
public with copies of articles in journals, and particularly in the
most frequently cited journals. CENSSUS should maintain an inventory
of as many copies of the most frequently used journals as demand requires. Analysis of the data obtained in this phase of the Project
provides us with the following useful information:
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Recent titles were the most frequently copied materials.
The median age of the items copied in all libraries was about
five or six years.
OldAr materialm warm raquami-ma wifia c=cf4cicint frequency to
suggest that publicly available historical collections are vital.

Most of the.older materials were journals of high quality and
prestige--the archives of science--principally the journals reporting
new research results.
English language materials dominate the lists.

The call for Russian language materials ws not excessive.
Industrial libraries are the heaviest users of the libraries
surveyed, although the flow-of copies among academic libraries is
likewise'significant.
CENSSUS should maintain a stock of as many copies of the most
frequently used journals as demand requires, and should also concentrate on building a comprehensive collection of trade journals in all
fields of engineering and technology, including back issues. Further
study should be made to ascertain the desirability of the establishment by CENSSUS of an active acquisition program for little-used
material not otherwise held by libraries in the METRO region, although
this night more justifiably be left to DASC (Recommendation 7). For a
variety-of reasons copies of articles will not always suffice, hence
a sufficient number of copies of journals Should be acquired to allow
circulation of ehe.original material when required. Circulation
should be-restricted to libraries.
The service should have as its own only objective the quick
supply of articles in serials on demand on the premises and within
24 hours by mail, and interlibrary loan of journals. CENSSUS should
offer no personal services (e.g., personal circulation or reading room
study facilities) other than walk-in, quick photocopying from its
stock. Only the least expensive full-size and micro-edition copying
procesSes should be'used,'consistent with the ardhival and image
quality most frequently demanded by the public. Low price is essential to success of the service. Other work should be contracted out
to commercial firms. At 'all times CENSSUS should take an industrial
engineering approadh to materials handling. Journal issues in stock
should not be bound, thereby reducing the amount of information (number of-articles) off the shelves at any one time. Only the simplest
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inventory record should be kept. CENSSUS should provide only
limited bibliographical verification services. Detailed searching by
subject and for verification of incomplete or faulty references should
be negotiated by the users with their own public, academic, or company libraries. Material for CENSSUS should be obtained by purchase,
and through the solicitation of gifts of discards, particularly from
working collections in industrial libraries.

Recognition must be given here to the copyright issue.
CENSSUS should obtain as many blanket permissions to copy as possible
from journal publishers. Copies from other journals ihould be made
only for research use. No journal should be copied in its entirety
for any one user, nor should CENSSUS make multiple copies of any
article .for one user. Should future revisions of the copyright law
shut off the copTalg service, CENSSUS should switch entirely to providing circulation services for original materials.
10.

A Serials Utili,) Resister (SURE) should be established
and maintained on a current basis in lieu of a union list of serials.
SURE would establish the location of as man co ies of as wide" a ran e
of titles as ossible and would direct librarians and the public to
these titles on demand.
The task of locatIng specific issues of scientific and
technical journals is one of the chief and often the heaviest of
duties engaged in by science and engineering librarians, particularly
in industrial ard research libraries. As the number of scientific
and technical journals has increased and the lines of publication have
become less clear through the mixing of disciplines, ehe task has became more burdensome. This accounts for the frequency with which
librarians in various regions, and especially where there are chapters
of the Special Libraries Association, suggest and attempt to create
regional union lists of serials.
Scores of references to union lists were found by the Project
staff. Among the earliest of these was a list of serials in New York
and Brooklyn libraries, edited at golluMbia College and pdblished by
the New York Library Club in 18874! The first bibliographical contribution from the Engineering Societies Library was a catalog of
technical periodicals in libraries in the City of New York and vicinity.3/
But these union lists have some common production problems
and failings that militate against setting to work on another one in
New York City. Almost all of the union lists to date have been produced only through long and tedious hours of volunteer labor from a
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core group of librarians, and the _even greater, total amount of time
given by librarians on the job who had to provide lists, of their,
holdings for inclusion in the union catalogs. Unfortunately, the
:product has, been far from, satisfactory, in, most cases.. __The usual

catalog- lists_only the titles held within a region; other titles
must still, be sought out by the. individual libraries. More locations
tiOat -titles are obtained in _this faShion than are requited for
'good regional service: there, is no way for the list to serve to ,dis7
tribute the, load of providing regional services among the libraries
,listed. ',TO avoid, any burden of public service, some libraries
deliberately, never list ,their holdings in such libts.

air

,,But even more troubling is ,the .fact that ,after the investment Of all-- the -time and .effort, yery few, of, the lista are ever
kept ,up!,:to, data.. It is, not long _hefore the rapid growth- of ne1-47:
lbrarians, strongly, hack 'in the business of hunting,
titled. puts,thei
bY phone,-,anOmil for ,seta of_ journals not listed. Then the task. of
updating a'unicin list._usuarly means repeating the whole, _listing and
_Only :in. rare_ CircuMstances have a group of,
checking .':processes
librarians -been able ,to instiinte continuous updating proCedurea,.
.

_

A permanent staff, at some _central location, and the astabUshment
ofi tontinea-'among lihrariee to notify the central _stiff of new:
aubsCriptiOns_and
cancellations is required. Even then the Updatizys,
..
--,proceas is- likely to- be. slow. Only a; handful of these _lists attempts
to locate':,titles_-gcrOSS,
regiOnal lines. in Order to increase the range
...Of material:a listed.

-

n- the :Serials:Utility_ Register.

(SUO-),,

whose aim

'it is- propoaed that:

is,

to establish'a record
of the. pUblic 'availability 'of a 'sufficient number of availablecopiesi_hothAikand ,out of the _region, of every serial title deemed appropriate
a viab7;e:-:-OPeration,be estahlishect,

to -regional- ,service,_ _and- to, keep the register current. .,,SURE, therefore,
,mu,Si:havea- permanent, .though not necessarily large, staff. Its chief_

function-34ilhe to direct librarians to, sources of_ spec lfic aerials
-its,services will be hased..on, its ,own register of locaon, deritand.,
of scientific and technical seriala, with
tions._,Of:,an eXtens,ive
locations for each title to be determined by, statistithe: nUmber
-analy4s
,Of:
potential demand, based ;on the -photocopy, and inter7
cal
library_lending. load: among.. Science arid engineering librariei in the
region,: and_ on, citation analysis, of' the published literature. Parts
or all of the register, ,could be published from time to time, although
it is ,anticipated:that,,SURE will develop, the capability of 'qui:*
electronic. Communication among libraries for the exchange of informa7
SURE should work towards
tion: about .serials and. their availab,ility.
the Creation of'an automated, record. Demand, analysis might indicate
that it would be ,possible _to establish on-line phone conimunication be
tween libraries and the computerized register at least at certain times
each day.

.0

.

,

,list
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SURE should establish a mechanism to maintain a continuous
survey of the need for specific titles of serials in libraries in
the region, and negotiate with appropriate libraries, including
CENSSUS (Recommendation 9), for the acquisition of needed titles.
SURE should establish an interregional exchange of information of
serials inventory information, particularly for rarely held titles.
Among other things, SURE should accept the responsibility of locating
titles on demand that night not yet have been listed IL the register.
SURE should experiment with the use of the output from the
National Serials Data Project when available, as a tool to facilitate
the establishment of standard entries, and to extend the number of
locations fOr various heavily used titles. It is conceivable that
by utilizing the output from the national libraries SURE could
become the center for recording bibliographical data about serials
to be used as an authority file for regional cataloging of serials.
Experiments Of various kinds, such as regional processing of automatic serials checking records in various libraries, should be
undertaken as part of the MACSINEX Program outlined in Recommendation
17.
Under these conditions, the region will obtain far greater utility fram its efforts than would be possible by concentrating only on
one product, the union list of serials.
11.

The information service caubility_ofthelegara should

be strengthened by creating separately identified public agencies
to _provide: (a) scientific and technical data and facts, including
elements of bibliographic citations, in res onse to uestions that
can be answered guickly and on demand; and (b) specialized information and bibliographic services at cost, tailored to specifications
set by the custamer.
For a regian that is so rich in library r2sources and intellectual climate in science and technology, the METRO area is notably weak
in public reference and information service capability, particularly
at the advanced level of performance. Librarians assigned to reference
duties can be found in all of the librariee with science collections,
but the amount of time they can devote to each user is severely
limited by the additional workload imposed upon them by other and
simultaneous task assignments. The problem of finding librarians
with the time and the resources to perform reference services was
simply and succinctly referred to by librarians and scientists
alike. Nearly 50 percent of the scientists and engineers reported
that their use of libraries would be increased at least somewhat if
the speed and quality of reference answering services were improved,
and if more staff time could be made available for assistance to the
public. Except in large libraries, few librarians are,assigned at any
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one time.to work exclusively on reference and information problems,
and the large libraries' reference services are overburdened.
There are.some exceptions in this element of weakness. The
seardh and translation services of the Engineering Societies Library
are available.to the 'pun^. 'A number nf mAnnfAnttmerit associations
in NewYork City offer good information services,'albeit in rather
limited topics or involving rather narrow goals and limited,resources.
The Copper Development Association recently,announced a computerized
information service for scientific, technical and application data
on copper and its alloys. Data sheeti, reportss_and answers to
specific questions will be prepared for engineers who use 'copper,
brass, and bronze. The service it offered at no cost to the user.
libraries can do better, as their activities in a number of industrial
research laboratories evidences.= The New York area rates Abetter
pUblic service. _Librarians will have to ,take,the.initiative,hawever,
in creating an expanded inforthation service7cdpecity, And new services
will have to be widely pramOted in order to turn the pbblic towards
-these-new sources of assistance.
'The first of the tivo services recommended herein,:the quick
reference service, should be established at the New York Public
Library because of its coverage in depth of all of the subjects in-'
cluded in this study, its central location, and its existingconspicuousness among library-based information facilities inthe minds
of the scientific and engineering community. -An expanded ready reference service should be available from a separately identifiable unit
within the structure of the Library, and it should be well staffed
and supplied with more than the usual number of telephone-extensions.
Access' to the service ehould be available both by phone and in person.
(Several respondents referred to walk-in current information services
offered by a number of large metropolitan newspapers as an. example.)_
The staff of this unit should be especially recruited for its 'talent
to think logically about reference resources in response to requests
for information. When on duty, staff members should have no other
assignments to dilute their concentration on locatiug information
quickly. No attempt should be made to answer questions that require
analysis of information, advice on sources of general background
information, or anything else that suggests more than concrete facts
and' pieces of data. Physical and chemical data, names and addresses
of people and organizations; definitions Of terms, phrases, and acronyms; identification of processes, products, and concepts; and
information to complete bibliographical references will probably dominate the service. Its principal users will be people engaged in
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production, development, marketing, and science writing, and librarians
serving academic and industrial research.
Speed in supplying answers should be paramount with this
service. A significant portion of the scientists and engineers in
all disciplines reported that in the majority of cases when they need
information, they need it within minutes or hours. The emphasis on
speed was reported to be important to slightly more engineers than
basic scientists, as evidenced by the figures in Table X. About 40
percent of the scientists and engineers reported needing specific
facts and figures very frequently.
TABLE X.

PERCENTAGE OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS REPORTING NEED FOR
DELIVERY OF INFORMATION IN TIE MAJORITY OF CASES WITHIN
TIME LIMITS SPECIFIED

Minutes

Hours

Day

Few
Days

Longer

All Engineers

9.7

30.9

29.2

28.9

1.3

All Basic Scientists

9.5

26.5

31.2

30.7

2.1

If it becomes apparent that a question will take longer than
a day to answer, it should be referred to the normal reference staff
of the Library, and the customer should be informed of the action.
The staff of the service should exercise judgment as each question is
put to it to avoid accepting questions that are likely to need more
than quick answers.
The specialized information and bibliographic service (SPINBIBS)
should also be established and headquartered at the New York Public
Library. It should complement and not duplicate the searching service
already available fram the Engineering Societies Library, but should
offer an expanded range of services. Agcording to the resource analysis made during this study, the collections of the following libraries
should be utilized by SPINBIBS in addition to those at the New York
Public Library:
Chemistry:

Chemists' Club
Fordham University
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
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Physics:

New York Hall of Science (pending establishment
of its proposed search capability)

Mathematics:

CUNY, Graduate Studies Division
New York University, Institute of Mathematical

Geology:

American Museum of Natural History
Columbia University

The fee structure for the services of SPINBIBS should be set
to allow the transfer of at least a small amount of funds to those
libraries on whose premises searches are made by SPINBIBS staff.

SPINBIBS should entertain requests for any type of information
service. Particularly, it should develop the capability of offering
the following services:
Bibliographies, in traditional and machine-readable formats.
Copies of cited literature in hard or micro-editions.
Regular abstracting services on specialized topics.
Reviews of current developments in science.
Continuing current-awareness bibliographies tailored to
customer specifications.

Processing of requests to be contracted out to other, existing
information services and centers.
(e.g., NASA Technology
Utilization Centers, AEC Technology Utilization program centers,
Chemical Abstracts Service, PANDEX.)
SPINBIBS should work closely with the 35,000-firm manufacturing enterprise in the area to assist in the transfer of technology
from research and development programs to manufacturing processes,
either to develop uew products or to solve problems in the manufacture
of existing products. This kind of service goes beyend thaL normally
offered ty libraries, and would require a staff of industrial specialistg who are not singularly literature oriented. They would, however,
benefit from association with a literature-based service since they
would have immediate and direct access to this repository of information. This particular aspect of the service, howevcr, might well
undertake projects for business firms, such as market testing and
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analysis and data processing, that have little to do wifh literature
resources. It is quite difficult to assist technologically based
business firms with information problems in many cases without having
a wide variety of information gathering and analysis capability,
offered to business on a person-to-person basis.
SPINBIBS should be helpful to the many small scientific and
engineering firms. A particularly strong narket may be found among
the small but sophisticated consulting firms that work on complex
problems, but cannot afford to maintain anything more than a basic
working library for immediate, everyday needs. Over 3,000 consulting firms operate in the New York area, with wide-ranging interests.
As a matter of fact, the benefits of service to consultants would be
amplified through their contacts with customers for whom they are
solving problems. Consultants might therefore be tested as key
agents in library-based technology utilization programs in the New
York area.

Demand for the purchase of special information and bibliographical services Is not overwhelming, by any means. But where
fhese services have been made available and promoted, they have been
used. The Industrial Information Service (IN) in Dallas, for example, established less than two years ago, serves 123 firms with
various types of library services, and in recent months provided
78 bibliographical searches to 39 firms. The range of services
offered by ITS has been constantly expanding and is frequently
announced and described in the Service's "Newsletter." The Jahn
Crerar Library in Chicago has for years provided tailored services
at cost to many agencies, including a continuing current-awareness
literature search and copying service to a large corporation in the
New York area, for which the firm pays $1,000 a =nth. The dynamic
Information Gathering Service in Cambridge, managed by Harvard Student
Agencies, Incorporated, among other things has a thriving bibliography
and abstracting service based on the Harvard University Library, for
Which it'dharges from $6 to $10 an hour. In all, its services to
business and industry in a recent year grossed over $1..3 million.
From the experience of several of these agencies, it would
appear that the typical literature search would be one that cost no
more than $400 and took no yore than 40 hours to complete. The ITS
processes retrospectives seardhes to fhe NASA Technology Application
Center at the University of New Mexico for its member firms for
$125, and does the same for continuing, selective disseminatian services for about $250 a year. The average fee'paid to the Engineering
Societies Library for a literature search in a recent year was $124.
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12. A Central Translation Facility should be established to
assist scientists in pining access to available translations and to
direct them on demand to the translation industry in the area.
The provision of translations of foreign scientific articles
is merely one technique, and not th,=. most 4mpfll"*.orif*.nno; nf the process of making foreign scientific information available to American
scientists and engineers. The costs of most translations are too
high and the probability of any one item being called for is too
low for most libraries to invest heavil.: in the development of
collections of translations. Neverthrless, the 1:Jrary community
of the region has a responsibility te guide scieutists to translations of articles they request, if such exist, or ..c) translators
required articles.
for the preparation of English language versions
Nearly two-thirds of all'of the scientists surveyed reported
that they seldom or never needed translations and over 40 percent of
the respondents claimed that it was not at all, or was only occasionally difficult, to obtain translations. The dispersion of this lowlevel need was quite uniform among all of the subject disciplines
and kinds of workers surveyed. Strong complaints were registered
about the costs of translatian services, but there is no inexpensive
alternative to the use of human translators whose going.rates are
far from exorbitant for professional people.
Over 300 translators and translating firms are at work in
the New York area. Overall this translating enterprise is capable
of handling every modern language in Which scientific and technical
information is likely to appear. Many of the people axe not available for full-time employment in libraries or translating-agencies.
The overall demand for translations in many languaaes is quite low,
the number of subjects and languages to be covered is great, and the
potential load in any one language is too unpredictable for any
central staff to be provided that would result in a lowering of the
costs of translating services. The establishment of referral and
middleman contracting seirvices is the most economical techniqun for
a handling whatever problems exist with the availability of translations in the New York area.
A Oantral Translatian Facility (CENTRAM) should concentrateon a few simple matters to facilitate access to translations and translators. CENTRAN should examine all avenues of cooperation with the
few national translation centers that have been established around
the world to perform acquisition and distribution services among other
CENTRAN should promote the use of these services by New York
things.
area residents. CENTRAN should particularly work closely with the
center in the John Crerar Library in Chicago, operated under the
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amspices of the Special Libraries Association. A. mechanism should
be worked out to route unique translations discarded from New York
area libraries to the Mtn Crerar Library. Discards that duplicate
the John Crerar Library holdings should be retained in the New York
area, preferably in the Delayed Access Storage Center. Additional
material that would duplicate items In the Crerar Library should be
acquired by CENTRAN or DASC only if the frequency of demand or the
need for speed of access to it is high.
The Engineering Societies Library and the Chemists' Club
Library both offer translation services. A portion of the Engineering Societies Library work is done in-house; otherwise it is contracted
out to local translators by both libraries. These libraries should
continue to concentrate on this service in the fields of engineering
and chemistry. CENTRAN should concentrate on astronomy, mathematics,
geology, and physics to complement these services: CENTRAN should
maintain a roster of readily available and high quality translators,
and should accept the responsibility for contracting for the iervices of these people on behalf of the public.

Two special translation services not now provided in the New
York area should.be undertaken by CENTRAN. First,-a roster should be
maintained of translators whose work is of sufficient quality that
it will stand the tests of those administrative agencies that must
certify the credentials of foreign scholars an&tradesmen, as
evidenced by their diplomas and other certificates of qualification.
This service must be performed in conjunction with the employment
offices of various firms in the New York area.
-r

'Second, translators should be located who can be readily
available to provide inexpensive, quidk scans, and short indicative
abstracts of-information in foreign articles on demand. The quality
of published foreign scientific information varies greatly just as it
does in 'this country. Also, as is so often the case in all languages,
it is impossible to ascgrtain from titles whether usefUl information
will be found in articles. bbny scientists and a number of librarians
specified the need for assistance in determining, at least in gross
terms, the contents of.foreign scientific articles in order to determine whether or not to invest in the expensive job of literal translations.

Notes :

1/

These disparities are quickly obvious. Appendix E is a coMbined
list of subject specialties among New York Metropolitan area
science libraries taken from several inventories. Neither of the
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inventories are developed to uniform levels of specificity in
their entirety. In the subject of electricity, eight supposedly
general headings are used to describe what are only three general
phases of the subject. In another directory both the Yonkers
Public Library and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics are listed together under aeronautics, thus bringing
together two vastly different kinds of resources without the
slightest delineation of the difference. In one of the directories
the areas of specialization in the Engineering Societies Library
are listed in detail, while the large and strong collections of
both Columbia University and New York University are nerely listed
under the heading engineering.
2/

Union List of Periodicals Currently Received by ehe New York and
Brooklyn Libraries (1887).

3/

Catalogue of Technical Periodicals

.

.

.

(1915).
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

A Science librar anxtInformation Service Council should
be establish& to AaIrtAgl Ana AaR4Rt the WITRO Board of Trustees.
METRO committees, and individual libraries in planning and implementiug programs to improve reference and research libraries serving the
rofessional science communit in the METRO re ion and to review
regularly the state of the science librar and information service
13.

cat:lability of the region.

.The recommendations of.fhe METRO .Science Library Project,do
not.lay,out a Series of,stepswith complete specifications.that, once
taken,:solve,all problems for improved reference arid research resources.. Local libraries will thus not be able merely to makesome
ddjustments,and go about eheir business independently 4s before.
Continued,developments in information science will provide continued
impetus for'review of activities,among libraries. Contributions to
better library service under the 3-R's program will result from a
series of,evolutionary,steps, requiring cooperative guidance ,by local
librarians.

Continued improvements and the sustenance of the highest quality of library and information service to the community, therefore,
will require constant guidance and surveillance. The METRO Trustees
cannot be expected to organize-surveillance teams among themselves
Instead, it is recommended that the task of keeping a closer watch on,
the development of improved reference amd research resources in science
and'technology be entrusted to a Council composed of people who work
closely with science and engineering library and informatiori resources.
The Science Library and Information Service CoUncil shatild contain representatives of libraries, societies, the science community
at large, and the METRO Board of Trustees (ex officio). The Council
should be considered an agent of METRO and should have as its-primary
functions: (a) the preparation of a regular (WD less than annual)
state of the community report with regard to scientific and tedhnical
libraries and information service; ,(b) a critique of advances in
information science and technology; and (c)-recommendations to the
METRO Board of Trustees for programs for action, for the Board, and
for libraries at large, based on these reviews and critiques.
Among its other major, continuing functions, the Council should
provide a forum for the discussion of problems and potential developments
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in librarianship and information science in general. It should
establish liaison with various governmental, society, and regional
panels and committees concerned with the establishment of regional
and national information systems in science and technology to assist
those groups in their understanding of local operational problems on
a regional base, and to promote the advancement of larger systems
of soien"44- -nd technical information services in the METRO area
consistent with national developments. The Council thus should be
ready at all times to provide advice to the METRO Board of Trustees
and to others engaged in programs of science information service.

At the outset, the Council should be chiefly concerned with
a critique of the METRO Science Library Project, the establishment
of priorities for implementing the recommendations on this report,
the outline and development of plans for this implementation, and
the monitoring of activities under these plans. Some of the recommendations require further study. The Council should be responsible
for preparing proposals for these studies to be submitted by the
METRO Board to appropriate agencies for funding. Council members
would not themselves conduct studies. Their contributions would consist primarily of preparing, editing, and providing a critical review
of working papers on matters of concern to the Council, drafting proposals and planning documents, monitoring research contracts, and
preparing recommendations for action for the METRO Board of Trustees.
The Council would thus become the chief force through which the
programs to improve reference and research resources in the Ntw York
area would become viable.
14.

An educational program for employees of science libraries
should be inaugurated to increase and u date their knowled e and understandin: of modern sciee.xe and e ineerin
roblems
ro ects and
research and develo ment methods.
Librarians in science and engineering libraries were given
considerable credit by the science community for their abilities to
locate literature and to handle quick information and reference questions. The industrial librarians particularly were often noted as
being quite effective at these tasks. Their knowledge of reference
tools, indexing and abstracting services, and other library resources
was never specifically faulted, for example, in comments on the
questionnaires.
There is considerable disenchantment, however, with librarians
as sources of help in advanced information problems because of the
lack of science subject training among them. Nearly one-fourth of the
science community indicated that its use of libraries would be greatly
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increased if there were improvements in librarians' knowledge of
.subject fields. Although the feeling was widespread, it was,strongThe basic scientists
est among electrical and industrial engineers.
complained less about this aspect of library life: either they don't
use librarians as'inforMation officers or they are better served than
engineers, for-reasons not made known,.
It will not be possible to staff the science,libraries in -the
region, entirely with science-.frained people, nor is this necessary.
A,knowledge of the reference tools and the literature in general in
yarious fields isA basic need in science libraries, and this is something in which the librarian should excel. Many librarians say that
the tyue,professional among them should be able,to transfer his skills
in opening access to the literature to any subject setting. Mis pay
be the, case in- general, but whénl dealing with ,advanced scholars in
difficult fields,. there is little, Aubstitute .for, the confidence and
ability to reach decisions on sources of information quidkly that is
best based on an information officer's own knowledge of science.

.

A librarian with an open and inquiring mind, and the time to
stuay some of the material he is working with can gain this confidence
through experience. It would be of great assistance, however, if from
time,to timethe librarian could be exposed to lectures, tours, and
seminars covering science topics, guided and taught by scientists
skilled in communicating ideas to serious nonspecialists. Lectures,
mixed with inspections of researdh facilities, and the chance to talk
to scientists are a superb combination of media for creating understanding. Ala additional benefit is derived fram the exposure of scientists
to librarians in this environment, in the feedback to the laboratories
that may thus be provided, of information about librarie& and information sources.
'

_

:glasses, lectures,,seminars, and films are appropriate to this
'trening,effort;,tours:alone arenot, The effort should be planned
,and, the4ndividual's-participation should:be sustained. , The aid of
_the science- community should and can,_be enlisted,in this effort.
,A--nUmber- of-members of a-local U.S. Naval Reserve Research:CoPpanY
pointed,tq,their Program as one that might be as useful to librarians
The group meets twice a month for, two hours to hear,
to_ them.
*as 'it
lectures,brlocal scientists, engineers, and businessmen on a wide
variety,pf topics relating to research and development. Once,a.yeareach of the members has'an opportunity to attend one of two kinds of
research seminars for more concentrated discussians, integrated with
tours of research laboratories.
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A wide range of topics is covered in one of these seminars.
The meeting is usually held at a large laboratory that conducts many
different experiments and tests.
In the other of these seminars,
a specific topic is covered in depth.
Such a program will be difficult to mount, but it can be done,
Topics and speakers will have to be carefully chosen so that the
presentations can be made intelligible and interesting for serious
nonspecialists. The whole effort will have to be planned, at least
in general, well in advance of starting: it cannot be left to develop
as time passes. Library management will have to be convinced of the
value of the training, for it may have to be done on "company time."
The idea of voluntary participation of librarians should not be dismissed: sudh activities should be considered by them as much a part
of their continuing education as is their attendance at library and
information science society meetings, training courses, and institutes.

Any specialized information services to be established in the
New York area will have to be staffed with scientific and technical
experts. These people will do more than hunt for bibliographic
entries under subject headings that have been supplied by others.
They will read and analyze literature to determine if the information
in it matches the problem they are documenting. Although it is not
impossible for a librarian without training to have acquired sufficient
knowledge for this analytical task, the probability of finding and
attracting such people to information centers is law. There aren't
that many of them.
This will be one of the most difficult recommendations to
implement.
Neither librarians, nor library administrators will envision
much payoff soon enough from an investment in such training efforts.
Special teaching skills and high student motivation are required for
successful transfer of information with understanding to nonspecialists in science. The pleas fram the science community for better
underStanding among librarians of the grammar of science and the
tasks of scientists and engineers is unmistakable and urgent.
Similar findings have been noted in other studies: scientists and
engineers do not have much confidence in librarians in general as
first-line partners in the search for information if the process
involves much dialogue about the subject involved.
It is time that
a community such as New York took steps to modify this relationship.
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Viprous and high quality informationalt promotional,
and educational programs should be undertaken by a central agency..
Its oblectives include increasing knowledgability among scientists,
engineers, and librarians concerning the resources in the region's
libraries and other information facilities and the techni ues of
15.

Library and information center services must be.promoted:
they are not naturally attractive to most scientists and engineers.
A vigorous public information campaign is required that will widely
diffuse knowledge about existing resources, the degree of their
availability, and the conditions governing their use. Service outputs must be succinctly described. PUblications describing resources
must prominently feature.simple and direct instructions on how to
make contact with various segments of the public information and
library system in the region.
Public information programs are urgently needed immediately.
The lack of awareness of the range and value of useful resources and
the misunderstandings about the ways to tap those resources that do
exist, was evident at many points during the Project. Few among
both the scientific and the library community, for example, knew of
the strength or even the existence of the collection of scientific
and technical reports at Columbia University. It is difficult to
believe.that engineers in the area do not know of the patent collection of the New York Public Library and yet a number of the responses
from the professional community called for the improvement of the
patent resources of the area.

The lack of widespread and easily obtainable information
dbout resources and their availability creates problems for scientists
and engineers, particularly when they need information in fields unrelated to their specialties--which they do with some frequency.
The speed and efficiency with which engineers, scientists, and special
librarians locate information decreases as they move into fields peripheral to their major areas of concern, and even nore so when they
search for information in totally disparate fields. Scientists and
engineers alike noted that the energy involvad in tracking down
several bits of information in other fields is disproportionate to
the value or urgency of obtaining.the information. "As a result,"
said one chemist, "they don't bother and remain uninformed."
Some of the activities of the in-service training program discussed below can serve additionally as public information devices.
Seminars for librarians, scientists, and engineers on library use and
information seardh strategy utilizing the resources of the METRO region
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would be parficularly useful. A public information progrmm should
be aimed at internal house organs in industry, which reach wide
audiences.

Th4Q 4Q tha ^np area of activity in which the local 6hapters
of scientific and technical societies should be encouraged to participate. Their chapter meetings and publications should be used as
media for the dissemination of information about libraries and information services. Public prograns for the managers of research enterprises, or even seminars and colloquia for these people within
corporations, would put information concerning the region's information
resources into the hands of those who are in strong positions to amplify
the nessage and to foster fuller use of these resources to the benefit
of both local industry and the libraries concerned. This activity
might well be considered for funding as a part of the State Technical
Service program since it seems to meet a principal Objective of the
State Technical Services Act.
Probably no other activity is as essential to the future of
all library activities as is the continued education of librarians
and their technical support personnel. Throughout tile librarian's
career, which under normal conditions will span a period of 40 years,
he must obviously absorb far more new information about library and
information science philosophies and techniques than he acquires during
his formal years of professional training. Mnch will come from bis
own reading, attendance at professional meetings, and experiences on
the j6b. But in an age of rapid change, particularly involving highly complex technology, this haphazard performance of continued
education activities is insufficient. Well-planned in-service training
programs for librarians in the METRO area are vital to efforts to
integrate library facilities and services within the region, because
it is through these programs that the fundamentals of new ways of
operating can be made to become a part of librarians' thinking. If
nothing else, they will learn how to utilize the region's resources
more effectively. This they must do before these resources can be
justifiably augmented.
In-service training, therefore, Should have a high priority
among all the activities recommendeu in this report. Although it is
recommended that a permanent staff be set up by METRO to assist with
the planning and conduct of such training activities, experience
shows that good and reasonable in-service training on a regional
basis can be managed with volunteer help from a relatively few librarians with backgrounds in education. Financial support for programs,
to cover expenses for materials and honoraria for instructors, can
be obtained from course and meeting fees, providing the market has
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been adequately assessed. It is possible that certain programs
particularly those involving lecture courses and series, can be
underwritten by an extension division of a local university.
The activities of the San Francisco Bay Region Chapter of the Special
Libraries Association and the University of California Extension
Division in the early 1960s should be studied as a model.
It is not difficult to generate a list of suggested topics
for lecture series and courses, given the findings of this Project.
Among them would be:

New reference' tools in science and technology.
Acquisition of specialized materials (reports, patents, etc.).
Communication of specialized information.
Search strategy among New York Metropolitan area libraries
(in general and by subject or problem area).
National activities in scientific and technical information
service and network development.
Techniques of information analysis and services.
Nonconventional information and literature control techniques.
Problems, prospects, and developments in publishing in science
and technology.
New York City libraries and information resources.
The determination of program goals and activity objectives
should be made by the Science Library and Information Service Council
(Recommendation 13). All techniques of training should be considered,
including programed instruction for self study, seminar and lecture
series, supervised discussions, courses in local colleges and universities, conferences, institutes, and similar devices. The Council can
probably best work at this natter through a task force composed of a
few of its members and an-education%specialist. Levels of instruction
involving all of these techniques should be provided for library technicians, for librarians, and for interested members of the science and
engineering community.

A formal, organized network, to be known as Metrozolitan
Access to Scientific Information Netwofk CMACSINET) composed of
selected physical science and engineering libraries and information services in the METRO area should be established to facilitate the communication of questions and answers imvolving scientific and technical data
location of.
and informatimi_binywalickflamatimarealests for
publications and arrangements for their use, and the transmission of
visual images (both hard and soft).
16.

An tnformal system of relatively few libraries in the METRO
area already exists and supports most of the public service to the
scientific and engineering community. These libraries are linked in
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a network by the regular telephone and public transportation systems.
But because of its informality, it is a loose system of libraries
that exists chiefly in the habits of users (scientists and librarians)
who tend to use the most obvious public, and the largest semipublic
collections. It is a passive system that responds largely only when
approached by users. Messages are seldom passed between more than
two libraries on any problem unless they are regenerated by the user
as he is referred from one library to another.

This recommendation is really a proposal that the informal
system be officially and formally recognized, and that it be given
more powerful communication capability in order to increase the
prdbability of user success in obtaining information and publications
with less expenditure of time,
The creation of a network is an important step beyond the
existing informal and voluntary interlibrary activity in that it
would require: (a) an agreement among the libraries to perform a
mission that tells users wbat outputs they can expect, thus reducing
misunderstandings among librarians and the science community; (b) a
commitment of specified resources by individual libraries to community service, and a determination of what other resources are required
that they cannot find among them; (c) dedicated and separate communication facilities; (d) rules and routines for invoking action among
system elements to satisfy customer demands; (e) an elevation of the
strengths of the region's libraries and information services.through
public information programs for more to see, know, and use; (f).recognition by higher administrative authorities of the management and
financial implications of regional interlibrary activity.
The major elements of the network should be those lfbraries
and information services that have been identified as already engaged
heavily in services to the public, and fhe new facilities recommended
in this report. These are:
Public libraries:

New York Public Library
Brooklyn Public Library
Queensborough Public Library
Yonkers Public Library

Academic libraries:

Columbia University
New York University
Fordham University
City University of New York
(all units)
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Societies and
association libraries
and services:

Chemists' Club
Engineering Societies Library
American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Technical Information Service

Other agencies:

American Museum of Natural History
United States of America Standards
Institute
New York Hall of Science

New facilities
recommended in this
report:

Central
Central
Central
Delayed

Advisory and Referral Service
Translation Facility
Serials Supply Service
Access Storage Center

The communication of questions, answers, and other information
about collections, as well as the handling of reference questions is
a major task among the librarians and information officers of these
agencies. Mudh of this communication is either the prelude to, or
may be substituted for direct access by scientists to collections,
hence is an important element in equalizing the disparity in access
that exists because of the size of the geographic region and transportation problems. While it is true that the region's libraries
are already tied into a network with telephone communications, this
is an inefficient instrument for certain aspects of library communication. Where communication traffic is heavy enough or can be
generated in sufficient quantity (perhaps between the largest of the
libraries in MACSINET), dedicated voice and perhaps simple graphic
communication facilities ought to be introduced. These can be adjusted to provide quick signalling and, if available, will free the
regular telephone system for internal library administrative natters
and for the occasional communication with little-used libraries that
are not a part of the dedicated facility network.

The exact configuration of communication facilities required
to make MACSINET operational can be specified only after further study.
Presumably a central unit (MACSINET Central) would be required to
serve as a switching and information transfer center in order to make
the network economically feasible. All forms of communication should
be considered, including Teletype or Telex, telephone, Dataphone,
closed circuit TV, facsimile, messengers, and any other systens to
be developed for the transmission of data, information, and materials.
Direct and limited access linkages between units of the network would
be included should demand warrant them. Not all units in MACSINET
would require the full range of cammunication facilities. They should
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all, however, have both input and output capability. The network
would be tapped both by individuals on .the premises of MACSINET
libraries and by others, including organizations, through electronic
links presumably with MACSINET Central.
_Another presentation of the concppt. nf MArCrwril, inrlitAing
additional Anformation, is contained in the Technical Memorandum at
the'cloie,of.this report..
11.

A research and-development program, to be called Metro-

should be established to work on products and systems aimed at
enhancing the establishment operation, and continued upgrading of a
fUllY integrated- system of information-resources and information
transfer facilities in the New YorkMetropolitan region.
rapid growth of certain types of communication facilities,
some-Of which-have:a high potential for specialized purposes suggests
that,a,new era of_communications-particularly for digitalized data
and_graphic images,will soon he at hand. .CATV, the Morchand Process 1!
developments-from Project INTREXi and techniques" still to be tested
are-more-likely- than-ever_to be available for application toithe
problemvof providing physical access to library materials..V

During the MEM Science-Library Project, scientists responded
favorably-to suggestions of the utility-of services based on innovations in electrical communication, although they recognized that many,.
tedhnical:problems have-yet to be solved before these:innovations can
be. introduced in an economically feasible library-customer communication service. Industrial researdh and development on equipment and
metwork.performance.stops short of the problems of application in a,
setting sudh_asr exists among the libraries in the New York Metropolitan
area. :.Those:who wish to create such networks will themselves have,to
mobilize resources to sustain developments and modifications of generalized equipment for application to specialized purposes. The library
world will have, to conduct sufficient developmental design and testing
activities to be able,.at least, to prepare specifications for equipment and channels,for their own networksT-hence this proposal for
MACSINEX.
_

This program of experiments, patterned after Pr 1-i:ct INTREX
at M.I.T., but broader in its view of the environment
quiring new
communication capabilities, should involve as many agencies as possible
(e.g., libraries, academic and industrial research 6roups, industrial
product ,development laboratories, manufacturers associations, and

information services such as EtaimeaNupla and International
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Aerospace Abstracts) as possible to work on the problems of equipping
and operating MACSINET. Research and development should concentrate
on equipment design, system and network design and equipment configuration, the integration of computer facilities for network communication
control, data storage and access, computer time-Sharing for a mixture
of kinds of activit4eg
lihrary technical processing, information
retrieval from stored text, bibliographic search and verification, and
data retrieval) regional technical processing of library materials,
and the software to accompany netwofk and system operation. The
design and supervision of such a program should be handled by one
agency (a university group) under contract to METRO.
These experiments should be accompanied by a thorough study
of various social aspects of regional information communication system
operation on a cooperative basis. Such matters as the administration
of systems that contain many elements with their own separate administrations with different fundamental philosophies (such as with industrial, public, and private academic libraries) need principles of
guidance that have not yet been developed. The economics of public
scientific information communication networks are insufficiently
developed. Economic theories that have import for other aspects of
modern spcial operations in other segments of life must be examined
for their potential to assist regional library and information system
establishment and operation. The philosophy of man's right to knowledge may well be a relevant area for study. We are here considering
what are likely to be exceedingly costly systems to create and operate.
What are the units of measure and the techniques of application on the
scale of priorities against which one measures a scientist's need to
knaw before giving him access to sophisticated tools that allow him
to get at information?
The problems and prospects of the transmission of images
extracted fram literature must be closely watched for it is in this
area of technology that we find the most powerful potential for
equalizing the rights of physical access by dispersed scientists to
scarce literature resources. The outcomes of the tests with facsimile
transmission among libraries La New York State, California, Nevada,
and Texas, although perhaps less than reassuring about the prospects
of long distance image transmission as a desirable, useful, and
economical communication technique, should not be taken as conclusive
and final.
Regional library communication system planners may find themselves in a different and perhaps more favorable position with regard
to the use of communication equipment and channels for highly specialized purposes. The econamics of short distance communication are
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significantly different from .tholie'.'of ofig distance:' SOMething. like
the :central Serialth 'Supply'-Service, 'With 'simPlified' Materials handling
and:perhaps eVen Micro-image storage of journatartidles, utilized
bY several' hundred itiduStrial- research raborat,orieti ,presents an
entirely_.different.circUMetance tO "conmOlication-.system_engineers
ever-_been teited'7PUblialY. '-If :these elementi can be puttogether, thei.will- warrant 'ano,her test- 'Of; files imile transMis s ton .

order"gtd-':Obtain'ffull-. .OWer'front,the ro taias -and
theiv should--be 'kite-nUmberro osed- in.' thie-re or

s-

activities

rated into one adminietrative unit'for 'coOrdination and,.'ease of
exploitation.

'

ObiriOuSty a% nuMber -of- the kiiCilities and services -,recommended

in- thie,-i rePOrt are_ 'interrelated, The Centrat,'Seriale Supply Serrice
and: the', Seriale -Utility:Register together -should be able ta'provide:._
The ',Centrat:Referral'',
maximinn phYeical acCees-f-- to scientific seriale .
and Adliisory ,S4viCe-Should be:ii key factor-,in-- enhancing ltigk;Oality:
out-pile from-the speCial bibliographic'--reerViaes-,\propOsed
_

z

in' Order to.' Offer'.:the 'public ,aAirogrem-that:-Wonloi realize

the 'fUlleeepatential, from, library , conmiunity!i3 effort-tO-mobilize
a Wide range-Of infortation teChnolOgies :and- facilitiee,r, a: new.;-,
Science-and- Technology Information- Center should-be -created-'.in';the:.
NeW, yoik Public Library., replaCing- the'-existing Seience-anit Technol'which would proVide integrated adMinietration.fer,a
ogy
nunther of the aCtivities 'recommended'iin- this repOrt.
`.,

The-heart of the SCienCe and Technology Information Center '--

would be the collections of the present Science and Technology-,
Division._ Browsing, current-awareness and general interest reading,
and circulation serviCes for' scienfists,'. engineers, ,and students
would be the mission' of the Mid-Ifanhattan Library. The' facilities,' -

,

-,

of the Science and, Technology Infotmation- 'Center- would, be. reserved

for ready, reference, extensive research, and' specialized information services' to-the profedaional coMmutiity.'

,
, ..

,

,

,

' ,The, Science and Technology 'Information,- Center Should, adMiniater
a Library 'Division, forreOholare who Wieh, to 'use' the.- research.'CollectiOns
of the-New York Public Library. In addition,' the Center-should. admin'ai,

ister' the following units -recommended in, this report :
,} '

A

,

,

-

:

:

't :

Delayed Access `Stotage
Ce
`tter (DASC)''''; , ,
N

'Cential AdvisorY'and':-Referral Service:' (CARES) ':

,

-:

-'.',' :

Centiat teiiiits -gumity:.seivice' (cENssus)-:.
Seriale,Utility Itegititer *(SURE) ', -'':: '-','-- ''- .- ''' ', ''''''' ':Special Information and 'Bibliographic Service (SPINBIBS),
Central ,Translation FacilitY, (CENTRAN)
MACSINET Central,

,...

l
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It is recommended that these units remain identifiable as separate
divisions of the Center in order to protect their missions and to
provide management data for the assessment and control of the kinds
of services they offer.

When fully operational, the Center should he able to provide
both continuing and specialized information and bibliographic services,
based on the best possible collections of resources of all kinds.
Same of its services would be generated on its own initiative according to its assessment of the needs of the community: others would be
provided on demand. The Center would stand ready to offer any kind
of service involving information and data, regardless of its source,
under contract with users and organizatians, and tailored to their
specifications. It would be able to make quidk contacts with other
major elements of the region's pool of information resources, with
the resources of other regions, and with various national information
centers. Through MACSINET Central and the Central Advisory and
Referral Service it would be in a position to assume command of a
user's probe of the region's resources when circumstances require,
regardless of his point of access. The Center would have computer
search capability. It would be the one guaranteed complete communication center in the region's library enterprise, and would perform
developmental experiments in information science and service as part
of the proposed MACSINEX program.
Such centers have been proposed before and few exist. A survey such as this one does not have to be undertaken to produce this
concept. In this case, the evidence in the comments freely offered
by the scientists and engineers, bit by bit, piece by piece, builds
to a recommendation that somewhere in New York City, some agency
must move to create a new and innovative public information service
utility.
It can be done, and in New York City, fortuuately, many
elements of such a utility already exist.

1/

Marchand (1967).
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The supplementary papers by Albert Bill ("Technology and Television") and J.C.R. Licklider ("Teievistas: Looking Ahead through
Side Windows") published in Public Television: a Program for
Action (1967) present some of the most exciting prospects for the
use of visual electronic communication facilities that have ever
been presented for consideration by agencies such as libraries.
They are worth reading as supplements to this section of tha METRO
Science Library Project report.

THE FACE OF THE FUTURE

The Regional Librarz,

The program for improving reference and researdhresources in
science and technology in libraries in the METRO region is straightforward, but not easy to implement. Although the collections in the
area are excellent overall, they still require extensive augmentation
in order to fulfill all of the needs of the diverse and widely dispersed community of scientists and engineers. This augmentation will'
be expensive.
The price tag on the program is raised also by the recommendations that aim to take the METRO region beyond the level of traditLonal
library service that is largely passive and aims simply to provide
physical access to materials as required. Instead, it is proposed
that the METRO region library community offer to the professional
scientists and engineers a level of intellectual and physical access
to information and literature that is 'quite advanced beyond anything
available in any other regian of the country.
The already excellent
libraries, operating more or less independently, have a chauce to
become outstanding through cooperation and the provision of mechanisms
for planned and easy sharing of resources of all kinds.
A system of
libraries and services can be created that has a high probability of
success in supporting a wide range of users and of predictability of
performance throughout that wDuld add to public confidence.in
libraries. The aim of the program is to see that the region's
libraries do all that technology and tht standards of performance
permit, and that every scientist and engineer in the region has
accese to the full power of the region's resources, regardless of
his subject and institutional orientation.
Under the terms of this report, improved library services ere
predicated on the public use of the strongest libraries in the open
sector and on some yet to be established facilities. This way of
operating recognizes the simple pattern of library use through which
the publiC has already created an informal system for its use.. The
idea here is to formalize this system, which raises administrative
and .organizational questions that will be difficult to settle and
sell.

What is required is an improved public library enterprise
built fram parts of the existing public libraries and segments of
those important semipublic and private resources that can adMinistratively and legally accept additional responsfbilities for the public,
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and are capable of supporting the public's intellectual efforts.
The new creation is really an overlay on the existing libraries,
cutting a plane through them in such a way that each library's
primary clientele has full access to its own library resources undiminished by this new structure, while the public in general has
clearly defined, nonintervening access to portions of the individual
libraries. Full access by primary clientele requires the continuation of local autanomy in the administration of each library.
Funding the overlay is a public responsibility that might well
bring with it some aspects of public involvement in the administration
of the system.
An economic philosophy for cooperative library service that
is as yet fully untested in public regional operations is required
to justify a financial structure to support such a system. Three
elements of income would have to be utilized. First, each library
would have to continue to obtain full funding for that portian of
its effort that it would conduct under normal circumstances
(without involvement in a regional program) from whatever authority
gives the library its charter to operate. Second, a broader authority, either a city, county, state, or federal agency, would have to
support the supranormal functions overlaid an the normal library
facilities to create the new public library utility. This.higher
authority could do this only if it accepts the theiis that the objective of the regional library system was required for the public
welfare. Third, the users would have to be charged a small fee for
some of the extraordinary services and facilities. These fees should
not in any way be considered as a source of revenue for the system,
except in certain limited instances where the costs of the services
rendered could be mDre or less covered by the kind of price per unit
of output that an individual could afford to pay repeatedly (e.g.,
copying services at low cost per exposure). Instead these fees should
be considered as rationing devices, the point being that entirely free
services would be unable to keep up with demand. Further, the fee
accounting system would provide libraries with management data that
would be useful in administration as an indicator of system load and
trends among the various services. Without new economics there is
little likelihood that sufficient funds can be justified to sustain
the program herein proposed.
The recommendations of this report assume three roles for
libraries. First, they are the archives that preserve the world's
culture that has been processed in print. Second, they are the agencies
that provide intellectual and physical access to these ardhives as
needed by the public. Third, they are agencies that capitalize on
their missions as administrative units in the information induatry by
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offering innovative services. In this latter capacity they may
also instigate the creation of new information, and would have the
authority to analyze information for specific applications as a surrogate for the public.

The Newyork Metropolitan area has the resources, the demand;
and the general administrative agents required to create a most unusual science information service environment of the greatest power,
and potential viability of any region in the country. The concept of
ane great library that would in essence be created if these recommendaThe late Watson
tions were adopted is neither startling nor original.
Davis, a man of great vision in the field of the communication of
scientific information and of sound practicality in creating communication enterprises, called for such an agency in the 1930s. Nearly
three decades later he pondered philosophically among documentalists
and librarians at a large national meeting about our failure to mobilize our resources for what is known to be an urgent task--providing
access to scientific information.

Is cooperation (he said) between librarians and
organizations so difficult that "one big library" cannot
be accomplished? A little organization, cheerful argument, and gentle pressure from users and financial
supporters such as the government and foundations would
make it possib;e. The know-haw exists and we only need
the let's dol.!

Next Steps
AA recommended in .this report, the implementation of the
program to improve reference and researdh resources in science and
engineering libraries should be directed by a Council of the librarians of these collections. It will not prejudice their efforts,
however, to indicate those activities that the Project staff sees as
most urgent and most Mei* of attainment in the immediate future.

Since collections adequate to regional demands are fundamental
to the program for action, the librarians of the area should capitalize
an the momentum gained in analyzing their collections for this Project
by beginning now to examine collections in far more detail than was
done here in order to begin the acquisition of new material, and added
copies, as required, of already heavily used materials. A committee
or, if possible, the Science Library and Information Service Council,
should be appointed to plan and supervise the analysis. This is the
kind of analysis that could not be done across the board during this
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The region's collections are so good that to have concentrated
an them in the depth of analysis that would have been required to
locate weaknesses would have consumed all of the Project's staff
time and that of most of the science librarians in the area for the
full year. At least the next steps can be guided by the patterns
that have been set in the recommendations in this report.
study.

Collection development will require constant attention to
keep the region's resources abreast of changes in science and engineerSelection policy statements should be prepared that will serve
ing.
as guides to long-term development programs. However it is managed,
cooperation in acquiring the widest possible range of materials for
the scientists and engineers of the region should become a permanent
and high priority activity. It will not be possfble to examine holdings in all subjects at once, but the program should be scheduled for
orderly progression through the sciences. All of the highly specialized and unique collections should be identified and described as
quickly as possible in sufficient detail to allow readers' advisers
to guide users to appropriate collections with assurance that their
needs will be met. Determination of how and to what extent the
continued development of these specialties should be continued on
behalf of the public will depend upon who and how extensive that
public is, and how important the special collections are to them.

Work on the public information, promotional, and educational
programs ehould also begin immediately. Greater effectiveness can
still be obtained from existing public resources even without their
augmentation in this fashion. Although it is important that all of
the major collections and services be described in operational terms
for the public, it is suggested that early efforts be devoted to
problem-oriented public relations publications. For example, a
brochure ehould be prepared telling how and where to obtain copies
of journal articles in various subjects, with clear notations of
3peed of access to the collections and prices of copies, a description of the translation industry, including information about translation collections in New York area libraries and in national
translatian centers throughout the world would be useful. In-service
programs for librarians should have the highest priority. Courses
and lecture series should be started as soon as possible, concentrating at first on new reference and bibliographical tools in science
and engineering and the acquisition and use of specialized formats of
communication of scientific information:
Work should start soon, too, on a finding list of scientific
and technical serials. This list, it should be remembered, should
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be a key to the location of a standard list of serials, and not a
union list of serials in all or even many of the libraries in the
region. Nb location should be given for a serial unless the titles
can be made available in some way to the public in the libraries
listed. Also as soon as possible, a separate serials collection
for the support of copying services should be established. To some
exteat this ean bp annp with diRcards frnm indtintrial lihrariPs,
although, it would undoubtedly be necessary to purchase long runs of
standard society journals.
Finally, some aspects of the Central Advisory and Referral
Service and the Central Translation Facility could be established
with a minimum investment, and expanded as funds became available.
Although it was proposed that these services become a part of a
new Science and Technology Information Center, they could be headquartered in the METRO offices until another home in the science
library community could be found for them. The translation activity
would require only the establishment of form contracts and the
announcement to the community that the service is available. The
translators can be located through standard directories or in the
file created for this project, at least until it becomes too dated.

Additional Studies

Obviouslithe METRO Science Library Project did not cover
all aspects of the field of science library and information work and
did not touch on all aspects studied with equal force. Very particularly, more time will have to be spent on methods of inventorying
collections in ways that will lead to their better development and
use.
The problems of the faculties of small colleges in the suburbs
were not fully covered. The needs of this group ought to be studied
in depth. They were included only to the extent that they responded
to the general questionnaire that went to scientists and engineers.
Their needs ought to be determined and examined in detail. Unlike
their colleagues in the large universities, the urban colleges, and
industrial laboratories, faculty members of small colleges do not
have access to large collections at their place of employment and
may be far removed from the large public resources.
This same kind of study should be made in the life sciences.
Although the medical libraries of the area already have undertaken
sone cooperative programs, problems of public access to material
might still exist. The Science and Technology Division of the New
York Public Library does not collect extensively in the life sciences,
and the configuration of museum, association, and other kinds of
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library collections is different. While it was not difficult during
this Project to sort out the physical science users and problems from
those of the life sciences, there were evidences that the lines between these two major segments of science are not clear and inviolable
among scientists.
These are but a few of the ideas noted as the Project came
to a close. The problems of interregional communication and sharing
of resources, of regional technical processing from which regional
inventories could be generated, and of public accessibility to computer-based bibliographic and information services are important too.
Hopefully, METRO can go on with studies like these, for from them can
came new principles of regional library service that would be nationally useful.

Note
1/

Davis (1965).
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

MACSINET

Qn4a ^n
alihja^t ^f 14hrnry
systems and networks. Most material views the situation from the
perspective of the librarian, the users the library administrator,
the governv,ant agency, and so on. And seemingly, there are varying
levels of imaginative ingenuity, ranging from a repetition of the
way it was done somewhere else to a new arrangement to old standards.
In contrast, approaches or plans for new networks based en costperformance, engineering standards, or other quantitative measures
are limited.
hna hoar: vr4f-f-An

Ihe opportunity arises with MACSINET (Metropolitan Access
to Scientific Information Network) and its experimental series,
MACSINEX (Metropolitan Access to Scientific Information Experiments),
to apply good design practice early enough to have, hopefully,
long-range beneficial results. It is possible to accomplith MACSINET
in a preplanned manner that embodies the opportunity to measure results against standards and to make corrections and adjustments in
pilot programs.
Host any information network includes resources (documents
& data), people, machines and procedures. For the most part MACSINET
starts with the understanding that:
The resources are in place, but somewhat inaccessitle to
a broad audience;
1.

Some of the people necessary to implement the Network are
available. They may be working in related tasks but can be converted.
Others must be identified and trained;
2.

Machines of a wide variety and capability are availdble,
but remain to be system integrated in accordance with an overall plan;
and,
3.

Procedures can be outlined initially, but will be tested
and reformulated in a series of experiments.
4.

Prepared by Robert W. Levesque, Director, Information Services
Laboratory, Syracuse University Research Corporation, Syracuse, New
York.
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MACSINET will best develop as it engages in the HACSINEX series of
experiments. For. example, preliminary to any equipment definition
or purdhase, there is need for a design phase whidh the basic
elements of the network can be modeled and computer-simulated if
need be. While HACSINET is an approach to a developing information
network, MACSINEX will insure that the Network is timely, well
grounded in good planning and reRponsive to user needs.

Because MACSINET is inherently flexible, it need not represent a definitive or final arrangement. Rather, it is a start that
builds on library and librarian strengths while developing new
communications arrangements for service to an extended audience.
MACSINET should not be allowed to fall prey to too much of
a total system concept that demands everything and anything be included on the justification of efficiency. It will be sufficient
to engage the communications and data flow problems without disturbing the internal operations of MACSIDET member organizations.
MACSIDIET can also avoid another extreme and focus too early on a
particular data transmission, document handling, or communications
approach. The determination of what is best for METRO and MACSINET
are the substance of the MACSINEX experiments.
Many aspects of just how MACSINET will go about its business
remain to be developed. It can be expected, though, that the METRO
Science Library Information Services Council will make numerous
recommendations while prepaxing a critical review of the METRO Science
Libraries Report. Matters of concern as shown by the Science Library
and Information Service Use Survey of this Project include the preThey
dominance of engineering degree holders among potential users.
have an indicated preponderance of need for "current information on
specific topics" and "specific facts or figures." As the bulk of
respond_ants (75 percent) were more than 10 years out of school,
their inquiries can be expected to require heavy reliance an an
interpretive function. Inquirles of this type would require at some
point in processing a complete written description. The inquiry
message and first, second, or third interpretive responses might be
passed from one BACSINET participant to another before completion and
user satisfaction.
As noted in the survey, an
and professional research journals
many requests for MACSINET service
Serials Supply Service (CENSSUS).

emphasis an current trade, society,
would seem to show that a great
could be satisfied via the Central
These would be unidirectional
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queries fram a variety of initiating points to CENSSUS perhaps in
teletype or telephone formax with a photocopy by mail or facsimile
(for urgent requests) responses.
The variety of inquiries and responses would indicate a
need t'n keep -arful records of transactions from which to analyze
and optimize service. Over a period of time, this feedback would
enable system planners and developers to initiate a cost/benefit
analysis resulting in measures of service suitable for reimbursing
elements of the MACSINET for services rendered. The cost/benefit
analysis based on use and performance also provides a method for
allocating charges. Although MACSINET is envisioned as a subsidized
operation, it is vital to recognize, introduce, and encourage measures
of performance, since it is axiomatic that products can not be sold
nor services rendered economically over the long term without user
satisfaction.
Despite unknowns in certain use and procedural matters, the
development of a new network serving the technical community can
proceed in an orderly manner. The planning of a MACSINET library
communication and information transfer network can be treated as a
problem needing the appplication of scientific methods.
(Why not
plan a science information network with scientific methods?) With
sudh an approach. solutions to the problem are achieved most readily
by following certain logical steps. Summarized they are:
1.

Identify and define the problem.

2.

Gather and analyze the available facts.

3.

Develop alternate solutions.

4.

Test the solutions for efficiency and effectiveness.

5.

Select the optimum solution.

6.

Implement the solution.

7.

Eva': tate and follow-up.

1

In applying the scientific method to the problem of designing
the MACSINET Network, the steps summarized above can be reformulated
in terms of goals or expected achievements as follows:
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1.

Identify the MACSINET data transfer problem and formulate
the objectives to be sought from improved interlibrary communications.
2.

Gather and analyze the pertinent facts for such specifications as: (a) volume of science data flaw activity anticioated;
(b) type of material (books,.reports, etc.); (c) urgency of information requests (personal, business); and (d) accuracy of information
required.
3.

Design alternate .communications and data transfer
systems that will meet the MACSINET objectives and Science Library
and Information Service Council specifications.

Develop alternate or optional systems to the level
necessary for determining the costs of each.
4.

5.

Evaluate by comparing each of the alternate approaches to
prescribed standards and determining how well the various MACSINET
systems: (a) meet-the VIETRO.objectives; (b) satisfy the MACSINET specifications; (c) cost to install and operate; and (1) provide other
user and Abrary benefits; then make a best approach decision.6.

Put in place and test for performance the chosen arrangement of MACSINETlibraries, communications, and data flaw procedures.
7.

Evaluate and follow-up to: (a) satisfy via an independent
vixm that the chosen system does actually meet or exceed the prescribed
Specifications; and (b) determine if the original requirements have
dhanged, thus requiring new specifications.

What is MALSINET?

The acronym stands for Metropolitan Actess to Scientific Information
Network.
Basically it is a group of New York Metropolitan libraries and
information services already engaged in providing the research public
with technical, physical science, and engineering data.

MACSINET win make a wide variety of science-related nsterials more
readily accessible and useful to wider audiences.

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Why Have a MACSINET?

MACSINET will facilitate the communication, interpretation,
location, response, and delivery of technical data for research
persons and organizations having need for advanced scientific materials.

Emphasizing communications, NACSINET will have as its prime
purpose to make more readily available to library users the deta
and copy known to exist in the Metropolitan New York area.

What is the Cornerstone of MACSINET?

Central Public Scientific & Technical Library
Central Information Service
Large Collection of Current Scientific & Technical
Literature
Extensive Bibliographic Search Apparatus
"Hot-Line" Telephone Service
Translation Services
Advisory & Referral Services to The Public
Communications Facilities Linking MACSINET Libraries

How Does EACSINET Relate to a State and National Role?

The NACSINET Communications Central Office Provides
Focus
Central Office for METRO Scientific & Technical Information Needs
Major Access Point for Regional Technical Data Needs
Major Nbdal Unit for New York State Library Systems
Major Nodal Unit for National Information Systems
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How MUch Wbuld MACSINET Cost?

,A, network of libraries serving the scientific and techn:cal
community would have as its major cost elements planning, personnel
and equi?ment
PlAnryIng t,e,Q1-0 14^ld be upwards of $100,000 for a
period of one to two years. Monies spent here for competitive design,
multiple consultants and long-term retainer agreements will result
in economical yet flexible arrangements in the implementation and
operational phases. Equipment costs for rentals for amortized purchases would be dependent upon system design and the number of
participating institutions. Costs here could range to $200,000/year
initially. Personnel costs would be comparable.

Thus, MACSINET would start af a half-million dollars per
year figure, rising into the million-plus per year category as
operations expanded. The necessity for good planning, stressing
independent judgments, is apparent.

American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
(Technical Information Service)
.

Yonkers

Queensborough

Brooklyn

New York

PUBLIC LIBRARIES'

.

City University of
New York (all units)

New York
University

Fordham
University

Columbia
University

INTITSUVEITY LIBRARIES,'

Major elements of the network are those already engaged in public-oriented technical, scientific, and
engineering information services.

Pending inauguration of Information Service

Note:

"TO. ENHANCE THE WIDEST INTELLECTUAL & PHYSICAL ACCESS TO PUBLICATIONS & INFORMATION FOR THE SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL COMMUNITY"

U.S.A. Standards
Institute

Engineering Societies

New York Hall of
Science*
(Library)

Chemists' Club (Library)

'SOCIETIES & ASSOCIATICTiii

American Museum of
Natural History

OTHER AGENCIES

Metropolitan Access to Scientific Information Network

WHAT AGENCIES WOULD BE IN THE INITIAL MACSINET?

)0.1

Rapid location of Technical Data;
Shorten the Delivery Time between
Libraries and to Users;
Lower Operating Costs;
Reduce Local Inventory;
Provide Central Service.

User Operated Equipment
Library Operated Equipment
Equipment Use Selection
Procedures
Operating Manuals
Data Transmission Media
Central Processing
Arrangements
Terminal Equipment
System Operation Procedures

Design of Alternative Technical
Data
Communication Networks

STEP 3

Determine Changing Needs and Network
Adjustments.

Assure the MACSINEX Network meets the
Objectives & Specifications

Follow-up & Evaluation via MACSINEX
Experiments

STEP 7

Implement & Test The
MACSINET System Selected

STEP 6

SELECT THE BEST SYSTEM

What are the benefits & Disadvantages of each?

Haw readily can each system be expanded?

How easily can each system be revised?

Initially?
To Operate?
Over a Time Period?

Haw much does each system cost?

How well does each system meet the specifications?

How well do the various systems outlined meet the
objectives?

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATE MACSINET SYSTEMS

STEPS

Distribution & Location of
Resources
Pertinence Es Nature of MACSINET
Holdings
Volume of Data Flow (Current &
Projected)
Type & Format of Data to be
Transferred
Urgency of Response
Accuracy Levels Required

,2?artly Done by METRO Science
Library Project)

Gather & Aralyze Library User &
Library Resource Facts

Identify & define the MACSINET Library
Network Problem & Outline the Network
Objectives.

For example:

STEP 2

STEP 1

HOW DO WE INSURE THAT MACINET WILL BE WELL PLANNED AND EFFECTIVE?

Equipment
Services
Personnel Requirements
Level, Training and Motivation
Required
Materials and Supplies Costs
Space Required

Develop Cost/Performance Levels
for alternate systems

STEP 4

SERIALS UTILITY REGISTER

Bibliographic Services
Centered at New York Public Library
Abstracting Services
Current Awareness Bibliography
Current Science Developments

SEARCH SERVICES

Store Little-used Material
Less Expeniive Space Than in Active Library
Capable of Delivering Material in 1-3 Days
Reduce Morbidity in Mixed High-use - Lo-use Libraries

DELAYED ACCESS STORAGE CENTER

Provide Quick Photocopy and Interlibi-ary Loans of Technical Periodicals
To relieve Research and Cimulating Libraries of Providing Public with Journal Copies
Maintain Inventory of Frequently Used Journals
Build Comprehensive Collection of Trade Journals
Provide Back Issue Journals on Microfilm

CENTRAL SERIALS SUPPLY SERVICE (CENSSUS)

Maintain a Roster of Commercial Translators by Language & Subject
Serve as Broker Between Those Needing Translations and Those Who Translate
"Quicktran" for Indicative Translations on Demand
Maintain a Translations Inventory
Translations Repository
Enhance Local Utilization of Translation Pools

CENTRAL TRANSLATION FACILITY

A Librarians Central
To Help Librarians Develop Search Strategies
To Facilitate Interlibrary Loans and Arrange Photocopying
Centralize Billing and Funds Transfer
Maintain an Inventory of Libraries, Information Centers and Services in METRO Region
Prepare Pub:ic Relations 3nd Training Publications

CENTRAL ADVISORY AND REFERRAL SERVICES (CARES)

SPECIAL SERVICES

WHAT OTHER NEW ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES WOULD BE RELATED TO MACSINET OPERATIONS?
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HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT MACSINET?

VIA THE METRO SCIENCE LIBRARIES INFORMATION SERVICES COUNCIL

MEMBERSHIP FROM -

METRO Libraries
Technical Societies
Science Community

INITIAL FUNCTIONS

Critique the METRO Science Project Report
Develop Plans to Implement Science Project Recommendations

CONTINUING FUNCTIONS
Determine Resource Requirements for Future Regional Network Programs

Give Viability to a Continuing Review and Development Program for the
Improvement of Science Information hesources in The METRO Region

Provide a Forum for Discussion of Problems and Potential Developments
in Science Information Services

Initiate Further Studies Aimed at Delineating Problems, Examining

Alternatives, Selecting Courses of Community Action and Assessing Results

METHODS OF ACTION
Advise and Assist METRO Board of Trustees
Advise and Assist METRO Committees
Advise and Assist METRO Libraries

APPENDIX A
MAPS

New York Metropolitan Area
Manhattan Area: Selected Library Locations
New York: Selected Library Locations (Manhattan Excluded)

Westchester County: Selected Lfbrary Locations
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRES AND FORMS

Science Library and Information Service Use Survey
Undergraduate Questionnaire
Graduate Questionnaire
Special Library Interlibrary Use Survey
Science Library Resources Survey
Collection Development and Storage Opinion Survey
Manufacturers Association Questionnaire

(All figures are in peecentages unless otherwise indicated.)

I

i
1

1

1

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE AND RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.

SCIENCE LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICE USE SURVEY,1967
1. Respondent's Name
2. Employing Organization

3. Position/Title
4. Please check the category below that best describes your organization:
Service
5/1
Manufacturing (11.7 0 )
6
.

(

9.6)

2

Utilities

( 2.9)

7

Printing and Publishing

(

0.3)

3

Transportation

( 1 5 )

8

Sales/Distribution

(

3.2)

,

CommunicationS ( 5.2)

9

Other (specify)

(26,8L_._

5

Education

(10.7)

5. Please check the category below which best describes your principal responsibility:
Teaching

( 8.5)

5

Marketing

(

2

Research

(26.7)

6

Science Writing

( 2.1)

3

Development

(39.2)

7

Other (specify)

(27.3)

4

Production

( 8.2)

611

3.8)

6. Mair product or service of your employer:

7 . Brief description of your current position:

9. Subject area of highest degree:

S. Highest college degree:

Bachelor's

(38 .9)

6

Physical Seim. 1

2

Master 's

(35.9)

6

Biological Science ( 2.4)

3

Doctor 's

(23.0)

7

Engineering

4

Other (specify)

(

2.3)

8

Mathematics

3

Other (specify)

711

(22.9)

(63.1)

(

7.5)

1 O. Location of college or university awarding highest degree:
8/1
2

U.S.

(93.2)

Foreign ( 6.8)

1,1. In which of the following periods did you receive your highest degree?

sit
2

Prior to 1940

(16.7)

3

1950-1959

(36.6)

1940-1949

(22.1)

4

1960-1967

(24.5)

1 2. Please list the professional societies to which you now belong.

B-3

13. Please check the, discipline most closely related to your current primary job assignment:
10/1

Architecture

( 1.1)
( 0.6)

2

Astronomy

3

Chemistry

4

Physics

5

Mathematics

6

Earth Sciences

( 2.8)

Botany

0.5)
(0.3)

Engineering
Chemical
11/1
2

Civil

( 2.9)

3

Electrical

4

Mechanical

5

Industrial

a

Minine

7

Metallurgical

8

Aeronautical

(26.9)
(19.8)
( 5.2)
( 0.9)
( 4.3)
( 2.5)

9

Other engineering (specify) /

0

Other discipline (specify)

(13.4)
(10.9)
( 6.8)
(

8

Zoology

9

Other Science (specify)(3.7)

(17.o)

(

3.6)

14. How frequently in the past six months have you needed the following kinds of information?
Very Frequently
Occasionally
Seldom or Not at All
General background information
25o.4
3
7.2
12/1 42 4
Extensive amount of data

Current information on specific topic
Analytical and testing techniques

A specific fact or figure
Names and addresses of people and
organizations
Information to complete bibliographic
references
Other (specify)

423.3
_

546.6

3o.i

53.8

843.7

92.5

1303.0

24o. 6

43225

546.0

41.4
14.5

7

4

6

842.6

35.3

33.2

54.4

5

6

9

15. How frequently in your current job assignment do you use the following sources of information?
Very Frequently
Occasionally
S,Adom or Not at All

Current trade magazines
Current society and professional research journals
Back issues of trade magazines
Back issues of society and professional
research journals

66 9

29.4

7 2.52 5

8119.7

H/13305
4

110.5

Advanced monographs

7

24.5

tr/i

437

Other government documents

4

211.2

Reference books

7 39.0

Abstracting and indexing services

Patents
Other (specify)

26.2

63.6
4_

Textbooks

Scientific and technical reports

2

18/1
4

17.9

9'3

7_

B-4

49.8
019.6
2

3

6.9

9

34.8

3

16.8

6_99
9_3.6.3

246.1
47.8
852.2
34.7
5 28.5

3 lo.2
6

27.9

s

8.8

6

47.5
62.2

s

16. How rapidly do you find you have to obtain information and publications in the large majority of cases?
Publications
Information
5.4
20 /1
ion 9.2
Within minutes

14.2

32 .6

Within hours

2

Within a day

3

Within a few days

4

Longer than the above

s

2

26 . 9

281 1

al 3
1. 9

4

4_1. 9

s

5.6

17. Have you used any microfilm, microfiche, or microcard services and pablications in the past six
months?

68

31 . 9

If you answer to Question 17 was yes:
55. ()more time consuming

18. Have you found these microforms

45 . Nes time consuming

to use than other media?

19. Have you had any difficulties in the use of equipment associated with microform publications?

29.3Yes 70.7

No

20. Is the readability of microform material on the market adequate?
69 . 8yes 30 .2 No
21. Does the company or organization for which you work maintain a library?

89 .9yes 10.1 No
22. Name the libraries that you have used in the past six months, including your own company or organization library, and indicate the frequency of your use by placing a check mark in the appropriate
column.
Less
Frequently
Bimonthly
Monthly
,Veekly
Daily
Name and/or location (for branches)
26/1

20.7

(various)

2

43,1

3

19.4

4

7.3

5

9.5

23. In Column A below please check the kinds of publications you use in the library of the organization for
which you work. In Column B please check the kinds of publications you use in other libraries. If the
organization for which you work does not have a library, ignore Column A.

Publications Used In:
A

B

-

Own Organization Library
27/1

72.8

2

_61.3

3

53.2

5

36.5
61.7

6

7

4

Other Library
28/1

23. 8

212.8

Current professional research journals
Current trade magazines

35.9

Older (1 year or more) issues of research journals

422, 5

Older (1 year or more) issues of trade magazines

3

5

37 . 5

Scientific and technical reports

la . 0

6

25 . 7

Other government publications

33.8

724.4

Monographs

8_1. 7

8 1Q, 7

Other (speciy)

B-5

24. How would you rate your knowledge of the techniques of using library facilities and services?
14.8Excellent
4. 7Poor
47:TGood
32 4air

25. With what frequency have you gone to libraries in the past six months to obtain the following kinds of
information, and how often have you been successfLL in obtaining the information you so.ight in

libraries?

A. Sought Information in Libraries

B. Obtained Information in Libraries

Very
Seldom or
Frequently Occasionally Not at All

Frequently Occasionally Not at All

i

New research results
Analytical techniques

Test and experimental
techniques

30

31

I

2

seldom or
-1

I

3

4

5

6

24.3

39,6

36.1

33 .0

40.4

26.6

12.6

36.7

50.7

24.9

37.9

37.2

13.4

39.1

47.5

24.7

38.0

37.3

14.7

31.8

53.6

22.0

31.7

46.3

10.7

33.4

55.8

19.4

34.5

46.1

32

Product specifications

33

Other specifications
and standards

34

2

1

State of the art reviews

Very

39

Names and addresses of 36
people and organizations
Information to complete 37
bibliographic references

Physical and chemical
data

39

Other facts and figures

39

3

4

5

6

22.2

48.4

290 4

30.5

42.4

27..1

1.1...0

31.8

57.2

26.1

28.4

45.4

10.2

30.1

59.7

25.1

31.1

43.8

20.8

42.2

37.0

39.7

34.2

26.1

16.9

48.8

343

28.8

45.0

26.3

26. With regard to your use of libraries, please check in each row below the frequency with which you
visit and call libraries yourself for information, and the frequency with which you 111. 'e a colleague

visit or call libraries for you.
Go to library myself

Very
Frequently
40/13606

Occasionally
2

47.4

Call library myself

21800

5110.8

Send colleague to library

710.7

833.5

Have colleague call library

0

8.o

,25.8

Seldom or Not at All
3

3.6 o

41.2
55.8
66.3

27. Please indicate to what degree your use of libraries might be increased if there were improvements in
the following characteristics of libraries you normally use.
Improvements in:
Convenience of location to my place
of work
Convenience of location to my place
of residence

Might Increase My Use:
Little
Somewhat
Greatly

5

Evening hours of service

Access to stacks

26.0

32 .

_23.3
211.0

_25.8
25.7

21.9
12.2

25.7
22.9

42/1 ____

Space for studying

5

6

No Opinion

31.5

410.2

39.4
x 37.9

311.6

33.9
45.7

418.6
819.2

14.

3
7

y2.2.4

28. Please indicate to what degree your use of libraries might be increased if there were improvements
in the following characteristics of librarians in the libraries you normally use:
Improvements in:
Librarians' knowledge of your subject field
Librarians knowledge of library

materials in general
Librarians' knowledge of reference
books

Librarians' knowledge of indexing
and abstracting services
Librarians' attitude towards
public
Staff time available for assisting
public

Might Increase My Uset
Somewhat
Greatly

Little

No Opinion

-

33.0

28.8

1 4.7

43/15 21.23.25

e .32...2

7 -35-07

8.19,0

9

1_1_.3

032.9

x33.4

y

44/1

1.7.7

3 33 . 5

4114

13.7

7

36.3

26.6

1.1. 7

x 3.Q. 8

2

9

y

16. 5

24,7

29. Please indicate to what degree your use of libraries might be ;acreased if there were improvements
in the following elements of library collections.
Might Increase My Use:
No Opinion
Little
Somewhat
Greatly
Improvements in:
Breadth of coverage of subjects of
8.2
4
2 39.7
315.3
interest to you
45/i 36. 8
Number of copies of journals
Number of copies of books

Availability of patents
Availability of scientific and tech-

nical reports
Availability of indexing and ab-

stracting services

11.8
9 14.2

2

46/i 12.5
s 2.7 -.1
9

_22.7

22.5

Availability of translations

al

6 30.9

71_3,8

8115
y12,1

0

31±. 9

x _31.

2

18.3

3

6 3-7-.8

8

46.8

7 24.. 0

8 1-1, 2

0

31.9

x

29.6

y15.8

2

27.0

3

32.3

418.2

30. Please indicate to what Llegree your use of libraries might be increased if t..:.ere were improvements
in the following elements of library services:
Imp-ovements in:
Organization of card catalogs
Amount of information in card
catalogs

Photoom services
Bibliography compilation services
Quality of reference question
answering services
Speed of reference question answering scrvices

Might Increase My Use:
Greatly
Somewhat

Little

No Opinion

47)75

233,7

3

313

618.9
9 26.1

05.8

7

30.8

814.5

414,5

0

30.3

.30.4

y1322

18
---1! 2

2

25.7

3

36.6

412.26

6 21.5

8

29.2

7.30.0

8193

.32.7

y1.22 3

49/1

921..0

31. Generally, in the subject area in which you work, how adequate are the collections of the following
kinds of materiald in the libraries of the New York metropolitan area?
Outstanding

Adequate

24.2
33.3
23.0

31.7
35.5
039.4

_8.7

22_6.4

14.4

628.3

15.1

10.8

019.5

Trade magazines

Society and professional research journals
lbxtbooks

9

Advanced mongraphs

si it

Indexing and abstracting services

Patents
Scientific and technical reports

521

Other government documents

5

Other (specify)

9

2

3.4.0

j_-.3

2

8.4

38-3

626.9

_

o_

Poor
3
7

Don't blow

11.6
11.4
17.6

x

11.7

3

/79

.4

8

26.5
39.7
20.1

45.3
8

f

41.9

58.1

11.5

x-

32. When using libraries do you frequently find useful information other than that for which you are
searching?
83.2yes 16.9
33. When you use libraries, how frequently do you ask librarians to:
Very Oifitten

Direct you to catalogs and indexes
Search indexes for you to give you

2

7

6.6
17.3

A

8. 8

references
Locate specific books for you
Answer simple factual questions
Answer extensive information questions
Compile biblio graphies

Occasionally

55

j

1.9

14

4

49. 3

Seldom or Not at All
3

533.3
_
521.6
7
85174.
30

3

5110
_

0

9.8

9

8

_41. 9

85.2
88.§

34. When using libraries, which of the following would you prefer to do yourself, and which do you prefer
to have library staff members do for you?
Prefer to do myself
Prefer to have library staff do
Search indexes for you to locate
63.8
specific references
56/1
57/11_6.2

Search for information for you
Search for extensive amounts of information
Obtain specific publications from the
shelves and files

74.0

2

26.0

3 5.51.0

3

_15. 0

4.36'3

4

61.7

5:35_I 9

5_64.1

2

Compile bibliographies

35. Hbw frequently in the past six months have you needed Xerox or photocopying services to expedite your

use of library materials?
58/1
2

Frequently

( 51.1)

Often

(16.8)

Occasionally (19.11)
4

Seldom

( 6.2)

5

Never

( 6.5)

36. How do you rate the availability of copying services for library materials in the New York metropolitan
L.rea?

Outstanding
Good
3

4

Fair
Poor

Q)

(39.9)
(27.6)

(14.7)

Essentially non-existent ( 2.8)
37. Does the cost of copying services In local libraries deter you from using these services more often?

39.4yes

38. What do you usually copy?
6f/1
2

3
4

60.6No

Just one or two pertinent pages of thn article, book, etc.

A complete short article in a journal, magazine, or newspaper. ( 55.6)
A number of pages and articles at one time.
( 15 . 0 )
Other (specify)
( 1.1)

39. How often in the past six months have you needed translations of foreign language materials in science?
62/1
2

Frequently

(

Often

( 5.10

5 .2)

3 _pcoasionallY

(25.1)

4

Seldom

(25.2)

5

Never

(39.0)
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40. Where de you usually obtain translations?

2

From commercial translators and translation.services
From library files

3

From other translation pools

4

On demand froin your own company or agency's translgtors

63 /I

(26.3)
(18 .5)

( 5..6)
(49.6)

41. In general, how difficult is it to obtain translations of scientific materials?
Not difficult at all

(17.4)

2

Occasionally difficult

(28.0)

3

Frequently quite difficult

(19.3)

4

Nearly impossible

( 5.3)

5

(I have had no experience in trying to obtain translations)

(30.3)

64/1

42. What difficulties have you encountered in trying to obtain translations?

Indexes to available translations are inadequate

(22.6)

2

Translators are not readily available

(20.4)

3

Translation§ are too expensive to have done

(28.2)

65/1

4
5

Published copies of previously translated materials are too expensive ( 2.4)
Libraries have too few copies of Published translations
(12.8)
Other (specify)
(13.7)

43. A number of techniques have been considered by libraries in the last few years to improve information services. Some of these techniques are listed below. In your judgment, which of these, might
you or your organization be willing to utilize if a reasonable charge could be established for them?
45.1 Quick access to facts through computerized retrieval and special telecommunication services.
30.4 Delivery of material to your office through electronic facilities (i.e. facsimile).

23.8 Simplified techniques for communicating questions to libraries using. such methods as teletype,
.facsimile, direct telephone tie-lines, etc.
12.4 Office space and closed working areas in libraries with large research collections.
28.8 Facilities to route requests for information.and publications from a library convenient to you
to other appropriate sources.
36.5 A service that searches current literature on subjects of interest to you on a regular basis.
32.4 A service that compiles bibliographies and extracts information to your specifications on demand.

44. The concepts for improved information services described above represent some possibilities for
futtire systems. We would appreciate your comments on these and other suggestions you might have
for improvements in science library and information resources and facilities in the New York metropolitan area.

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE
AND RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.
11 WEST 40TH STREET, N.Y., N.Y. 10018
Telephone: 212 695-6732

METRO, = nnn-prnfir nrnny rhArtered by the Regents of the State of New
York,is studying science and engineering library resources and services in
the New York City area. Our goal is to obtain information that will assist
the region's libraries in programs designed to improve library facilities
and services for scholars.
We are very much interested in some of the details of the use of local libraries
by undergraduate studeats who are taking science courses this semester. We hope
that you will take the few minutes required to fill out this questionnaire.
Please return it to METRO by May 25, 1967. A stamped, self-addressed envelope
is enclosed to facilitate your response.
Many thank.> in advance for your assistance.

Russell Shank
Supervisor, Science Library
Project

1.

Your name:
(optional)

2.

Your school:

3.

Year in school:
(7-1)
(2)

11 Freshman
26 Sophomore

4.

Major subject:
(8-1)
(2)

8 Architecture
0 Astronomy

(3)

.-.4EL Junior

(3) 26 Chemistry

(4)

32L Senior

(4)

1 Earth Sciences (any)

(5)

7 Mathematics

(6)

9 Physics

(1) 32 Engineering
(8) 21 Otlier (Specify)

5.

Please list by name the science courses you are taking this term:

6.

Please give the approximate time it takes you to go from your place of
residence to your school's library. If your sdhool maintains a branch
library for the science subject course in which you received this
questionnaire, use that location in your calculation. Estimate the
time in minutes. Assume normal means of transportation for yourself
and non-rush-hour traffic.
(9/11)

Time of travel:

minutes

(Figures reported ranged from 5 to 120 ninutes)
7.

Please check below the approximate frequency with which you have used
your school's library for science materials and information this term:
(12-1)
(2)

8.

3 Daily
20 Several times a week

(3)

j.Weekiy

(4)

_22, Several times a month

(5)

_31. Less than any of the above

Please check below the periods of time during which you normally prefer
to use the collections and services of your school's library (not just
its reading rooms for study hall purposes) for gmy course work:
(13-1)
(2)
(3)

60 During daytime hours (prior to 5 Pai.)

14 During evening hours (subsequent to 5 P.M.)
9 On weekends

(4)

28 Regularly throughout the term

(5)

16 Chiefly near examination and term paper times

(6)

24 For brief intervals of time

(7)

6 For concentrated and extended periods of time (many hours
or several days at a time

(8)

3 Other (Please specify):
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9.

On the scale below, indicate your degree of satisfaction with the
following categories of -....esources, facilities and services of your
school's library in science sublect areas.
(Circle the appropriate
number on the scale.)

Unsatisfactory

10.

No

Opinion
(Average of
Responses)

Breadt1 of scope of library
collections

(14)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.4)

Number of copies of books in
general

(15)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.9)

Nunber of copies of books on
reserve

(16)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.6)

Quality of reference book
collection

(17)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.0)

'Number of abstracting and
indexing journals

(18)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.0)

Nunber of different journals

(19)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.9)

Nunber of copies of heavily
used journals

.(20)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.5)

Number of hours of service
during the week

(21)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.9)

Nunber of hours of service
on the weekends

(22)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.7)

Copying services (cosi.)

(23)

I

2

1

4

5

6

(3.5)

Copying services (availability)(24)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.3)

Library staff time available
to help you

(25)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.3)

Library staff knowledge of
subjects

(26)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.9)

Study space

(27)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.3)

Is there_another college or public library closer to your place Oflresidence
(in minutes of travel time) than your school's library?
(28-1)

11.

Satisfactory

70 Yes;

(2)

28 No;

(3)

1

Don't know

If your answer to Question 10 is yes, what is the name of the library?
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If your answer to Question 10 is yes, please answer Questions 12-15.
Otherwise, go on to Question 16.

12.

What is the approximate travel time in minutes between your place of
residence and that library? Make your estimate just as you did in
Question 6.
(29/31)

Time of travel:

Minutes

(Figures reported ranged from 2 to 60 minutes)
13.

Have you used that library in connection with your science courses
this term?
(32-1)

14.

(2)

61 No

Please check your reasons for having used that library instead of your
own school's library:

(334)

83 It is more convenient to my home

(2)

2 It is more convenient to my place of work

(3)

8 It is open longer hours than my school library

(4)

12 It is open during holiday and vacation periods

(5)

26 It has more material on topics of interest to me

(6)

16 It has more copies of heavily used books

(7)

11 It has more copies of heavily used journals

(8)

(9)

27 Its books and journals seem more readily available than
in my school library
20 It has a better collection of reference books

(0)

5 It has better copying facilities than my school library

(x)

4 It has cheaper copying facilities than my school library

(y)

15.

39 Yes

_11. Other (Please specify)

What degree of difficulty did you have in gaining acce3s to that library's
materials because it was assumed you should use your own school's library?
(34-1)

_87 Very little or none at all

(2)

6 More than a little

(3)

7 Considerable
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16.

Do you normally spend holiday or vac-tban periods during the school
year in another area (outside the New York Metropolitan area)?
(35-1)

23 Yes

(2)

77 No

If your answer to Question 16 is yes, answer Questions 17 and 18.
go on to Question 19.
17.

Otherwise

Do you use the libraries in that other area for Amu:of your school
wrork?

(36-1)

18.

20.

(2)

47 No

Generally, how well do the libraries of that area serve your schoolrelated needs?
(37-1)

19.

53 Yes

14 Very well

(2)

30 Adequately

(3)

36 Poorly

(4)

20 Not at all

Estimate the travel time in minutes from your place of residence to each
of the following libraries (to the best of your ability). Make your
estimate just as you did in Question 6.
35.=E0 minutes

(38/40)

New York Public Library (5th and 42nd)

(41/43)

Queens Borough Public Library (Central Library)

5-35minutes

(44/46)

Brooklyn Public Library (Central Library)

5-30 minutes

What suggestions do you have for the improvement of library collections,
servicei, and facilities in your school and in the New York Metropolitan
area generally, so that they night better serve the needs of college
students in science?
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NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE
AND RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.
11 WEST 40TH STREET, N.Y., N.Y. 10018
Telephone: 212 695-6732

To.:

Graduate Students in Science
New York Metropolitan Area Colleges and Universities

The State of New Ybrk has taken initial steps to assist in the improvement of reference and research library resources in local regions. METRO,
a non-profit agency among whose members are nearly fifty of the area's libraries, has been chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of
New York to plan and inaugurate programs to improve reference and research
library resources in the area.
One of METRO's first tasks, under the terms of a grant from the New
York State Science and Technology Foundation, is a study of the area's science
and engineering library and information'resources and services. The support
of graduate students in this region is urgently needed in the completion of
our task.
The enclosed questionnaire has been designed to obtain your opinion and
comments about various aspects of science library and Information services
and your use of them. Some of the questions require rather detailed analyses
of your patterns of information gathering, and the resources that serve you.
We do hope, however, that you will take the time to give us the benefit of
your thoughts and experiences. The potential payoff in terms of improved
library and information facilities in the New York area, is great, but will
occur only if the scientific and technical community indicates its interests
and needs.
For our guidance, we ask that you fill out and return the questionnaire
to METRO by 5 June 1967. As a matter of fact, may we suggest that you
answer the questions now while you have the form in hand. A stamped, selfaddressed envelope is enclosed to facilitate your response.
Many thanks in advance for your cooperation and assistance.

Russell Shank
Science Project Supervisor
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WI YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE
AND RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.
SCIENCE'LIBRARY AND INFORMATION RESOURCE SURVEY

1967

Graduate Student Survey

1.

Your name:
(Optional)

2.

Youi school:

3.

Degree for which you are studying:'

(7_1) 24 Wm

(2)

75 PhD/DSc

A re you taking courses this semester?

1

(3)

(8-1) 68

other (Specify
Yes

(2) 32

)

No

Major subject in ,which you are obtaining your degree,:

Engineering:

Science:
(9-1).

OArchitecture

(10-1) 18 Chemical

0 Astronomy

(2)

(3) 19 Chemistry

(3)

0 Electrical

(4)

0, Industrial.

(2)

(4)

4 Earth Sciences (any)

(5)

-(5) 14 Mathematics

(6)12 Physics,
(7)

6.

j.

4 Mechanical

(6)

2 Mining/Metallurgical

(7)

9 Nuclear

(8)

4- Aeronautical

(9)

6 other (Specify)

Are you currently working on a thesis or dissertation?
(117-1)

7.

3 Other (Specify)

Civil

:65' Yes

(2) 35

No

What is the topie-of your thesis or dissertation?
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8.

9.

What ,iepartments (or branches) of your school's library do you use?
(List them in the order of frequency of use, most frequently used
department or branch first.)
(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

In your judgement, what is the quality of the following elements of
your school's library operation? Indicate your rating by circling
the appropriate number on the rating scale to the right of each
element in the list.
No
Poor

Excellent

Collections in your areas of
interest

(12)

1

2

3

4

5

kwLd. Ave.
Response)
(2.7)
6

Hours of service

(13)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.0)

Space for studying

(14)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.3)

Subject knowledge of staff

(15)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.3)

Reference services

(16)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.0)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.9)

Amount of staff time available
(17)
to help you

10.

()Pinion

Photocopying services

(18)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.8)

Interlibrary borrowing
services

(19)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.0)

How frequently do you find that the following kinds of materials you
Indicate the frequency
want are not owned by your sch2o1's library?
b- circling the appropriate number on the rating scale to the right of
each element in the list.
No
Seldan or
Very
Opinion,
Never
Frequently
Current trade magazines

(20)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.9)

Current professional and
society research journals

(21)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.7)

(22)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.5)

(23)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.0)

(24)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.0)

Abstracts and indexes

(25)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.9)

Scientific and technical
reports

(26)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.0)

Reference books

(27)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.4)

(28)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Back issues of

journals

Textbooks

Advanced monographs

Other (Specify)
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11.

How frequently do you find that the following kinds
of materials are
'not available in your school's library because they
are in use? Circle
the appropriate number on the rating scale.

Very

Seldom or

gasyntlyNATEE

Wtd.
Ave.

No

Opinion Response

Current trade magazines

(29)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(4.1)

Current professional and
society research journals

(30).

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.9)

Back issues of journals

(31)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(4.0)

Textbooks

(32)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.6)

Advaaced monographs

(33)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.5)

Abstracts and indexes

(34)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.5)

Scieatific and techaical
reports

(35).

1

2

4

5

6

(3.8)

(36)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.2)

(37)

1

2

3

4

5

6

.

Reference books
Other (Specify)

12.

If your school's library were able to expand its
program of acquisition
of library materials, what priority should it assign to the selection
policy elements listed below? Indicate your rating by circling the
appropriate number on the rating scale.
(This assumes that'libraries
may not be able to expand their collections in all areas at once due
to the lack of funds and personnel.)
Top
Priority

Lesser
Priority

NO
Opinion

More copies:of books

(38)

1

2

3

4

5

6

More copies of journals

(39)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.6)

(40)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.1)

A larger Collection of
different journals

(41)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.2)

More reference books

(42)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.2)

More indexes and abstracts

(43)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(3.3)

(44)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(2.3)

More scientific and technical
reports
(45)
Other (Specify)

1

2

3

4

6

(2.2)

(46)

1

2

3

4

A larger collection of
different books

Mora advanced monographs

-
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13.

In Column A below list the specific topics in science in which you
are currently interested, and in Column 8 indicate by circling the
appropriate number on the rating scale the quality of your school's
library in these topics. Rate the collections as a whole, and in terms of
your needs as a graduate student.

A

B

No

N

6

(48)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(49)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(50)

1

2

3

4

5

6

14.

If you wish, specify here details of the shortcomings of any parts
of your school's library collections in the topics listed above.
(e.g. too few professional society journals in crystallography;
too few foreign journals in any aspects of machine design.) You mey,
if yoU wish, list titles of specific books and journals in which you
are interested that are not held by your sdhool's library.

15.

Is your school adding publications to its library in subject fields of
your interest:
In adequate amounts?

(51-1) 30

21

Rapidly enough?

With adequate notification
to you of its receipt

Yes

(7) 27
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Yes

(2) 29

No

(3) 41 Don't know

(5) 36

No

(6) 43 Don't know

(8) 41

No

(9) 32 Don't know

16.

Have you tried to obtain materials in the current academic year
from other libraries on interlibrary loan?
(52-1)

25 Yes

(2) 75 No

If your answer to Question 16 is yes, please answer Questions 17-19.
wise go on to Question 20.

17.

Other-

How successful have you been in obtaining material on interlibrary
loan?

18.

(53-1)

39

Always successful

(2)

27

Most usually successful

(3)

17

Occasionally successful

(4)

17

Seldom or never successful

From what libraries have materials been borrowed on interlibrary loan
for you?

%NORM

19.

In Column A below please check the kinds of materials that have been
borrawed for you on interlibrary loan this academic year. In Column
B cneck the approximate number of-volumes (not titles) that have been
borrowed of each kind of material.

A
Number of Volumes
Borrawed
10 or,
1-4
5-9

Have
Borrowed

More_

Current research journals
Current trade journals

Back issues of any journal
(More than one year old)

13

(54-1) 11

(2)

0

(3) 2

3

(4)

(5)

0

(6)

(7) 13

(8)

2

(9) 1

6

(x)

1

(y) 0

(2)

2

16

Textbooks

7

(0)

Advanced monographs

5

(55-1)

Scientific aad technical reports

10

a_

(3)

(4)

8

(5)

0

(6) 2_

Other government documents

2

(7)

1

(8)

1

(9) 0

Patents

0

(0)

0

(x)

0

(y)

10

(56-1) 10

(2)

0

(3) 0

0

(4)

0

(5)

0

(6) 0

Theses and dissertations
Other (Specify)
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20.

Please list below any libraries other than your school's library that
you have used in the past academic year, and check the approximate
frequency of use you have made of these other libraries.
Frequency of Use
Very
frequent

Name and Location of Library

(57-1)

1

(99 libraries listed)

21.

Occasion.al

(57-2)

34

49

Very
Seldom
(57-3)

17

Please check below the reasons that have led you to use these other
libraries.
These other libraries are or have:
(58-1)
(2)

30 More convenient to my place of residence

74 Better collections in my subject areas

(3) _I/ More convenient hours of service
(4)

28 Better physical facilities

(5)

23 More knowledgeable staff

(6)

32 Better organized and arranged

(7) _Ai Better copying facilities

(8) _1 Cheaper copying services
(9) _a More indexes, abstracts, and bibliographies
(0) _17 Other (Please specify)

22.

Please describe any difficulties you have had in gaining access to
libraries other than those of your school.

23.

Name the library that is most convenient to your place of resideace that
has collections adequate to serve your needs as a graduate student in science.

13.2 3

24.

Please check below the kinds of materials you use most frequently
in libraries
In
Your Own
Schools'
Library

In
Other
Libraries

<59)

(1) 81

(1)

(2) 13

(2) 10

(3) 80

(3)

(4) 11

(4) 10

Back issues of trade magazines (more than 1 year old)

(5) 75

(5) 43

Textbooks

(6) 41

(6)

32

Advanced monographs

(7) 52

(7)

36

Abstracts and indexes

(8) 311_

(8)

49

Scientific and technical reports

(9) 62

(9)

41

Reference books

(0) 20

(0)

13

Theses and dissertations

(x)

(x)

(Y)

25.

(60)

0

(y)

55

Curreat research journals
Current trade magazines

62

Back issues of reseatch journals (more than 1 year old)

Conference and congress proceedings
2

Other (Please specify)

How frequently in the past academic year have you needed copying facilities?

(61-1) 54 Very often

(2) 40

Occasionally

(3)

6

Seldom or never

Are copying facilities (e.g. Xerox, Photostat) readily available to you?
84 yes
(62-1)
(2) 15 No
(3)
1 Don't know
27.

Axe the costs of copying services generally reasonable?

(63_1) 68 yes
28.

8

(3)

No opinion

Have you used any publications in microform (microfilm, microfiche, microcard) in your graduate studies.

(64-1) 33 Yes
29.

(2) 25 No

(2) 67 No

How satisfactory are the microforms you have used from the standpoint of
the following criteria?
Good

Readability

(65-1)

Ease of use of equipment

(4)

Fair

Poor

44

(2)

34

(3)

23

54

(5) 26

(6)

19
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30.

In recent years a number of services have been proposed by some libraries
in the New York region that hopefully would improve their ability to
serve graduate students. Please indicate by circling the appropriate
number on the rating scale below the degree of improvement eadh of these
services would.be in your judgemett.
Little
or None
at All

Great

No
Opinion

Instruction in the use of libraries

(66)

1

2

3

4

5

6 (3.4)

Longer hours of service each day

(67)

1

2

3

4

5

6 (2.6)

More weekend hours

(68)

1

2

3

4

5

6 (2.1)

Universal library privileges in
the area's college libraries

(69)

1

2

3

4

5

6 (2.0)

Private study rooms and desks in
the large research libraries

(70)

1

2

3

4

5

6(2.2)

Announcement lists of new books
received by libraries throughout
the region

(71)

1

2

3

4

5

6(2.1)

An inventory of science journals
held by all libraries in the area

(72)

1

2

3

4

5

6 (1.7)

Facsimile transmission between
libraries of journal articles

(73)

1

2

3

4

5

6(2.0)

(74)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Other (Please specify)

31.

What suggestions do you have (1) for your school library, and (2) for
libraries in the New York region in general that would tend to make
them more useful to graduate students in science?
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NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE
AND RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.
11 WEST 40m STREET, N.Y., N.Y. 10018
Telephone: 212 695-6732

24 April 1967

TO: New York Area Special Librarians
The New York Metropolitan Reference and Research Library Agency is sponsoring

a study of the region's science library resources, facilities, and their use. As
part of thit3 study we would like to obtain some measures of the system load among
special libraries in the New York area. To that end we would like your cooperation
in the following project.
Would you be willing to make a record for five days (May 1 through May 5) of your
use of other libraries, not part of your own corporate or agency structure, to obtain
data on (a) answers to reference questions; (b) books or journals on interlibrary loan;
and (c) photocopies of materials. We are interested in your library's interaction with
all other libraries, including those outside of the New York region. This will help us
identify the gaps in regional collections and services. Also, by examining the outgoing
requests we will be able to assess the incoming load on the libraries you use and the
difficulties librarians have in locating sources of information and publications.
All information will be kept confidential and will be used by METRO for planning
purposes only. Only summary information will be published about system load, and
no references will be made that will in any way link your library with the titles of

publication, contents of reference questions, or names of other libraries.
If you need more forms, call the METRO office (212 695-6732) or produce facsimile
copies of your own. If you are unable for any reason to participate in this phase of
our study, return the forms to me in the enclosed envelope. I would ask, however,
that you indicate the name of your library on the retuin envelope so that I may have
an accurate control of the analysis of the results of the study.
Many thanks for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

iew44.0
Russell Shank
Science Project Supervisor
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METRO SCIENCE LIBRARY SURVEY 1967

INTERLIBRARY USE REPORT

NOTES

.

Record all contacts by phone, in person, and by mail. Record all attempts
to'borrow each item. That is, if you call several libraries to try to.

l'imrvyw a book; obtain a photocopy, or have a question answered,
list all

of the libraries contacted.

.

If you;locate-an itesibrphone andlater have to send a messenger or write
letter to:borrow or copy itirom the library in which .it
wasiocated,
record the successful completion_ of the contact at :the time of the phone
do not record the _same event a second time when_you write t;he
letter
or-Send:the-iessenger.
If-you-tend id:letter to another library to try to lOcate A reference,
or
_have a?queition answered, and a reply is not'received by the'time you
:return'the-forms--to ;METRO, iddicate "no response" in the right-4mnd column.

You-say abbreviate titles and reference questions, but include enough
Amformation for meaningful analysis. We are interested
in,titles,..kinds
of publications, and dates of publications. Length of articlei ieiluested
would be useful..
You may abbreviate the names of libraries contacted, but include
enough
information for -positive' identification.
.

Your entries need not be typed--handwritten notes will do.
If you have any questions, call me, or leave a message at either of the
following numbers:
Columbia University:

212-280-2283

METRO:

212-695-6732

RUSSELL SfIANK

April 1907
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METRO SCIENCE LIBRARY SURVEY 1967

SPECIAL LIBRARY INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION

Name of reporting library

Address of library
Type of primary patron served
Science/Technology

Business

amINOMMIO

Other (specify)
Number of people in the
primary population your library
is designed to sem (appro:dmate)

Principal industry served
1111114POINIMOI=1111111111111111.01111110111111.1111WIM

Size of library
Volumes (books and bound journals)

Current serials sabscriptions

Principal responsibility of the patrons you are organized to
serve (you may check more than one):

Teaching

Development

Marketing._ Studying.

Research

Production

Science Writing

Other (specify)

..

Linda Hall Lib

5/9

Mail

Atonic Indus. Forum Phone

5/8

Phone

Columbia U.

5/8

Date

Means of
CommuniLibrary Contacted
cation

Name of Reporting Library

n

nn

Indian J. of Magnetics, 3,955, 131434-37(Xerox)

n

Tech report UCRL 3617

EXAMPLES

Item Requested or Question Asked

INTERLIBRARY USE REPORT

METRO SCIENCE LIBRARY PROJECT 1967

,

x

x

Item
btained?
Yes No

No response

Not on shelf

If Not Obtained,
Give Reason

-.,

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE
AND RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.
11 WEST 40m STREET, N.Y., N.Y. 10018
Telephone: 212 695-6732
To:

Public and Academic Library Directors

For the past few months under METRO's auspices, I have been conducting a study of the library resources dev^raA tn the phyRical sciences
in the New York region. Your assistance is now needed in beginning an
assessment of the science collections in the area's libraries.
Specifically, we would like to obtain from you and your staff a
delineation of (a) the major physical science subject areas in which you
maintain collections, structured according to Dewey classification
elements; (b) the specialities, if any, you have developed or are developing within these major subject areas;(c) the qualitative level of
collections you are trying to maintain in these subject areas; and (d)
the current input of volumes and serial titles in these subjects.
I am aware of the very formidable nature of the task I am asking
you to perform. Statistics of the kind we need are seldom maintained
by libraries. On the other hand, previous regional inventories of
library collections, concentrating as they have on simple listings of
subject areas in which libraries maintain collections, without any
quantitative or qualitative descriptions, have been only minimally useful as guides to library users and to regional planners. This current
inventory will, we hope, serve as a sound basis for judgments on starting
points for cooperative programs of acquisition and of service.
Procedures will be recommended in my report to the METRO Board of
Trustees for a continuing evaluation of science library resources in the
New York area. Through successive evaluations, your inventory statements
can be expanded, tested and refined in depth and accuracy. Your response
at this time in no way commits you, however, to future inventory operations, nor to any cooperative programs. Any decisions on cooperative
acquisition and service operations will be made only, with the full, and
open, partidipation of the libraries that wish to work together.
I would appreciate having the enclosed forms completed and returned
to METRO office by 25 September, 1967. The results of this phase of the
study will be presented in my redort and should be available for your
use at an early date. According to present plans a meeting of representatives from the libraries who participate in this inventory operation
will be held early in the fall, on a date to be determined, to discuss
the findings.

Mhny thanks in advance for your cooperation.

Russell Shank
Supervisor, Science Project
August, 1967
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NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE
AND RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.
1.1 WEST 40TH STREET, N.Y., N.Y. 10018
Telephone: 212 695-6732

METRO SCIENCE LIBRARY RESOURCES SURVEY

In this phase of the METRO Science Library Study, academic and public
libraries in the METRO region are being asked to assist us in assessing
science collections in the physical sciences (astronomy, physics, chemistry,
earth sciences, engineering) and mathematics. The procedure is generally
as follows:
(a) Each library surveyed is being asked to apply a standard
scale of levels of collecting (enclosed) to the assessment
of its collections;
(b) All libraries are to use the same outline of science topics
(as given on the collection evaluation form enclosed), at
least at.the general level of classification;
(c) Each library is being asked to estimate the number of volumes
and serial titles now in the collections in each of the topics,
and the number of volumes added to the collections in the
period July 1, 1966 through June 30, 1967.
This attempt to use a uniform standard of ueasurement and to conform to a single outline of science topics should give a more maningful
structure to the inventory for future planning of collection development
and public service than has been possible in the past with the laissez faire, rather open-ended inventory operations (e.g., the Special Libraries
Association directory of special libraries in Greater New York, Ash, and
Downs).

An'evaluation form should be completed for each separate branch or
campus library unit in your library system in which science collections
are maintained. Please evaluate your science collections at both of the
following two classification levels:
A. General: These are the basic fields of science with which the
study is concerned and are identified by Roman numerals on the
attached form.
B. Specitic:
These are the major rvical areas into which the
basic fields of science are div-ded for classification purpodes (Dewey) and are identified by Arabic numerals on the
attached form. If you prefer, you may insert descriptive
Arases of your own to identify specific fields in which you

concentrate your collecting, effortst_g_youda_sitlEt_tra
to insert these t_calleps_r_ijaitions under the apptapriate
heading_oftheoutline on the evaluation form.
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What is being requested is actually two separate evaluations, at
two levels of classification specifity. When giving the holdings in
the various topics, therefore, you will be counting your collections
twice--first according to the total holdings by major subject field,
and second according to the specific science topics to which the materials are devoted in a more detailed subject classification.
In lilling out the enclosed forms, please refer to the comments
relating to each column, as listed below.

INSTRUtTIONS

Column
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Insert the appropriate letter identifying the statement of the
level of collecting that most nearly applies to your acquisition efforts under normal circumstances in each of the general
and specific topics listed (pr opposite the specific topics you
might yourself insert), Refer to the statements of Levels of
Collecting attached to the Collection Evaluation Form.
If for any reason you think that your level of collecting in any
subject field is too low or too high when matched with the needs
of the public you are primarily organized to serve, indicate the
level it would be desirable to maintain by inserting the appropriate letter designator from the Levels of Collecting scale.
Give the approximate number of volumes in your collections, as
of 30 June, 1967, in each of the general and specific topics
listed. As nearly as possible use the definition of "volume"
("A volume is a physical
given in the ALA Statistics Handbook.
unit of any printed, typewritten, handwritten, mimeographed, or
processed work contained in one binding or portfolio, hardbound
or paper bound, which has been cataloged, classified, and/or
made ready for use.")
Give the approximate number of serial titles in your collections,
as of 30 June, 1967, whose major fields of coverage support each
of the subject fields listed. Do not list any title more than
once under any of the specific topics.
Give the approximate number of volumes added to your collections
in each of the subject areas in the period 1 July, 1966 through
30 June, 1967.
Note any qualifications concerning the definitions of subjects, the
special emphases on kinds of materials, languages, etc. that are
purposefully included or excluded from your collections in any of
the topics, and any other information that might be considered
useful in assessing the quality of your collections.
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LEVELS OF COLLECTING

A.

BASIC INFORMATION COLLECTION. A collection of general materials, or
materials outside the scope of a special science collection, which may
support a minimum service to aid readers' immediate understanding of
a subject which is properly within the scope of a special science
collection. Such a collection consists of a dictionary, encyclopedia,
handbook, or texts, or a combination of these, in the minimum number
which will serve the purpose. A. basic information collection Is not
sufficiently intensive to support any courses in the subject area
itvolved.
(Note that this type of collection may be present in
various departmental libraries in a library system where a more intensive collection in the same subject area is located in another
department of the system.)

B.

WORKING COIIECTION. A collection which is adequate to determine the
current knowledge of a subject in broad outline, and the most important historical aspects of the area. It consists of one or more
dictionaries, an encyclopedia, handbooks,yearbooks, a reasonable
selection of monographs in the best editions, and several of the basic
journals. Such a collection will support undergraduate courses in the
subject.

C.

COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH COLLECTION! A collection which includes the
major portions of materials required for dissertations and independent
research.
It includes dictionaries and encyclopedias, and the most
importaat handbooks, books, periodicals and journals, and other publications in the languages usually associated with the subject, and in
the latest and best editions, as well as comprehensive bibliographies,
and indexing and abstracting journals. Same weeding of obsolescent
material may take place.

D.

EXHAUSTIVE COLLECTIONf* A collection which endeavors, so far as is
reasonably possible,to include everything written on the subject, in
all languages, ana in all formats (e.g., journals, monographs, technical reports, patents). Under the prevailing conditions of library
finance and the proliferation of publishing throughout the world, the
responsibilities for an exhaustive collection can be assumed only in
the most exceptional circumstances. Older material may be saved for
historical research.

*

After examination of the returns and the site surveys it wus deemed
advisable to redesignate collections at this level as Working Research
Collections.
See the note on the following page.
**

After examination of the returns and the site surveys it was deemed
advisable to redesignate collections at this level as Comprehensive
Research Collections.
See the note on the following page.
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Note on definitions of collections

While it was obvious from the data supplied by the librarians and from
the view of library collections gained in the site surveys, that there were
indeed several levels of research collections among the libraries, the
definitions and designations given to them in the collection evaluation
forms were inappropriate.
The comprehensive collections in reality were adequate for most needs
central tn the siihjppt aresis they served7 but usually were less than adequate in peripheral areas. Furthermore, they invariably lacked certain
kinds of research literature (e.g. scientific reports and patents) that
would be required to make them truly comprehensive research collections.
It seemed more appropriate, therefore, to label these collections working
research collections, and this is how they are identified in the report.

The collections listed as exhaustive by their curators were indeed
exceptional collections. Their strengths in ephemeral and lesser-used,
particularly older, materials, vms obvious. Furthermore, they usually
covered a mu6h wider range of aspects of the topics in which they specialized than other libraries, and they collected in more languages than many
libraries. Nevertheless, as noted in the evaluation form, few libraries
can be truly exhaustive, except perhaps in a limited number of topics, and
all of the collections surveyed were limited in some way. These collections,
therefore, have been designated comprehensive research collections in the
report.
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I.

CELESTIAL DYNAMICS

OBSERVATORIES & INSTRUMENTS

DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY,
ASTROPHYSICS

EARTH

GEODESY

CELESTIAL NAVIGATION

TIME MEASUREMENT

ASTRONOMICAL MAPS/CHARTS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

ASTRONOMY

(4)

(3)

(2)

(1)
1

Present

Subject Field

Current
Serial
Titles
(5)

Estimated Holdings
June 30, 1967

Bound
Volumes

Estimated
Level
of Collecting

Desirable

Name of Library and Division or Branch:

COLLECTION EVALUATION FORM

Notes
(7)

Volumes
Added
1966/67
(6)

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

APPARATUS & EQUIPMENT

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

MINERALOGY

I.

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

CHEMISTRY

(2)

(1)

II.

Present

Subject Field
(3)

Desirable

Estimated
Level
of Collectin

(4)

Volumes

BoUnd'
(5)

Current
Serial
Titles

Estimated Holdings
June 30, 1967

(6)

Volumes
Added'
1966/67
(7)

Notes

,

PHYSICAL & DYNAMIC GEOLOGY

PETROLOGY

ECONOMIC & APPLIED GEOLOGY

GEOLOGY OF VARIOUS WORLD
REGIONS

PALEONTOLOGY (all kinds)

METEOROLOGY

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

EARTH SCIENCES

,

(2)

(1)

III.

Present

.

(3)

Desirable

Coliectine

Subject Field

of

Estimated
Level

.

(4)

Bound
Volumes

1

(5)

Current
Serial
Titles

Estimated Holdings
June 30, 1967

(6)

Volumes
Added
1966/67

(7)

Notes

CIVIL ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

MILITARY ENGINEERING

MINING ENGINEERING

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

2.

10.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

1.

ENGINEERING

(2)

(1)

IV.

Present

Subject Field
(3)

Desirable

Estimated
Level
of Collecting

(4)

Bound
Volumes

'

(5)

Current
Serial
Titles

Estimated Holdings
June 30, 1967

(6)

Volumes
Added
1966/67
(7)

Notes

,

ARITHMETIC

ALGEBRA

GEOMETRY

TRIGONOMETRY

CALCULUS

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

MATHEMATICS

(2)

(1)

V.

(3)

Present

Subject Field
i

Desirable

Estimated
Level
of Collecting

(4)

Bound
Volumes
(5)

Current
Serial
Titles

Estimated Holdings
June 30, 1967

(6)

Volumes
Added
1966/67

(7)

Notes

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE
AND RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.
11 WEST 40TH STREET, N.Y., N.Y. 10018
Telephone: 212 695-6732

September 22; 1967

To: New York Metropolitan Area Librarians

The enclosed questionnaire is the final data gathering instrument for
the current phase of the METRO Science Library project. It has been
designed to obtain some facts and opinions on several aspects of
library operations that are important for regional planning.
Your continuing support for the METRO project in which I am engaged
has been graUfying and most appreciated. Again, I hope that your dedication to the goals of the 3-Ws program in New York State will induce you to
give us the benefit of your library's contribution to this phase of the study.

Extra copies of the questionnaire have been enclosed for the larger libraries.
They may be used for internal working documents. Each library system
should submit one consolidated form for the entire system. Addidonal copies
may be obtained from the METRO office.
If you have questions about this phase of the study, please write to me at the
METRO office, or call me collect in Washington, D. C. at the following
number: 202-381-5203.

Please return the completed questionnaire to the METRO office in the enclosed
stamped, self-addressed envelope by October 20, 1967.

Please accept my sincerest thanks for your cooperation.
Russell Shank
Supervisor Science Project

RS/dp
Enc ls. (8)
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NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.

SCIENCE LIBRARY PROJECT
Collection Development and
Storage Opinion Survey

(Note: In all of the following questions the term "physical sciences"
refers to astronomy, chemistry, geology and other earth sciences, physics,
engineering and mathematics.)

In the left-hand column below indicate the approximate number of
people (fV11-time equivalents) employed by your library system to give
service to people using your physical science materials, and the approximate number of dollars expended for books and journals in the physical
sciences and their binding, all in the period of time between 1 July
1966 and 30 June 1967. Exclude all people assigned to acquisition and
cataloging tasks.
1.

In the right-hand column below give your best estimate of the amount
of staff and library materials money that wduld have been required in order
to have allowed you to maintain the ideal collection and services in the
physical sciences in the period between 1 July 1966 and 30 June 1967. The
term "ideal" is meant to imply the level of operation that in your judgement
would have filled all of the unexceptlonal needs of your primary public
and the reasonable needs of others (from outside your organization,
jurisdiction or region) who might seek to use resources in which you maintain
specialties unique to the region.
1966/67
Actual

1966/67
Ideal

Staff (FTE)

Professional
Nonprofessional
Resources*(Dollars)
Books

Journals

Other materials
Binding (Dollars)

*How much, if any, resource money was obtained from the Federal government
under the terms of the Higher Education Act?
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Cooperative Acquisitions

Describe any formal cooperative acquisitions programs in which you are
participating in the physical sciences. Specify the libraries involved
in the programs, the subjects, languages, kinds of materials involved, and
other selection criteria that describe your input under terms of the programs.
2.

How much money, if any, was earmarked especially for these cooperative
acquisition programs in the period 1 July 1966 through 30 June 1967, and from
what sources did you obtain these funds (e.g. regular budget, Title II of
HEAs special institutional funds)?
3.

What special arrangements are there, if any, among the cooperating
libraries for joint use of msterial acquired under the terms of these special
programs?
4.

What would you judge is the utility of these cooperative programs in
terms of service to the user? Describe any shortcomings of these cooperative
programs as they now operate.
5.

What materials (specify in detail the kinds, languages, subjects, etc.)
do yau now collect specifically because you have unilaterally decided that
your library has an obligation to the region's users to maintain certain
collections?
6.
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7.

What materials (specify in detail the iinds,
languages, subjects, etc)
in the physical sciences do you not collect
specifically because you have
unilaterally decided that some other library in the region has a collection
of these items?

8.

Please specify by circling the appropriate number on the rating scale
below the degree of importance of the following services in your judgement
to the successful operation of regional programs oi service
based on cooperative collection development.
Of Little
or No

No

a.

Union catalogs and lists.

1

2

3

4

5

6

b.

Centralized referral services.

1

2

3

4

5

6

c.

Delivery services.

1

2

3

4

5

6

d.

TWX or other quick communication facilities.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Uniform access by users
to material cooperatively
collected.

1

2

3

4'

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

e.

fo

Other .(Specify)

Sub ects

Lan
ages

Kinds of
Publications

Age of
Material

Specify in detail below areas of collection development in the physical sciences in which yuu think
cooperative acquisition programs in the New York region might well be organized. You need not make
entries in every column below.

9.

10.

Please specify below (a) the amount of space currently assigned in
your library system for readers using physical science library materials,
and (b) the stack capacity currently available for active (i.e. non-stored)
physical science library material. Also estimate the figures for the same
library space utilization that will be available within the next five years.
In the figure for reader space include only those areas specifically
assigned as physical science reading areas. If the physical science facilities
are integrated with the life science facilities, prorate the reader spaces
approximately according to the ratio of library holdings for these two major
divisions of science. If your reader spaces are interspersed with your
stacks, assume 25 square feet per reading station. Assume stack capacity to
be 100 volumes per single-faced section of 36-inch shelves, seven shelves
per section (i.e. .21 lineal feet of stack shelving per 100 volumes).

Currently
Available

Planned (Total)
Within Next
5 Years

Readers' Space (Sq. ft.)
Stack Space (Volumes capacity)

11.

What portion (percentage) of the current stack space listed in
Question 10 is now filled, and at your current rate of input when (date) will
the stacks available for physical science materials be filled.

12.

Describe briefly (giving at least location, readers' space, stack
capacity, subjects to be accommodated, and dates of availability) the
building plans at your institution covering approximately the next decade
that will affect the housing of your physical science library collections
and services.
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13.

How many volumes of library materials in the physical sciences do you
have in storage (i.e. shelved separately in locations less accessible
and paged on a more restricted schedule than other material in the same
subjects)?

How many volumes of physical science materials were added to this
storage facility in the period 1 July 1966 through 30 June 1967?
14.

At current rates of input of physical science material when will your
presently available storage areas be filled to capacity?
15.

How many storage areas does your library utilize for physical science
material and how far removed in travel time from the more accessible material
in the physical science subjects are these storage areas?
16.

Under normal circumstances, what is the average, the minimum and the
maximum amount of time patrons are likely to have to wait for delivery of
materials fram the storage areas? Assume that the patrons apply for
the stored material at the same point in your system from which similar,
but unstored, material is normally circulated.
17.

Average time
Minimum time
Maximum time

Whether or not you currently use storage space for physical science
materials, would a regional storage facility have any value to you for the
housing and maintenance of your collections in the physical sciences:
18.

Immediately?
Over the next 5 years?

Yes

Yes

Eo
No

Over the next 10 years?

Yes

No
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19.

If your answer to any portion of Question 18 is yes, approximately'
how many volumes do you think it might be useful for you to transfer to
a regional storage facility:
Immedial,ely?

Over the next five years?
Over the next ten years?

Please indicate the desirability, in .your opinion, of each of the
following patterns of organization of regional storage centers for
lesser used materials in the physical sciences. (Circle the appropriate
number on the rating scale.)
20.

Undesirable

Desirable

No
Opinion

(a) Cooperating libraries each
accept responsibility for storing certain portions of the
region's lesser used materials.

1.

2

3

4

5

6

(b) Cooperating libraries
jointly operate a separate
storage facility with each
library retaining title to
its own material.

1

2

3

4

5

6

(c) Cooperating libraries
transfer title of stored
material to a jointly owned
center, with elimination of
duplicate titles from stored
collection.

1

2

5

6

(d) Same as either (b) or
(c) above but with the
addition of an active
acquisition program by the
storage,center of material
that none of the libraries
want individually to collect.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

(e)

Other (Please specify)

6

Please indicate by circling the appropriate number on the rating
scale belaw how important each of the following services would be in
the successful operation of a regional storage facility for materials in
the physical sciences.
21.

Degree of Importance for
Successful Operation
None

Essential

No
Opinion

(a) Delivery service to your
library (Specify frequency)
1

2

3

4

5

6

(b) Regional inventory of
stored material (a union
catalog at the storage
center).

1

2

3

4

5

6

(c) Space for patrons at
the storage center.

1

2

3

4

5

6

(d) Copying services at
the storage center.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

(e) Other (Please specify)

Please feel free to add any comments you wish bearing on the
tasks of collection development and housing.
22.

Library
Name of person submitting report
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NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REFERENCE
AND RESEARCH LIBRARY AGENCY, INC.
11 WEST 40ini STREET, N.Y., N.Y. 10018
Telephone: 212 693-6732

For some time, METRO, a non-profit agency chartered by the Regents of the
State of New York, has been studying science and engineering library resources and aervices - -the traditional sources of scientific and technical
information. Now METRO plans to make a study of trade associations to
assess their role, if any, in satisfying the region's need for information.
To assist us in this task we would appreciate your taking P. few minutes to
fill out this questionnaire. Please return it to METRO by 11 August, 1967.
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed to facilitate your response.

Many thanks for your assistance.

Russell Shank
Supervisor, Science Library froject

1. Your name:

2. Name of your organization:

411111111

3. Please specify the subject fields with which your organization is concerned.

4. Do you provide information services for anyone other than your own
members?
(7-1)
(2)

yes

no
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5. If your answer to the preceding question
was "yes," answerA, B, and C.

A. What type of services do you provide?

B. Wham do you serve?

C. Do you charge for your services?
(8-1)
(2)

Yes

Nb

6. If you provide information services to anyone other than
your own members,
please estimate how frequently the following sectors of the New York
metropolitan area scientific community use them.
(Circle the appropriate
number on the scale.)
Several
times a day

Daily

Several
Weekly
times a week

Less than
weekl

Organization
staffs
Public libraries

(10)

1

2

3

4

5

Academic libraries

(11)

1

2

3

4

5

Professional
society libraries

(12)

1

2

3

4

5

Other trade and
manufacturers'
associations

(13)

1

2

3

4

5

Other libraries

(14)

1

2

3

4

5

Scientists and
businessmen

(15)

1

2

3

4

5

Students (at
any level)

(16)

1

2

3

4

5

Other (specify)

(17)

1

2

3

4

5

Individuals
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7. Does your organization maintain any of the following?

Library

(18-1)

Yes

(2)

-No

Staff of subject specialists

(191)

Yes -(2)

No

Roster of subject specialists

(20-1)

__Yes

(2)

No

Roster of other information sources

(21-1) _Yes

(2)

No

Special data and information files
No
Yes (2)
(22-1)
otber than in your own library
(If you do have these files, please give a general description of contents.)

8. If you maintain a library, describe its resources.
Number of volumes
Number of periodical titles currently received
Number of technical reports
Number of films
Number of slides
Number of vertical file drawers
Subject of specialized collections (if any)
9. How frequently do the services you offer require that you make use of the
following information resources? (Circle the appropriate number on the scale.)
Several
times a day

Daily

Several
times a week

Weekly

Less than
weekl

Public libraries

(23)

1

2

3

4

5

Academic libraries

(24)

1

2

3

4

5

Members' libraries

(25)

1

2

3

4

5

Other association
libraries

(26)

1

2

3

4

5

Other information
services (specify)

(27)

1.

2

3

4

5

(28)

1

2

3

4

5

Other libraries
(specify)
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10. We would appreciate your comments about the availability of scientific
and technical information in the New York region, the problems of obtaining access to it, and any suggestions you might have for improvement
in science library and information resources and facilities in the'New
York metropolitan area.

11. If you have a brochure describing the activities of your association,
please send it along with this questionnaire.
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APPENDIX C
SOURCES OF DATA

Notes

New York Metropolitan Area Public, Academic, Association and
Museum Libraries Serving Professional Scientists, Engineers
and students and Included in the Population Studied by the
Metro Science Library Project, 1966/67

Other Libraries and Agencies Visited or Contacted
Public Accessibility of Respondent New York Metropolitan Area
Manufacturers and Trade Associations
Agencies Represented at Small Group Seminars
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SOURCES OF DATA
NOTES

Professional Community
The identification of the professional community in terns that would
suggest a sampling technique and the mechanism for approaching the sample
proved difficult. The Project wished to reach a wide ranae of scientists and
engineers by subject, and at least the most advanced performers. Scientific
societies were suggested as likely sources of assistance. Too many problems
were encountered in working with them, however. Some societies could not
provide mailing lists as a matter of policy. While some of the societies
had local chapters that included only New York City residents or employees,
others extended their chapter boundaries into New Jersey and Connecticut.
Still other chapters were restricted to one or more boroughs. Some societies
had no local chapters. Although all societies had their mailing lists
arranged according to zip codes, thus simplifying the location of an appropriate sample, the suppliers of the mailing lists were located in dozens of
cities. Altogether over 165 societies were identified as logical sources.
Ultimately questionnaires were mailed to subscribers of the journal
Industrial Science and Technology. About one-half of the 4uestionnaires
were mailed to Manhattan addresses; the remainder went to the other four
boroughs and Westchester County. International Science and Technology is
designed for experienced scientists and engineers, including those in
management, and particularly those who have a wide range of interdisciplinary
interests. Thus, although the list is not representative of every level of
performance in science and technology, at least it contains the names of those
who are likely to make many and unusual demands on libraries and information
systems. A system designed for them will also serve those in lesser positions
and with less experience.
The mailing list appeared to be weak in the names of those in education.
A separate list of faculty members was created, therefore, from the catalogs
of the 31 colleges and universities offering degrees in science, and the
questionnaire was mailed to every seventh name on the list, starting with
the sixth name.
Altogether, 4,273 questionnaires were mailed, of which 1,048 (24.5 percent)
were returned, and 898 (21.1 percent) were analyzed.
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Industrial Library Suray.
A special report form for this portion of the survey was mailed to all of
the 190 industrial libraries listed in Special Libraries of Greater Nev. York*
under the following headings: Chemical Industry; Communications; Engineering;
Petroleum; Science; Technology; and Transportation. (Another 12 libraries were
listed, but bad been closed or moved from New York City prior to the start of
this Project.) Of these libraries 67 (35.3 percent) returned forms, and the
data on 49 (25.8 percent) of them were analyzed.

Under raduate Students
The sample of undergraduate students was approached through faculty
members of the 31 academic institutions in the area that offer degrees in
science. P list of the faculty members in the science departments was created
from faculty listings in the catalogs of the schools. Every seventh faculty
member, starting with the seventh name on the list, was asked if he would
participate by distributing questionnaires in one of his undergraduate classes.
Those who agreed to assist distributed 542 questionnaires. Of these 231 (42.7 percent) were returned and 221 (40.7 percent) were anlyzed.

Graduate Students

The sample of graduate students was approached through the faculty
departments in those academic institutions that offered advanced degrees in
science. The questionnaire was distributed to 563 students selected by these
departments. The distribution was made late in the academic year (1966-67),
and although most of the departments indicated that their graduate students
would be on campus most of the summer, only 167 (29.7 percent) of the
questionnaires were returned, of which 162 (28.8 percent) were analyzed.

Manufacturers Associations

The questionnaire used to gather data for assessment of the interaction
between libraries and manufacturers associations was mailed to 308 associations.
These were selected from the Trade Association Directory for. New York_fite*
and were principally those that could be identified as being concerned with
technical aspects of product manufacture and use, including the processing of
basic raw materials. A few trade associations were included where it seemed
likely that they might be sources of technical data of the products with which
they were concerned. Of the questionnaires mailed 72 (42.7 percent) were
returned, of which 69 (22.4 percent) were analyzed.

* Special Libraries of Greater New York.

10th edition. New York: Special

Libraries Association, New York Chapter, 1963.
**

Trade Association Directory_Sor New York City. 2nd edition.
Department of Commerce and Industrial Development, (no date).
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New York:

Academic Institutions
The academic institutions chosen for inclusion in various parks of
the survey were those listed in the New American Guide to Coll%a that
offered degrees in science for four or more years of study. There were
31 such entries for the five boroughs of New York City and Westchester
County.
In the final study design, only 13 of the 16 small colleges
were included. Estimates of various elements of library facilities for
these colleges, and for those that did not respond to calls for information, were made when required, based on evidence fram colleges in the
area of similar size (student bodies and library collections).

*Hawes, Gene R. The New American Guide to Colleges.
New York: Columbia University Press, 1966.
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3rd edition.

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA PUBLIC, ACADEMIC, ASSOCIATION AND MUSEUM
LIBRARIES SERVING PROFESSIONAL SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS AND STUDENTS
AND INCLUDED IN THE POPULATION STUDIED BY THE METRO SOIENCE
LIBRARY PROJECT, 1966/67

Included in Study Phase:*
(1)

(2)

(3)

Brooklyn College
City College of New York
College of New Rochelle
College of Notre Date
Columbia University

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Cooper Union
City University of New York (Graduate
Division)
Fordham University
Good Counsel College
Hunter College

x

x

x

(4)

(5)

AACIALI%M4A
Tricti+114-4^..ftel
1110.,

Iona College
Kings College
Long Island University (Brooklyn)
Manhattan College
Manhattanville College of the Sacred Heart

Marymount Manhattan College
Marymount College
Mercy College
New York Institute of Technology
New.York University
Pace College
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute
Queens College
St. Francis College

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

(Not surveyed)

x

x

x
x

x.

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x

(Not surveyed)

111,111MMI

*Study phases:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

x

x
(Not surveyed)
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

Faculty and student opinion surveys
Collection evaluation survey
Space and cooperative acquisition survey
Site visit
Group seminar participants

x
x

Included in Study Phase:

St. John's University
St. Joseph's College for Women
Sarah Lawrence College
SUNY - Maritime College
Wagner College

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

Yeshiva University

Public Libraries

Brooklyn Public Library
Mt. Vernon Public Library
New Rochelle PUblic Library
New York Public Library
Queensborough PUblic Library

x

White Plains Public Library
Yonkers Public Library

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x xxxx
x

x
x

x

Association and Museum Libraries
American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics
American Museum of Natural History
Chemists' Club
Engineering Societies Library
United States of America Standards Institute

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

OTHER LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES VISITED OR CONTACTED

Bell Telephone Laboratories Library, Holmdel, New Jersey
Carnegie Institute of Technology Library, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Carnegie Ldbrary of Pittsburgh

ERIC Central, North American Aviation Washington, D.C.
Houston, Texas Chamber of Commerce
Industrial Information Service, Dallas Texas
John Crerar Library, Chicago, Illinois

Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh Interlibrary Center

Proect INTREX, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
Regional Information and Communication Exchange, Rice University,
Houston, Texas
U.S. Atomic Ehergy Commission, Technology Utilization Program, Germantown,
Maryland
U.S. National Science FounLation, Washington, D.C.
U.S. Office of State Technical Services, Washington, D.C.

University of Houston Library
Westchester Ldbrary System, Headquarters Office, Nt. Vernon, New York
University of Pittsburgh Librafy
Western Union, Sales Division, New York, N.Y.

PUBLIC ACCESSIBILITY OF RESPONDENT NEW YORK METROPOLITAN
AREA MANUTACTURERS AND TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

Services Available
to the Public
Yes
'A

1-3A-vuoulec4J- Aterials Association
.-.

Alloy Casting Institute
Aluminum Association
American Boat Builders and Repairers Association
Anerican Carpet Institute
American
American
Anerican
American
American

Gas Association
Iron and Steel Institute
Paper Institute
Tin Trade Association
Transit Association

American Water Works Association
Anerican Zinc Institute
Asphalt and Vinyl Asbestos Tile Institute
Asphalt Roofing Industry Biareau
Atonic Industrial Forum

Burlap and Jute Association
Business Equipment Manufacturers Association
Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association
Chemurgic Council
Chlorine Institute
Cigar Manufacturers Association of America
Coffee Brewing Center
Commercial Chemical Development Association
Compressed Gas Association
Copper Development Association
Coordinating Research Council
Flight Safety Foundation
Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association
Glass Container Manufacturers Institute
Gravure Technical Association
Grocery Manufacturers of America
Hard Fibres Association
International Air Transport Association
International Radio and Television Society
Licensed Beverage Industries
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No

Services Available
to the Public
Yes

Man-made Fiber Industry and its Products
Manufacturers Standardization Society of the
Valve and Fittings Industry
Mechanical Conractors' Association of New York
Mica Industry Association
National Association of Costume Jewelers
National Association of Doll Manufacturers
National Association of Engine and Boat
Manufacturers
National Association of Importers and Exporters
cf Hides wad Skins
National Association of Photographic Manufacturers
National Builders Hardware Association

National
National
National
National
National

Burlap Bag Dealers Association
Council for Stream Improvement
Dairy Council
Darymen Association
Electrical Manufacturers Association

National Forest Products Association
National Fruit and Syrup Manufacturers Association
National Industrial Conference Board
New York Cotton EXchange
Package Designers Council
Paper Stationery and Tablet Manufacturers
Association
Pleaters, Stitchers, Etbroiderers Association
Pulp Chemicals Association
Pulp, Paper and Papefboard Export Association
of the United States
Rubber Reclaimers Association
Society of the Plastics Industry
Sporting Arns and Ammunition Manufacturers
Association
Stationery and Office Equipment Board of Trade
Steel Shipping Container Institute
Toilet Goods Association
Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers
Association
United States of America Standards Institute
United States Shellac Importers Associatior
Wallcoverings Council

No

AGENCIES REPRESENTED AT SMALL GROUP SEMINARS

American Cyanimid Company, Stamford, Connecticut
American Institute of Physics
American Iron and Steel Institute
American Petroleum Institute
Brooklyn College
Brooklyn Public Library
Chemists' ClUb

City College of New York
Columbia University
Cooper Union
Copper Development Association

Engineering Societies Library
Lederle Laboratories, Pearl River, New York
Lummus Corporation, Newark, New Jersey

New York Palle Library
New York University
Newmont Mining Corporation
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Queensborough Public Library
Ijichmond College

United Nuclear Corporation
United States Naval Applied Science Laboratory
United States Steel Corporation
Western Electric Company
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TABLE D.I
NUMBER OF ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, AND TEACHERS
OF ENGINEERING,
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN NEW YORK STATE,
NEW YORK CITY AND
WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Occupation

ALL ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, TEACHERS

Engineers and architects
Aeronautical
Chemical and ceramic
Chemical
Ceramic
Civil and construction
Civil and construction
Sanitary
Transporte.don
Electrical and electronic
Industrial
Industrial
Safety
Mechanical
Air conditioning, heating,
and refrigeration
Marine engineering and naval
architecture
Textile
Optical
Other mechanical
Metallurgical
Mining and petroleum
Sales
Engineers n.e.c.
Architects
Scientists and mathematicians
Agricultural scientists
Biological scientists
Chemists
Food technologists
Other
Geologists and geophysicists
Mathematicians
Metallurgists
Meteorologists
Physicists
Engineering physicists
Other
Research pharmacists
Medical scientists
Pathologists
Radiologists
Other
Scientists n.e.c.

New York
State

New York West-

142,732

58,318

5,593

86,393
1,702
7,271
6,998
273
16,022
15,660
204

35,060
213
2,809
2,791

3,024

18

1

9,122
9,016

491
475

31

9

158

75

7

26,164
5,443
4,835
608
22,721

8,217
1,997
1,726
271
8,642

1,118
158
112
46
770

2,069

1,078

273

872

743
44

102
104

19,574
1,065
166
1,264
624
3,951

21,123
490
1,771
9,791
154
9,637

345
1,802
426
111

2,763
300
2,463
290
3,114
681
665
1,768
220
1).3

City

chester

252
251

e/OD Mai MO

41111=Ell MID

11

8

6,766
388

489
5

105

585
494
2,488

190

7,062

1,378

27

7

496
3,199

117

8

3,191
226
360
108
88
418

28
12

820
101
719
10
119
5
11111.M

30

OWMODMIO

418
25
2,016
422
405
1,189
99

30
176
93
28
22
43
1

Occupation

New York
State

College Teachers
Elgineering and architecture
Aeronautical
Chemical
Civil and construction
Electrical and electronic
Industrial
Marine engineering
Marbarl4pol

17,865
2,834
103
215
359
821
144
118
395
119
46
514
12,228

Metallurgical
All other engineering
Architecture,design or theory
Science and mathematics
Agriculture, forestry, horticulture
and architectural landscaping
314
Biology
1,303
Chemistry
1,736
Geology, earth science,
atmosphere science
280
Mathematics
1,595
Medical science n.e.c.
4,881
General.science (including
public health)
141
Physics and radiology
1,805
Pharmacy, pharmacology
140
All other
33
Technology
2,803
Airplane dispatching
84
Mechanical technology
95
Construction technology
77
Ceramics
73
Computer programming
18
Dental hygiene
90
Dental laboratory technology
203
Drafting
626
Electronic technology
1,036
Machine design, including
industrial design
88
Medical laboratory technology
158
Surveying
28
Industrial production methods
22
X-ray technology
92
All other technology
113
High school teachers (Licensed)
Science
Mathematics
Technical and technical-related

Source:

17,351
8,354
8,747
250

New York West City
chester
10,977
1,712
78
139
180
518
59
27
229

M.
2

2

43
18
421
7,562

95
MD OM SIP

635
811
170
928
3,958

80
914
33
33
1,703
84
41
60
8

16
16
MD.=

30
GIMMIN,

20
13

14

...10.4010

17

9

6

197

MM.. OM

443
458

4
4

b.9

124
14
12
89
98

5,219
2,430
2,677
112

.11.1.01.0

1,080
551
519
10

New York (State) Department of Labor. Division of Research and
Statistics. Technical Manpower in New York State. Special Bulletin
239. Vol. 1, Supplement A, New York, New York State
Department of
Labor, 1964. P. 125-7, Table 47.
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TABLE D.II

NTMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS,
AND TEACHERS OF ENGINEERING, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
IN NEW YORK STATE

Area

Number

New York State

142,732

100.0

New York City
Westchester

58,318
5,593

40.9
3.9

Nassau-Suffolk
Buffalo
Albany
Rochester
Syracuse
Utica
Binghamton
All other

18,158
13,576
8,398
8,118
7,239
2,766
2,552
18,014

12.7
9.5
5.9
5.7
5.1
1.9
1.8
12.6

Source:

Per cent

New York (State) Department lf Labor. Division of Research
and Statistics. Technical Man ower in New York State.
Special Bulletin 239. Vol. 1. New York, New York State
Department of Labor, 1964. p. 63, Table HH.
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g

Instrument Engr.
Maint. Engr.
Marine Engr.
Math.
Mech. Engr.

Geological Engr.
Geophysicist
Geologist
Hydraulic Engr.
Indus. Engr.

Elect. Engr.
Electro Mech. Engr.
Elect. Res.
Engr.
Forestry Engr.

Design Engr.
Designer
Drafting & Design Tech.
Economist
Elect. Devel. Engr.

Ceramics Engr.
Ceramist
Chemical Engr.
Chemist
Civil Engr.

Accoustical Engr.
Aerospace Engr.
Agricultural Engr.
Auxiliary Engr.
Business Engr.

1
3

50
995
717

9

1

153

4
21

50
912
337

1

3

.

8,941

1

320

4-

16

11

470
1,562

6

3

78

15

23

67

10

1

6

1
4

3

5

BrooklynAphattan

/8
25

7

2

252

12

Bronx

18
25

1
3

9,228
10

3

1

959

16
4
23
1

2,437
11

1
1
624

6

4

5
3
1

Total

43
148

155

292

135

17

Oueens

TABLE D.III CATEGORY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH PERSONNEL IN INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH LABORATORIES BY BOROUGH OR COUNTY OF EMPLOYMENT

24

Richmond

29
58

2

52
10

3

80

5

1
127
637

Westchester

SUB

Tara

. . .

Technical Dir.
Writers

. . . .

Systems Devel. Engr.
Technical Engr.
Technician
Textile Engr.
Textile Spec.

Prod. Devel. Engr.
Programmer
Radar Engr.
Reliability Engr.
Researchers

Other Prof'1's.
Photo Engr.
Physical Chem.
Physicist
Plastics Engr.

Model Makers
Nuclear Engr.
Oceanographer
Opn's. Res. Engr.
Optical Engr.

Metallurgical Engr.
Metallurgist
Minerological Engr.
Mining Engr.

Mech. Elect. &gr.

(28 689)

250

2

3

11,126
11

5
7

200

1
51
1
2

3

825

1
1

700

2

2
1

11
26

12
24
259
1
1

Total

(452)

15

5

5

1

Bronx

(413)

147

7

17

11

10

Brooklyn

(24,321)

250

2

(1,418)

3

8
3

492

98

12

23

ueens

9,655

200

1

51

1

620

1
1

598

2

2
1

1

205
1

22

Manhattan

(41)

17

Richmond

(2,044)

800

7

5

2

3

95

68

26

20

2

12

Westchester

Source:

29,321)
(458

1

)

Bronx

(419

1

5

)

Brooklyn

(24,709

71

1
4

24

1
89

5

6

183

4

)

Manhattan

(1;432)

1

5

2

6

Dikeer_is

(

52

1

10

)

Richmohd

(2,251

14

16

34
1

1

6

16
81

)

Westchester

Industrial Research Laboratories of the United States, 12th ed. Washington, D. C.: Bowker Associates, Inc. 1965.

(

1
13
35
76

Microbiologist
Pharmacist
Pharmacologist
Psychologist

TOTAL

89
46

1
1

41

6
8

16
290

4

Food Tech.
Home Economist
Lawyer
Medical Specialist
MDs

Bacteriologist
Bacteriologist and Micro
Biologist
Biologist
Consulting MDs
DVMS

Life Sciences and Others

Total

TABLE D.IV
AGGREGATE SIZE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COLLECTIONS
LISTED IN THE SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
GREATER NEW YORK DIRECTORY (1967 ed.),*
BY TYPE OF LIBRARY

METRO area

Academic libraries
4 or 5 year degree
Books
Per. Titles
Tech. Repo-rts

Graduate degree
Books
Per. Titles
Tech. Reports

(4)**

Non-METRO in
50 mi. radius

Total in
50 mi. radius

(1)

(5)

231,700
2,543
16,600

53,000
450

178,700
2,093
16,600

(13)

(11)

(24)

322,200
8,985
124,200

333,014
9,637
58,000

655,214
18,622
182,200

(101)

(175)

410,228
18,589
53,030

634,018
36,342
1,018,481

1,044,246
54,931
1,071,511

Government
Books
Per. Titles
Tech. Reports

(5)

(4)

(9)

Public

(5)

Corporate
Books
Per. Titles
Tech. Reports

Books
Per. Titles
Tech. Reports

Society
Books
Per. Titles

(74)

218,047
1,450
268,000

50,500
1,348
58,500

268,547
2,798
326,500

761,254
7,318
6,000
(5)

324,220
4,660

Mfg./trade assoc.
Books
Per. Titles
Tech. Reports

(7)

Other

(6)

Books
Per. Titles
Tech. Reports

.

20,800
1,120
1,000
(9)

(3)

51,000
50,165
90,900

62,550
28,860
190,050

*Statistics were obtained from proof copy.

**Figures in parentheses indicate number of libraries included.
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113,550
79,025
280,950

APPENDIX E
LIBRARY COLTRCTION SPECIALTIES
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1

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SUBJECT COLLECTIONS
IN ACADEMIC, PUBLIC, PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY,
CORPORATION,' AND MISCELLANEOUS SPECIAL LIBRARIES
IN THE METRO AREA2
Aero-Space Engineering
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Aeronautics
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Air Conditioning Technology
voorhees Technical Institute

Architecture
City College of New 'York
Columbia University, Avery Architectural Library
Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art
New York Public Library, Art Architecture Division
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Parsons School of Design
C. W. Post College of Long Island University
Pratt Institute
Astronautics
American Institute of Aermaautics and Astronautics
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn'

'Whenever corporation libraries are listed, symbols are used to
indicate degree of accessibility: P = Open to public; LP = Limited
public access; Lib = Open to other librarians only. Corporations
whose collections are closed are not listed.
2This list is composed of entries from the following sources:
Ash, Lee, comp. Subject Collections: AGuide to Special Book Collections
and Sublect Emphases as Reported by University, College, and Special
Libraries in the United States and Canada. 2nd ed. New York, R.R. Bowker, 1961.

Council of Higher Educational Institutions in New York City. A Directory
of Resources of Cooperative LibrarieS in Metropolitan New York. 3rd
ed. New 'York, Couacil of Higher Educational Institutions in New York
City, 1965.
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Astronomy
American Merchant Marine Library Association
City College of New York
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Astronomy--History
American Museum of Natural History
Atomic Energy
Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc. (LP)
Columbia University, Monell Engineering Library
Ebasco Services (Lib)
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Library
Automobile Mechanics
Voorhees Technical Institute
Biochemistry
Academy of Medicine of Brooklyn
Chemists' Club
Evans Research and Development Corporation (Lib)
M. J. Lewi College of Podiatry
New York City, Department of Health, Bureau of Laboratories
Library
The Rockefeller University
Ceramics

Columbia University, Avery Architectural Library
New York Public Lfbrary, Axt and Architecture Division
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Construction Corporation (Lib)
Chemists' Club
Engineering Societies
Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc. (Lib)
Hydrocarbon Research, Inc. (Lib)
C. L. Mantell (Lib)
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Pratt Institute
Chemical Technology
Bronx Community College of the City University of New York
Chemistry

Academy of Medicine of Brooklyn
Brooklyn College
Brooklyn College of Pharmacy of Long Island University
Chemists' Club
Columbia University, Chemistry Library
Columbia University, College of Pharmacy
Evans Research and Development Corporation (Lib)
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Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation (Lib)
Manhattan College
C. L. Mhntell (Lib)
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
New York University, Gould Memorial Library
Pepsi-Cola Company (Lib)
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Library
Vick Chemical Company, Research Divisions Library (Lib)
Civil Engineering
Engineering Societies
Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc. (Lib)
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Communications
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Yeshiva University Graduate Center Library
Diesel Engineering
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Economic Geology
Engiveering Societies
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Societies
Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc. (Lib)
New York Public Library, Science and Technology'Division
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute
Queensborough Community College of the City University of
New York
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Electrical Technology
Bronx Community College of the City University of New York

Electricity
Consolidated Edison Company of New York Library (Lib)
Edison Electric Institute Library (LP)
Engineering Societies
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Electricity and Nhgnetism
Engineering Societies
Electrochemistry
C. L. Mantell Library (Lfb)

Electromagnetism
Engineering Societies
Electronics
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
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International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (Lib)
New York Institute of Technology
Voorhees Technical Institute
Electro-Physic3
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn

Engineering
Chemists' Club
City College of New York
Columbia University, Monell Engineering Library
Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art
Ebasco Services (Lib)
Engineering Societies
Manhattan College
New York Institute of Technology
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
New York University, Engineering ard Science Library
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute
QueensbJrough Community College of the City UniveTsity
of New York
State University of New York, Maritime College
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy

Geodesy
American Seamen's Friend Society, Library for Seamen

Geology
American Museum of Natural History
American Overseas Petroleum Ltd. (LP)
Columbia University, Geology-Maps Library
Engineering Societies
Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc. (Lib)
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, Central Library (Lib)
Union Carbide Corporation, Mining and Metals Division (Lib)
Guided Missiles
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Gums and Resins
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Industrial Chemistry
Chemists' Club
Industrial Design
New York Public Library, Art and Architecture Division
Parsons School of Design

Magnetism
Engineering Societies
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Marine Engineering
American Merchant Marine Library Association
State University of New York, Maritime College
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Materials Processing
Voorhees Technical Institute
Mathematics
Columbia University, Mathematics Lfbrary
Hunter College
Manhattan College
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
New York University, Courant Institute of Mathematical
Sciences Library
Notre Dame College of Staten Island
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Voorhees Technical Institute
Mathematics - -History

Columbia University, Special Collections
Mechanical Drawing
Columbia University, Avery Architectural Library
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Societies
Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc. (Lib)
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Pratt Dastitute
Queensborough Community College of the City University
of New York
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Metallurgy
Engineering Societies
New Jersey Zinc Company (Lib)
New Yofk Public Library, Science and Technology Division

Metalwork
Columbia University, Avery Architectural Library

Meteorology
American Merchant Marine Library Association
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Mineralogy

Arerican Museum of Natural History
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
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Mines and Mineral Resources
Engineering Societies
NeTT Jersey Zinc Corporat.f.on (Lib)

Union Carbide Corporation, Mining and Metals DI7I9ion (Lib)

Mining Engineering
Nt.0 Jersey Zinc Company (Lib)
Union Carbide Corporation, Mining and Metals Division (Lib)
NaFinnal Aeronautics and Space Administration
New York University, Engineering and Science Library
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Nautical Science
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy

Naval Architecture
State of New York, Maritime College
Nuclear Engineering
American Seamen's Friend Society Library
Engineering Societies
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy

Nuclear Science
State University of New York, Maritime College
Oceanography
American Merchant Marine Library
State University of New York, Maritime College
Paleontology
American Museum of Natural History
American Overseas Petroleum Ltd. (LP)

Paper Making and Trade
Allied Chemical Corporation, Aniline Division Library (Lib)
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Patents

Evans Research and Development Corporation (Lib)
Newr York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Petroleum
American Overseas Petroleum Ltd. (LP)
Engineering Societies
Ford, Bacon & Davis,Inc. (Lib)
Hydrocarbon Research Inc. (Lib)
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Sinclair Oil Corporation, Technical and General Library (Lib)
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey (Lib)
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Pharmacology
Brooklyn College of Pharmacy of Long Island University
Fordham University
Pharmacopeias
Colukabia University, College of Pharaacy

Pharmacy
Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation, Aniline Division
Library (Lib)
Brooklyn College of Pharmacy of Long Island University
Columbia Uriversity, College of Pharmacy
New York Academy of Medicine
New York Pharmaceutical Association
New York State Pharmaceutical Association
Chas. Pfizer & Company, Inc., Business Library (Lib)
Winthrop Laboratories (Lib)
Physical Sciences
Long Island University, Zeckendorf Campus
New York University9 Engineering and Science Library
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Physics

Columbia University, Physics Library
Neu York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Polytechnic InW-itute of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute
U.S. Atomic Energy Comnission Library
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Protective Coatings
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Radar

American Seamen's Friend Society Library
Radio

American Seamen's Friend Society Library
Western Union Telegraph Company, Industrial Library (LP)

Rand Corporation Reports
Columbia University, Monell Engineering Library
Science

Fordham University
Good Counsel College
Marymount Manhattan College
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Notre Dame College of Staten Island
Pace College
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Pratt Institute
Queensborough Community College of the City University
of New York
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QueeLsborough Public Library
The Rockefeller University
Saint Joseph's College for Women
State University of New Yczk, Matitime College
Staten Island Institute of Arts and Sciences
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Voorhees Technical Institute
Science--History
Brooklyn College of Pharmacy of Long island University
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Yeshiva University, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Shipbuilding
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
State University oi New York, Maritime College

Technology
Bronx Community College of the City University of New York
Chemical Construction Corporation, Chemico Library (Lib)
New York City Community College of the City University
of New York
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
State University of New York, Maritime College
Staten Island Community College of the City University
of New York
Technology--History
Brooklyn College of Pharmacy of Long Island University
Engineering Societies
Textile Industry and Fabrics
New York Public Library, Science and Technology Division
Traffic Engineering
Municipal Reference Library
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Depository
Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc. (P)
Columbia University, Monell Engineering Library
New York University, Engineering and Science Library
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